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SUllHARY 

Typically, contracts in the Construction Industry are placed On 

a basis of competitive tenders. The ability to estimate costs in 

advance is, therefore, impe~ative. 

Ideally, estimates should be based on recorded levels of performance 

but the diversity of the projects encountered often makes this feedback 

impractical. It has been Observed tJv~t currently estimators depend 

to.a large extent on intuition to produce prices which are acceptable 

to the client. Whilst these prices are typically within 10;6 of the 

total cost of the Vlork, the estimates for individual work items may 

differ from the actual cost by as much as 100;6. 

For this reason, research was undertaken into methods which are 
, 

not normally practiced in the Construction Industry; The principal 

objective of the research was to find and test a method of estimating 

which would be quicker than present methods and would achieve a more 

direct reflection of observed perforl:1ance. 

This thesis describes attempts at applying regression analysis 

globally to building costs. It also exafjines the varying levels o'f 
, 
difficulty· in ·estimating different categories of work and the impli-

cations of the Pareto distribution of the values of the items. in a 

bill of quantities. 

In the lieht of the foregoine studies, a new method of estimating 

\Vas deviced and tested. ~'m New Hothod separates the ·selection and 

evaluation of sub-contractors, suppliers and material costing, which 

ca.n bo done by semi-skilled clerks, from the difficult task of labour 

cont prediction. Labour costa are traditionally forecast by the 

application of constants to unit qunntities. This procedure is 

l'Btained in the proposed method only as a mcnns of obtaining initial 

approxir:!ate rates. These rates are applied· to the bill items and 
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the resultant list of work items is placed in numerical order using 

a computer. Thus the comparatively limited number of items (say 

2(},'1,), which contribute the majority of the total project cost, are 

identified for more exact estimating. The work items are further 

sorted by computer into' operational format to assist in the 

utilization of reSOurce esti~ating as a proper basis for pricing and 

for feedback from actual site performance. 

The New Hethod and the' practical tests to which it was subjected 

are described in detail. The tests were conducted within a 

contracting firm in parallel with . their eXisting work and from them 

it VIas c9ncl uded that the :';ethod has achieved its principal object-

ives, namely, quicker estimating and an improved standard of 

comparison against which to record observed costs. This latter 

characteristic should contribute to improved feedback and, conse-

. . 
quently, more reliableestireates. 

Although the principles described in this thesis apply equally 

to Buildin& and Civil Engineering, the accepted methods of est i".1at in& . 

in Civil Engineering a.re already based qUite extensively on operational 

considerations. The value of the work d~Gcribed lies I therefore I 

principally on the Building side of the Industry. 
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INTRODUCTION 

"For which of you intending to build a tower, sitteth not down 

first and counteth the cost, whether he have . sufficient to finish 

it?" ••• ••• St. Luke - Ch. 14, vs. 28. 

For the assistance of the reader a diagrammatic plan of the 

research \'Iork undertaken for this. thesis isshoVlfl on pa,';e x. The 

letters in parenthesis in this introduction. relate to the sections on 

the diagram. 

A tender submitted by a contractor for propoted building work . 

cOr.1prines two distinct parts •. The first is an eGtimate of the cost 

of doing the Vlork ac:gregated frorJ the cost of labour, plant, materials, 

sub-contractors and Prime Cost "um". . The second i:Ja mark-up 

allowance for profit, risk and establishment overheads. This· 

division is not discernible to the client as the two are combi::led 

. together by the CO::ltractor to form his bid figure. 

The v/ork in this thesis relates solely to the ·first part and 

i·s called· Estimating" as distinct from Bid Strategy. 

AlthoUgh the prime purpo:Je of Entir.1atinf, is to pro::Juce a .fore

cast' of the probable cost o'f constructing t'he Vlorks (A) it is also 

used to fix the Contractor IS fin"::lcial entitlements ," as a yardstick 

to monitor achieved performances and as a vehicle for pre-tender 

planning. 

The Client usually allows contractors about a four week period 

to nubmit a tender I which is generally considered to be sufficient 

except where difficulties are encountered in obtainin(! quotations 

from sUb-contractors. 

'I'he, Estimate is normally prepared by a senior estimator 

usuniJ.y with assintancefrom the planning department. If the success 
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rate of obtaininG contracts is taken to be about. 1 in 7, varying 

with the general economic conditions, there is clearly a considerable 

proportion Of abortive work. 

Limited man power for Estimating militates against detailed 

precise lVork for every tender. As a result,. Contractors usually 

give dctailod attention only to desirable contracts. The. remainder 

are prepored in a more approximate manner with a risk allowance to 

cover for unforeseen circum.,tances and for the less accurate method 

of estimating • 

. Estimates are prepared generally in accordance with the recom-

mendations set out in. the "Code of Estimating Practice" published 

by the Institute of Build·ing. It is difficult to recr~it the 

necessary skilled staff to prep~re sufficient estimates using this 

system. It is, therefore, slibl:\itted that the new r.1ethod, 

subsequently discu3sed,· will alleviate the problem by relegatinG much 

of the less skilled· vlOrk to clerical labour or computers. 

Bills of Quantities based on a Stand"rd Hethod Of He;s~einent 

are supplied by the .Client for larger projects and whe n not .supplied·; 

as in the case of some negotiated contracts, are usually prepared 

by Contractors. Although Contractors' Bills ~ay be shorter than 

those produced strictly in accordance with the Stand,er.d Hethod, it is 

still an expensive process and alternative methods of cost prediction, 

e.g. r0ere8~ion analysiG,have 'been inventigated. 

Estimates should be based all records of production fror.1 previous 

projects (B) but this is extremely· difficult to ac;,ieve in practice. 

Construction projects are uniqun so. that the same set of circumstancos 

are never repeated in their entirety. 

Hany attempts (C) have beell made to classify work into recordable 

sUb-divj.sions GO that o~ie .. ("aJ.l differenGes can be isolated and. 

evaluat.ed. The main difficulty, isfin:linc a'sat;,sfactory method of 

iv. 



classification which combines the physical content of the work \'Iith 

other factors such aspsycholo&y and meteorology which considerably affect 

levels of produc.tion. 

contractors establish accountancy headings under which site 

·costs are allocated (D) but these costs are. often either accidentally 

or deliberately misallocated by site staff to give a more favourable 

impression to the rrlana[!ement. These costs headings do not always 

cOincide with those used in estimating so that there is little feed

back of accurate usable cost data in practice. 

A classification system which represents t~e3e varinbles in 

sufficient detail would be complex and would involve several thousand 

items for each site. It has been demonstrated (Ref. :10. 2) that the 

reliability of data recorded in such circu!:lstances is very low and 

this detailed classification approach for feed':'back is, .therefore, not 

considered ·practical~' Furthermore, even if reliable booking could be 

guaranteed the cost of \·iorkine; :in such detail Vlould be prohibitive'. 

One possible alternative approach (E) is to record achieved total 

costs for 'it number cif projects, to&ether \vith the variables which are 

thought to control them 'and to undertake re&ression analysis to 

quantify the effect of the variables. 

Previous studies carried out at ,Lou&hborou&h 'University into 

clients I costs of concrete frames and heating syster.ts, showed that 

it may be possible to develop a mathematical model by regression 

analysis which is able to predict the complete buildine cost. A 

rOO'ession analy"is can' only bo made if the number of sets of data 

available is at least 10 or 15 more than the number of variables used 

in the model.· As "the nur;j)er of variables needed is about 10, a 

minimum of 20 sets of data is requir~d. 

It \'Ias not thou~ht fea,sible to p~oduce a single model capable 

of predict:i,nr, tho co"t of all types of buildinG work with their 

v. 



differences in usc and qu~lity. Therefore, each category of building 

requires a se~nrate model. 

Hany Contractors were contacted (F) but none of them was able to 

. provide the cost data for the requisite number ·of siI:tilar projects. 

This meant that the nodel would have to be based on clients' costs 

(G) extracted from cost analyses wllich are !:!ore readily available. 

Two studies were unde,\taken. The first was made .on Hertfordshire 

County Council schools (1I) designed within a buHdinC system. A 

successful cost model was derived which, on subsequent tes:s, gav& 

c'esults well within tho t"rcet linits of accuracy of ± 10';. A second 

study on traditional factory buildings (I) fro", published cost 

analyses did not produce successful results. 

It Vias concluded that this ap!,roach niGht be used by Clients 

and Contractors having a fairly standard desien <Jnd it :i3 rcco:.1::1ended 

that further studies are mad~ using·r.lore data. 

As a compromise between detailed classification and Clobal rcc;rcssion 

analysis (J), it should be possible to apply regression analysis to 

sub-divisions of work, e.g. the traditional trades. This 'approach 

\'/ould achieve rclieblc recor.dine. si::·ce the nU:.1ber of cost codes 

would be limited. It would also relieve the need for lar[::;e numbers 

o~ .s·imilar projects since e;reater similarity crin be e~pected within 

the sub-divisions. 

The feasibility of applying reGression analysis in this way (K) 

was investigated but it vias not possible to pursue the approach in 

the short term bGcause Contractors were not able to supply their costs 

in appropriate form. ·Sub-divisions in cost analysis from Bills of 

Quantities (r.) are extremely suspect due to the variability of 

individual rates in the Bills and the loading of certain "cctions by 

Contractors to improve their cash flow "nd for other reaGons. 

vi. . . ..01IIII 



It is sugGested, howcver, that the use of regression analysis 

. in this context nay prove fruitfuJ, in the long term and it is 

recorJ'nended that studies should be undertaken Vlhen the data are 

available. These data will be available when sifficient projects he.ve 

been completed usinG the proposed estimating system as it conveniently 

produces the true costs for each section of v/ork. 

It .is generally agreed within the ·Building Industry that about 

805~ of the total value of the Vlork in a Bill of Quantities. is 

represented by 205~ of the itens. (H) If these 2056 are. selected for 

a more" CO!:lllrehensivc study, it should be pos8ible to obt':lin greater 

accuracy for these ite~s. The. remaining 80"10 ·of items can be. treated 

in a more arbitrary fashion as any discrepancy would. not affect the 

overall total accuracy to an unacceptable extent.· 

The Bill items are usually priced from the estimated costs 

o.f labour ,plant, materiala and sUb-contractors (1). In p,actice, 

the achieved costs of labour and plant are found to show the 

greatest vad.ance from the estinated cost and, as they represent 

a high proportion of the total cost, any improvement. in accuracy 

WOUld. be advantageous. 

forecast •. 

They are also the most difficult to 

Haterial and sub.,.contractors t costs do not show such· a "!ide 

Variance except when caused by inflation or by the merchant or 

sub-contractor refusing to fulfil his contractural obligations. 

The production and .·calculation of these costs is not difficult to 

achieve and it is recommended that they are prepared by trairied 

clerical staff. 

To enable the items representing the majority of the labour 

and plant cost.s to be identified, a computer program (0) Vias developed 

Vlhich rarlits the bill Hems in order of magnitUde. 1'ho program also 

sepa.r1ltcs the Hems by activity. 

vii. 



A pre-tender plan is drawn up by the Estimator and Planner 

and a decision made as to what are to be the main activity groups -

normally not morc than 20. The Bill items are simply coded by 

giving them the number of the activity to which they relate. 

It is necessary initially for the Estimator to 5.nsert the 

estimated costs for labour and plant for each of the relevant Bill 

items. This can be done by reference to standard constants of 

output which are multiplied by the all-in hourly rate of the labour 

and plant involved. The page and item nunber, activity, quentity . 

and rate are punched directly on to cards without any intermediary 

coding system. The comput.er program will then :-

(a)! Calculate the extensions and totals. 

(b) List the extension values in descendinG order of value 

(c) Establish the cut-off level - normally 8a;G of the value 
.of the work - those items within this limit being 
defined as critical. 

(d) Collect the items into the relevant activity groups. 

(e ) Indicate which of the items in the activity groups 
have a critical value. 

The computer output allows the Estimator to· examine the highlighted 

critical ite~s in greater detail. As they arC also sorted tnto 

activity groups, he can use a form of operational estimating as an 

alternative to the initial method of pricing. 

Any discrepancies betwecn the initial and the rcfined cnti',"lte 

for any item brough~ to light. are easily correc.ted and a revised. 

output obtained. ),'or any activity in which the refined estimate· 

is different from the initial estim,~te a simple multiplyinG factor 

is applied to ;-,11 the constituent bill items. 'l'he Came r.lU1Uplying 

facility can be used selectively to adjust bill item') for the 

l.mprovement of the contractor's cash flov,. 

The system and proerrim have been tested (P) \'li.th a Inrce 

natl.onal buildinG firm. 



The activity groupings Vlere prepared by B. Hoyles and K. 

Armstrong of Loughborough University and the firms' estimators 

priced the items. Card punching and computer work was done on 

the computers of Loughborough University and Lanchester Polytechnic. 

The national contractor was successful in obtaining One of 

the contracts tendered for and acnieved costs have been collected 

from the site and grouped under the original activities. 

Comparisons between estimated and achieved costs haye been 

made on a standard form and fortunately for the Contractor, the 

achieved coats have nearly always been less than those estimated. 

Wner~ large differences occurred, explanations were fO'lnd which 

indicated that the estimator's original assumptions were incorrect. 

It is intended in the future (Q) to collect the results of 

several projects so that overall trends can be evaluated. These 

cost data vlill also be used to produce detailed regression cost 

·models for use in the preparation of ne'll tenders. 

Other forms of estimating are being developed (R) which con

centrate on the operational aspect and the allocation of 

resources, e. g. Cost Of Contrac tors' Operations by the Department 

of the Environment. It is believed that once developed and tested, 

these forms will be far superior to the present methods. !fa 

construction firm wishes to use this type cif system it is necessary 

for the Estimator/Planner to be able to produce records of their 

firm's past performance for inclusion in the data bank of a computer 

pro~ram. These data will be available when sufficient projects 

have be'en completed using the described new method of estimating. 

Operational estilr.ating techniques which predict the COGt of 

an oporation may not be compatible with the requirement of mandatory 

client documentation.· 

New Hothod. 

However, tho two Can be reconciled by the 

ix. 
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CIL~PTER 1. 

TICS DEVELOP1·%NT, PU'1POSE AnD COEDITIOnS OF ESTnl~TnrG 

Introduction: 

This chapter briefly traces the evolution of estimating for 

building Vlork from Norman times and its development up to the 

present day. The basic purposes and philosophies of estimating 

are examined and the current conditions under which an estimate 

is prepared have been surveyed. 

1.1 Historical Develo,.""ent of Estil:!atinr; 

1.1.1 A brief historical account of the development of 

estimating from Xorman times until the prese)1t day is given 
~ 

in Appendix 1. 

The role of the building o,mer h",s changed from self-

build and direct employment of craftsmen to the present 

J:lethod of employing a main contractor, vrho 1s responsible 

for constructing and co-ordinating the work. 

In the earlier 'part of this period. estir.lating m'J.Y have 

been practised by the client to ensure he had the necessary 

financial resources to complete the vrork. This function is 

now undertaken by the independent Quantity SurveY'or on his 

/ 

behalf. 

1.1.4 With the emergence of a main contractor. an agreed 

pr.ice of constructinG the \'Iork becar.-.c nocessary as D. pre~udo 

to the building contract. 'rho Contractor vias thus forced to 

develop techniques which enables him to m~'".!ke a reasonable 

foreC.:lst of the probable cost of the \'lork. 

1.1.5 From its i!1itial development, methods of cntir.mting 

ha'T0 ch~nGod little OVer the past century. 

1. 
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1.2 The purpose of Estimating 

1. 2.1 The purpose of estimating is n·ot solely limited to 

cost forecasting. The information and. discipline involved 

in the pra-tender process produces several benefits, which 

although secondary, are extremely important to the successful 

management of a building contract. The following paragraphs 

illustrate the main primary and secondary functions which 

benefit from the estimating process. 

1.3 The Forecast of Cost 

1.3.1· The primary purpose of estimating is to make a forecast 

of the cost of constructing the v/arks which is as accurate as 

the circumstances de~and. This forecast of cost narmally 

forms the. basis .of the tender. 

1. 4 The Val ua tion a f Work Cample ted 

1.4.1 The estimatar's farecast of cast is used by the Client's 

advisars and the Cantractor for assessing the value .of caffipleted 

Vlork. This valuatian ensures that the correct payment is made 

in interim certificates. 

1. 5 The Valuation of Variations 

1.5.1 It is extremGly unusual for a canstFucted buildj.ng ta 

be identical to the .original design on which the tender Vias 

-ba.sed. 'rhe priced bill permits the value of omitted .or 

additional work to be assessod on the same basis as the work' 

included in the tender. 

1. 5.2 BeCftllSe variations disrupt the programme and s.eqllence 

2. 



of operations, the cost of performing varied work is usually 

more than similar work priced in the original estimate. This 

increase will not be recovered if the original rates are used 

to value the work • Hence the contractor must resort to 

. Clause 11(6) of the Standard Form of Building Contract which 

empowers the Quantity Surveyor "to ascertain the amount of 

such loss or expense". In such cases, the bill rates may 

be discarded and a valuation made from the act.ual costs of 

labour and materials incurred in the variation. 

1.6 The Provision of Cost ·Information for the Client 

The estimated prices are mainly related to the 

measurable quantities of permanent Vlork. Thic enables the 

Client's advisers to forecast the probable cost effects of 

changes in the design by measuring the alternatives and 

pricing them in accordance with the rates in the Bill. 

1.6.2 Estimating provides the data for elemental cost 

analyses which are used by the Quantity Surveyor in the 

cost control of future designs. 

1.7 The Planning of Operations 

1. 7.1 An efficient estimating process can impose a useful 

discipline on the managerial control of the contract. 

original pre-tender plan and method statement serve as a 

useful gUide for drawine up the construction programme. 

Any proposed or actual deviations from the original plan 

can be comparatively conted and evaluated. 

1.8 The Forecast of Future Plant Requirements 

1.8.1 Tho estimation of plant costs require reasonably flrm 

3. 



decisions to be made on th.e selection of major plant items 

used in the contract. 

1.8.2 The company's pre~ent plant resources can be balanced 

against future requirements and'any,necessary adjustments can 

be made at an early stage. This is particularly important 

when decisions hRve to be made on purchase or hire. 

1.9 The Comparison of Estimated with Achieved Costs 

1.9.1 The estimate contains a detailed 'concealed forecast 

of the expected labour and material outputs related to individual 

work units. These forecast outputs can be processed to 

provide data for a cost and bonus system vlhich, in theory, 

reconciles actual expenditure with that predicted in the 
1 

estimate. When,large discrepancies occur, remedial action 

can be taken eithe'rby attempting to increase output, or by 

modifying future predictions in the light of experience. 

1.10 The Selection of Sub-Contractors and Suppliers 

1.10.1 The company's buyer normally obtains quotations for 

materials and sub-contracted work for incluGion in the 

estimate. If the bid is successful, the lowest qUotations 

form the basis of the orders and purchases for theGe items. 

However, many companies use the original quotations solely 

as a yardstick and send out further enquiries before placing 

orders, to try to obtain cheaper quotations. 

1.11 A Base for Cash Flow ForecastinG 

1.11.1 Contractors have become increasingly'aware of the 

benefit that cash flow forecasting can make to the profita-

bility of a contract. 

/ 
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1.11.2 If the estimate of costs are related to the 

constructional time periods, it. is possible to weight the 

costs by 'eye' or by linear programming 'and thus improve 

the project cash flow and hence time return on capital. 

1.12 The Establishment of Contractural Obligations 

1.12.1 Bills of Quantities incorporated into the legal 

contract establish agreement as to the quantity and quality 

and price of the 1V0rk. The fact that Bills have been 

produced usually indicates that the design is either 'lIholly 

or substantially co~plete. 

1.12.2 This agreement reduces the chances of caving to resort 

to <lxpensive litigation fo seftle 'cases of dispute. 

1.12.3 Bills may preclude the contractor's free choice of 

materials, particularly when he may be able to offer a.'less 

costly ,alternative. However, this disadvantage will be 

civercom~' by the future introduction of performance speci-

fications 'based on National Standards. 

1.13 The Conditions and Hethods of Estimating 

1.13.1 In order to discover what the current methods of 

estimating are, and the conditions under which they are 

prepared, an informal survey was carried out. The chief 

estimators of iarge and medium si~e constrU:ction firms and 

one consultant estimatinr; company were personally interviewed 

by. tM author. r,he results of· this survey, 'Shown in 

Appendix 2, are sU::lrnarized as follOlvs :_ 

1.13.2 The estimator's role is to produce a forecast of 

the actual cost of con,structing the work for his particular 

5. 
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company. .The currently acceptable llmits of accuracy in 

predictlon are considered to be plus. or minus 10',6 llorma11y 

dlstributed. 

1.13.3 Estimators consider .that the usual Ume for preparation 

of the estimate allowed by the client is satisfactory except 

where sub-traders are unduly dilatory in their replies. 

1.13.4 It is usual for one "senior" estimator to be employed 

for each tender. A high proportion of work Can be "delegated 

to the buying department. The estimate is usually vetted 

by the chief estimator and the tender bid adjudlcated by 

the Board •. 

1.13.5 The success rate was found to fluctuate' with general 

economic trends, type of jobs and experience in a particular 

field or area. Generally the rate was between 1 in 6 and 

1 in 9. 

1.13.6 Most firms tend to follow the recomn:endations and 

procedure of "the Code of Estimating Practice" published by 

the I.O.B. Through the absence of an efficlent costing 

system, the constants of labour materlals and plant used 

in the compilation of the rates may bear little relationship 

to the actual cost of the work. Individual rates may be 

further. adjusted to suit an improved cash nO'if forecast. 

1.13.7 The estimating procedure for negotiated contracts is 

similar to that used when' Bllls of Quantitles ,'re provided by 

the Client. 

1.13.8 ConEiderable use is made of the Bills of Quantities 

and outline drawings, the latter being particularly useful 

for the priCing of preliininary items and pre-tender plannlng. 

Locational quantities were thoue;lrt lo be of llttle value at 
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the estimating stage and there is considerable resistance 

to the elemental format due to the additional ,york involved. 

1.13.9 Little use is made of the estimated data in contract 

management due to difficulties of conversion to operational 

requirements except as a che'ck on current income against 

expenditure. ' 

1.13.10 Considerable use is made of the estimated data in 

the settlement of the claims, valuation of variations and 

the preparation of the final account. Schedules of rates, 

etc. which may not be based on the estimated data are used 

in package deal contracts. 

1.14 Conclusions 

1.14.1 The primary purpose of estimating is to'establish 

a cost basis for the contractor's tender. The detail 

generated in its preparation produces several secondary 

benefits. These are :-

(1) The production of ,a yardstick against which to 

measure achieved performance. 

(11) 

(11i) 

A forecast of future reSOurce requirements. 

The preparation of a cash flow forecast and hence' a 

method of adjustment to improve return on capital. 

(iv) The detinition of the money payable' by the client to 

the contractor at interim and final stages. 

(v) An aid to the client in assessing the effect of 

variations. 

(vi) A supplement to the specification in defining precisely 

what the client is entitled to receive for his money. 

1.14.2 The estimating process is not imperative for computing 

the data for all these secondary benefits. Items (i) to (ii1) 
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could be done by a contract budget, items (iv) and (v) by 

an agreed schedule and item (vi) by closer attention to 

contract documentation. 

1.14.3 The present conditions of estimating compliment the, 

traditional system of letting contracts. However, the 

dichotomy between the forms of estimated data and the require

ments of site management makes reconciliation extremely 

difficult in its present form and does not encourage the 

,keeping or use of records of achieved performance. 

1.14.4' The hypothesis is postulated that if an alternative 

method of estimating is devised, its use could not be refuted 

solely because it failed to generate the' secondary benefits. 

1.14.5 Alternatively, a method of estimating 'should be devised 

Vlhich facilitates the use of ,forecast' resources in, contracts 

management and permits the actual resources to be fed back 

to the ,estimators for future predictions. 

8. 
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CEt~PTER 2. 

03JEC1'IVES IN mPROVHTG ESTIH!,Tnm l·1E'rHODS 

Introduction 

Bills of Quantities follo~ling current for:nat, work reasonably 

Vlell as a control document for establishing the method and amounts· 

of payments due to the Contractor for \'Iork executed. They also 

provide the Client IS advisers with cost infor",ation for economic 

studios on future desiGns. The Professions are reasonably satisfied 

with the role and l1resontation of the Bills and, as thoy are used 

almost univoroally in the British Building Industry, they arc li,:ely 

to continue in approximately their presant format for the foreseeable 

future. Therefore, any chanze in estim.ating .r.lethods !lust be compD.t-

ible with theoo formats· and not rely on a radical altor,,·tion of 

client documentation. 

2.1 . Increasing tha Nurr.ber of Est imates Submitted 

2.1.1 One of the philooophies of bidding strategy is that if 

a company wishes to increase the nUfJbez: of successful contracts , 

awarde<i:, it must either submit mare bids or subr:llt the some 

number· of bids but at a reduced mark-up. The latter is not 

generally acceptable except as a short term measure. 

2.1.2 As a corollary, if a company wishes to iI1creast;} its 

profits, it cun oubmit a greater numbar of bids with a hiGher 

mark-up and still win the s::1.me -number of contrHc,ts. 

To achieve an increase in the n .... u";1ber of estim::.tes 

. produced, the company taunt either expand its estitlutinr; depart-

ment Or improve the productivity of its estimating department. 

9 •. 
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2.2 Redu=inr; the Time and Cost of Estimati!lg 

2.2.1 Companies do not receive a conctant number. of 

invitations to tender throuChout the year. Ii' ·the company 

vriches .to increase the nll.':lber ot bids and cope with the 

heavy peaking which occurs at interl:1itt~nt intervals, it must 

reduce the minimum time taken to prepare an estimate. 

2 •. 2.2 Estimators beIie'ls th&.t the cost of prepe.ring an 

. estim.:tte is about ~-% of the tender figure .for each C ontra.ct 

bid. Unless the cost of estimating is reduced, any extra 

profit achieved by the higher mark up vrill be off-set by increased 

estiLmting costs. 

2.2.3 There is a shortage of s%illed estimators in the 

building industry and any company seeking to incrcuse its 

staff will nave to pay l~rge salaries to attract apylicants. 

In fairness to their existing staff, it 'fIill also have to 

increase their salaries pro-rata. 

2.2.4 These difficulties may be partially overcome by using 

a computer. There are several existing computer programs 

for use in estimating but none of them has been widely accepted 

. and used in the building industry. This thesis examines the 

application of multiple regression analysis to ascertain whether 

it can offer an acceptable alternative to present methods. 

2.2.5 Alternati vely, the estimator's Vlork can be rationalized 

and organised so that a creater proportion of his work can be 

delegated to semi-skilled technical or clerical staff. These 

stai'f . are not in short supply and the ir salaries are. far less 

than those of skilled estimato!'s. A computer may be of 

assistance in this case. 

2.3 Flexibility 

2.3.1 The format and presentation of tender docur.lents by the 
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client's organisation is not standardized. The Bills may be 

in Trade, Elemental, Sectionalized Trade, Operational or 

Activity format. The terminology and work descriptions are 

subject to the preferences of the people who prepared them 

and although Standard Phraseology has been introduced, its 

use is by no mnans universal. 

2.3.2 \'lork is measured according to the principles of the . . 

standard ]{ethod of Measurement. There are 'interpretations' 

of these rules in practice. The rules have b~en revised in 

1948, 1953, 1962, 1963 and 1968 (metric version) and a \'Iorking 

party is currently (1973) being set uD to make radical changes. 

2.3.3 Any nevl system of estimating must, therefore, be 

.. 
extremely flexible to cope vlith these differences ,as constant 

reprograming of computers is an exponsi~e ·and e~ror-prone 

operation. 

2.4 Simplici~ 

2.4.1 There is considerable resistance to change in 

Estimating departments which Vlill cause problems when a 

Contractor seckn to implement any ne'.v method. AnY ne'iI method 

must pre ferably be simple to introduce and operate and must 

produce comprehensible results. Individuals must be able to 

alter or modify the results in the li/iht of their own thoughts 

or experience. 

2.4.2 Current computer-based systems require extensive 

multi-facetted codes, e.g. ICL estimating system needs sixteen 

digits for each item, and Contractors believe that it is quickel' 

to price the items manually rather than look-up, insert and 

punch these codes. Any coding required should preferably be 

small facetted, ad' hoc and "ble to be punched directly from 
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· the Bill, without intermediate transfer to coding sheets. 

2.4.3 There is a large variety in the size and sophistication 

of construction firms. Some have their own computer, .others. 

hire computer time and others refuse to use them. Alternative 

methods should be acceptable to the majority of the open

minded companies and compatible with a reasonable range of 

computers. 

2.5 Improved Accuracy 

2.5.1 There is a high incidence of bankruptcies in the 

construction industry. One of the ~any reasons for this is 

the submission of uneconomic tenders due to inaccurate estimating. 

2.5.2 The survey of conditions of estimating (Appendix 2) 

shoVled that the current ac)cieved accuracy in estimating is 

about plus or minus 10% normally distributed. Studie·s (ref. 1.) 

have indicated that. if the esti~atinG accuracy is improved to 

plus or minus .5%, a substantial increase in the overall company 

profit will be obtained. (The increase is in excess of 40% when 

five competitors are involved). 

2.5.3 The now method· must be within the ;t 10% limits and 

preferably approach 1: 5%. 

2.6 Realistic Use of Feedback· from Site 

2.6.1 Bills of Quantities require the contractor to insert 

unit rates against quantities of work but, as is shown in the 

next chapter; contractor's costin!; methods cannot produce 

det\,iled information compatible with these meaGurements. 

2.6.2 It is considered imperative that contractors should 

base their predictions more directly On achieved past performance 

and should achieve this objective with the nelv methods. 

The various immea3urable factors, which cause 
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production variance on site, will not permit great accuracy 

to be made in predicting costs of individual work items. 

The order of priority for predictive accuracy is :_ 

1. Total cost of the work. 

2. Cost of the main sections of the work. 

3. Cost of the main operations. 

If these costs can be forecast accurately, the individual 

work items may within reason be priced in an arbitrary manner 

so long as the total cost of the items is compatible with the 

accurately forecast group cost. 

2.7 Provision Of Informettion for Contract l-Ian,.".ement 

2.7.1 If the rate of success of Vlinni!!!.; contracts is about 

1 in 6, it is uneconomic to use time and resources to produce 

detailed information for contracts managetr.ent at the estimating 

stage unless this information is- generated automatically~ 

2.7.2 Data used in the production of a successful estimate 

e.g. resource predictions, are of immense value in controlling 

the operation. These data must be accessible and in a form 

which is comp"tible wit h the variOUS user needs. It should 

also be possible to compare predicted with achieved perform

ances to enable the prOfitability of the contract to be 

mo'nitored. 

2.8 Conclusion 

2.8.1 The requirements for improvements in estimating 

may be summarized as fol10l'ls :-

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

A reduction in the time and cost of preparation. 

Flexible in operation. 

Simplicity in use. 

Improved accuracy in prediction. 
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(v) Realistic use of feedback information. 

(vi) Provision of information 'for contract management. 

2.8.2 The work in the following chapters describes attempts 

at discovering a solution for these requirements. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

FEEDBACK NECESSITY AND COLLECTION 

Introduction· 

It is postulated that an accurate forecast of the cost of 

constructing a future project can only be made if this forecast 

is based on the recorded costs of previous projects. Thus an 

estimator must have access to a system v,hich feeds back this 

information. 

A feedback system must indicate the cost, or quantity of 

resources u.::;ed t allocated against the various circu.rllstances which 

caused them, so that the estimator is able to relate the costs , 

to the future project. 

3.1 Hothod" of obtaininG feedback 

3.1.1. There appear to be three main possibilities of 

obtaininc feedback of achieved performance for use in 

estimat.ing. These are (a) Classification, .(b) Cost models 

derived from J:lultiple regression analysis and (c) a compro::;ise 

between the two. 

3.2 Classification 
• 

Classification is the only method of feedba~k which 

is applied extensively in the Buildir~ Industry. It comprises 

the codinG of performance data and its subsequent analysis. 

For example, all concrete work can be designated by 

a simple code, say te'. Extraction of the costs coded 'C' 

together with the neasurements of the work done will tl,en 

enable a cost per cublc metre to be determined period by 
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period and on a cumulative basis. 

Unfortunately, such information is unlikely to be very 

helpful because the unit cost will be Significantly affected 

by factors which include :-

(i) The volune of concrete per mixer set up. 

(ii) The horizontal and vertical distanc~s of the 
pour from the mixer. 

(iii) The method of transportation. 

(iv) The workability of the mix. 

(v) The degree of consestion of the reinforce"ent. 

(vi) 'rhO total volume 0 f .the pour. 

(vii) The type of Vlork, i.e. columns, walls, beams, 
floors, etc. 

(viii) The cross-section of the members. 

(ix) The quality of the finish· and formwork 
characteristics. 

(x) Daylight hours per day • 

. (xi) Temperature 

.(xii) Relationship to an optimum gang size. 

(xiii) Productivity of the operatives. 

(xiv) Efficiency of the site maMgement. 

3.2.4 In order to give the unit cost some meaning, it may 

be thought helpful to record these ·factors for each pour of 

concrete by means of a more elaborate coding system. 

3.2.5 However, besides the difficulty of· quantifying so",e 

of the factors, e.g. 'productivity'. a coding system with 

more than fourteen digits would be required just for the 

concrete work. A similar codin8 structure VJould be necessary 

for all the other work items. 
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A study carried out by Richard Costain Ltd. (Ref. 2 ) 

showed that when 30 cost headings "fere used on site, about 

2% of the itoms within the heading were .misallocated. With 

200 headings, 50?~ Vlere misallocated and with 2,000 headings 

98% Viere misallocated. The misallocation was apparently 

caused by the site accountant's failure to identify the items 

correctly. 

3.2.7 Thus the recording of data against a t~~ee digit system 

is unreliable and, if a coding system is used which accounts 

for all the variable factors, the unreliability of booking is 

likely to be suc'h as to render the records almost useless. 

3.2.8 This problem of recording achieved performance arises 

from the almost infinite variety of work, under different 

conditions, and us in/; a variable work-force,which a contractor 

may be called upon to undertake. This variety is not equalled 

in any other industry and it appears worthwhile, therefore, to 

eXPlore methods of recording perfor~ance which may be more 

suitable for the special conditions of the construction 

industry. 

3.3 l1ultiple Regression Analysi~ 

~iultiple regression analysis is a stati"tJ.cal 

technique (Ref. 3 ) which in suitable circumstances will 

enable a mathematical formula to be made from a set of data. 

For example, if records are kept of the total cost 

of a build in/; (T) together with the quantities of relevant 

variables, e.g. floor arc a (A), number of stories (N) and 

area of walls (W), it would be pOGsible to express T thus :-

T = alA + a2N + a3\V 

Ro/;ression analysis Vfoetld cnabls the constants (or ratter 
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(parameters) a1 a2 a3 to be calculated so as to achieve 

the best fit with the recorded' data. 'fhe technique also 

permits the goodness of fit tOo be quantified and the user can 

then decide whether the accuracy is sufficient for his purposes. 

3.3.3 As the principal objective is to estimate total cost, 

such an approach is releva,nt. Horeover, the recording of 

achieved total cost is lLl<ely to be much more reliable than 

the recording of costs against a COt:lplex codine system. For 

this reason trial aMlyses Vlere undertaken for schools and 

factory projects. These are discllssed in the follo¥i:l.ne 

chapter. 

The use of regression analysis requires an adequate 

number of sets of data. An empirical rule is that the number , 
of sets should be at least twice, the number of independent 

·lariab1es (A, 11 and '11 in the above simple example). 

presents difficulties unless the Dpproach is confined to 

particular classes of buildings, e.g. schools, factories, 

hospitals, high-rise dwellings, etc. 

3.3.5 Typic?-lly, contractors do not have sufficient data 

for anyone class of building and initially it was thought, 

therefore, that the use of regression analysis may have very 

limited application~ 

3.4 .Combined Use ·of Classification and Regression Analysis 

3.4.1 The methods of classification and regression analysis 

are not mutually exclusive and some approach which combines 

them may overcomo tho difficulties associated with each in 

isolation. 

3.4.2 For example, if costs are recorded against a limited 
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number of cost codes which relate to a readily identifiable 

sub-section of the work, the sub-sections of work will have 

greater similarity betv/een different types of buildings 

than the buildings· as a whole. 

3.4.3 This approach, which obviates the necessity for a 

large number of· similar types of buildings is examined in 

Chapter 5. 
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CI!APTE'l 4· 

ESTH1IlTIllG THE TOTAL BUILDING COST BY REGRESSION ANt.LYSIS 

Introduction 

Previous studies, carried out at Lou(;hborough University, 

on the Client's costs of. concrete frameworks and heating systems 

hav.e sho\,rn· in each case that the cost may be related to less then 

eight factors. These factors were identified and quantified 

using multiple regression ana.lysiG. Subsequent tests on the models· 

using new data have produced results which were "tithin plus or 

minus 5% of the actual figure. As this tolerance is within the. 

current acce9table liuit3 of accuracy in building \'Iork, it was decided 

to investigate the possibility of using this technique in producing , . 

a model which was able to expreos the total buildin(; cost. A model 

if successful could be used by Contractors to produce art esti~ate 

of cost in any tendering situation. 

The technique of using regression analysis is fully descrj.bed 

in a project report (Ref. 3 ) submitted by P.Gould at 

Loughborough Universi.ty. The \'Iork was done on the T..fnive'rsity' s . 

leL 1900 series computer using the standard XDS·3 statistical 

package. An aide":memoir (Re f~, 4 ) for programming h::.':s. been 

prepared by A. Ham of the mathematics department based on a draft 

prepared by P. Gould •. 

4.1 Selecting the Data 

4.1.1 A regression analysis may only be executed where the 

number of sets of data exceeds the number of selected 

variables. The amount of this excess depends ·partly on the 

var.fability of the data but an excess of ten is usually 
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sufficient in practice. It is thought that successful 

prediction of the total building cost Ivill require at least 

10 or 12 variables to be used. This, therefore, makes i.t 

advisable to obtain the data from a minimum of 20 contracts. 

A greater degree of confidence in the accuracy of the model 

will be achieved if this figure can be exceeded. 

4.1.2 Due to many Variations in the use, quality and amenity 

standards of different categories of building, it is not 

thought feasible to produce a model which is able to predict 

the cost for every category. Hence it was decided to produce 

separate ,"odels, each relating to a particular category of 

building as classified under the CI/Sfb system (Ref. 5 ). 

4.1.3 The necessary restraints cause problems in data 

collection. Several contractors of local and national 

standing have been approached to ascertain their willingness 

to supply these data. Unfortunately', whilst the majority 

were propared to co-operate, they have either not constructed 

the requisite number of similar projects or their records of . 

previous contracts cannot be retrieved. Contractors arc 

aware of this short-coming and one national company is looking 

into the possibilities of storing their current records on 

magnetic tape for future use. This excludes, for the present 

time, any hope of obtaining this information from the 

Contractor's side of the industry.' The data Vlill h,ive to be 

obtained from' one or mare client organisations. 'Costs' in 

this context will then be the cost of the building to the 

client. 

It •. 1. 4 Client cant records ",re fortunately reasonably well 

documented and arc available in the form of cost analyse s •. 

These are published at rec;uJ."r intervals in the technical' press 
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and also form part of the s0rvice to subscribers of the 

Building Cost Information Service sponsored by the Royal 

Institution of Chartered Surveyors. Government departments, 

Local Authorities and larger professional firms normally 

also have a reasonable number. 

4.1.5 Tho layout and format of cost analyses has been 

standardized by the Royal Institution of Charterod Surveyors 

so that it is possible to obtain comparable data from many 

individual sources who would ptherwise not be in.a position to 

. supply the necessary number on their own. 

4.1.6 A cost analysis (Ref. 6 ) is a record of tho client 

costs for.a particular project apportioned amongst the various 

building elements. The costs are related·to the gross floor 

area of the building and quantity factors of each element 

give an eler.:ental unit rate'. Provision is made for specifi-

cation notes and further measured sub-divisions of each 

element. Outline dral'iings are frequently included. 

4.1.7 A" cost analysis appears to be a satisfactory source 

of information for producing a regression model as it gives 

the total costs and quantifies many 'items which may b;,sclected 

as variables. Other variables may be quantifie4 from the 

drawings or specification notes. 

4.1.8. The Standard Form of Building Contract ac;reed between 

the Royal Instituto of British Architects and the National 

Federation of Buildine; Trades Employers, states.in Clause 3(7) 

that, "None of the documcnts hereinbefore mentioned shall be 

used by' the Contractor for any purpose other than this Contract 

and neither the Employer, the Architect nor the Quantity 

Surveyor shall divulge or usc cxcept for the' purposes of this 

Contract any of the prices in the Contract Bills". III effect, 

this clause prohibits the parties from revealing detailod cost 
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information to any other persons. However, in practice, this 

clause has been interpreted as not prohibiting the publication 

of groups of costs in the form of a c.ost analysis provided the 

Contractor does not object. 

4.1.9 This thesis is concerned 'with Contractors ,. estimating 

but the client's costs are the Contractor's cost estimate plus 

the mark up. The study of the Client's costs Vlill, therefore, 

not invalidate the principles of this Vlork because :-

(i) It 17111 indicate whether regression analysis 

is a satisfactory technique in this context 

and ','/hether the Llethod is convenient in practice. 

(ii) It will, if successful, encouraee contractors 

to asse:lbl,e data relating to th .. ir O'll'" Vlor;';' 

v/hich would then form the basis for !:1odels of 

contractor~' ~osts. 

(iii)· A cost model, even if it 'is based on client's 

costs, is likely to provide the contractor 

with better feedback than is obtainable from 

published rates. 

4.2 RationalizinR the nata 

In order to obtain sufficient numbers of data it is 

necessary to assemble·projects which extend back over a period 

of years. The. c,?st of these projects will ,have increased due 

to fluctuations in cost, productivity and mr:rket conditions • 

. These costs are brour,ht up to a COI:1lllon date by use of a 

bUildillg index.. The index used in this s'tudy is the one 

issued'· by the R.r.C.S because it is the only 'one that attempts 

to include all the time factors which vary the cost • (It is 
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appreciated that this approach is not rigorous as the cost 

,index cannot be strictly appropriate to 'every, building). 

4.2.2 cost analyses div:i.de a building into six main group 

elements, i.e. substructure, superstructure, finishings, 

fittings, services and external works. The costs of sub-

structure and external works are dependent on the geography 

and geology 'of ' the site which cause a large variation to the 

quality and quantity of the work. The' causes of the variations 

are extremely c'omplex and it' has not been possible to define 

'simple variables for use in the mOdel. It was decided, 

therefore, to produce a model which will predict the cO,st of 

the remaining four elements. The total bulldingcost in the 

followinG context is the co,st of the superstructure, finishings, 
, 

fittings and services. 

4.-3 Selectin.'S the Variables 

4.3.1 There is considerable scope for choice of variables 

which may be included in any regression anaiysis. They may 

,be classified under three 'main headings; t;hote which reflect 

the physical aspects of the building, those which re flect the 

quality, and those which reIlect the erection process. 

4.3.2 A bu:i.lding' comprises a series of multi-dimensional 

variables some of which can only be obtained by preCise 

measurement from detailed plans. As it ,is not always 

possible to obtain these plans for every job,either these jobs 

will have to be discarded, Or only commonly available variables 

,used. If too manY jobs are discarded there wili be'an 

insufficient number of jobs on which to carry out the 

regression. It was, therefore, decided to use those varj,ables 
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Vlhich could be quantified by simple reference to the available 

information. 

4.3.3 Although the building industry has been taking rapid 

steps towards complete metrication, there are insufficient 

projects available for study in metric units. It Vias, therefore, 

decided to restrict the study to the use of variables in 

imperial units. 

It is extremely difficult to express the quality Of. 

a building in mathematical te·rms other then cost. Having 

made the decision to produce separate models for each classi

fication of work (paragraph 4.1.2) it Vias considered reasonable 

to assume that the overall quality standards of buildings within 

each classification are fairly similar. Hence no variables, 

which attempt ·to measure quality differences, are included in 

the model. 

It is also extremely difficult to quanti~y variables 

which relate to the simplicity or difficulty of the erection 

process vlithout having access. to the contractors I cost build

up and method statement. . However I variables of a subjective 

nature have been included which "re generally thought to have 

an influence, e.g. the degree of congestion on a site. 

Consequently, the regression analysis must be operated 

with a majority of physical variable.c. The following variables 

Vlere used initially. Those showing little ·significance were 

discarded as models were developed and tested. Each. variable 

hail been given a six character. mnemonic code for use in the 

computer program. 

TOCOST 

FUREA 

The contract sum less the value of substructure 

drainage and external works •. 

·'rho gross internal floor area enclosed by the 

external walls 
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FNUNIT 

ESHAPE 

WLAREA 

VINAREA 

OPI'IIRA 

ROOImo 

CIRCRA 

PSUBRA 

STORHT 

STORIIO 

PTAREA 

OPPTRA 

RFAREA 

INAREA 

.. SANFIT 

HEATLO 

CONGES 

SITEAC 

BLDGAC 

BLDGTi1 

The ·number of functional units for which the 

building was designed, e.g. pupil places in schools 

The ratio of the plan shape to a square given by 

the formula :-

External perimeter - ~ross external floor area 

fiross external floor area 

The area of the external vertical envelope 

including openings 

The area of Vlindovls and external doors 

The ratio of openings to l.,LAREA 

The total number of rOoms 

The proportion of circulation space to floor area· 

The ratio of subsiduary areaS to prime function 

areas, e.g. storage to sales floor.' 

The average storey height 

The number of storeys 

The area of internal partitions including doors 

and screens 

The ratio of openings to PTAREA 

The area of roof coverings including roof lights. 

The combined area of internal floor vlall and 

ceiling finishings 

The number of sanitary fittings 

The thermal requirement or provision 

The area of the site divided by the pian area of 

the buildings 

The length of permitted access points divided by 

the length of the site perimeter 

The length of the perimeter of the building available 

for aCcess divided by tl10 total perimeter 

1'he contract period in months. 



4.3.7 As the first models were developed and tested, it was 

decided to convert those variables which were measured as 

ratios into pure measures of quantity. Thus ESlL',PE, OPWLRA, 

cmCRA, PSUBRA, OPPTRA and COHGES \'Iere changed to :-

ESWALL ESfIAPE x \'ILAREA 

OPWLAR The area of openings in external vlalls 

CmCAR The area of circulation space 

PSUBAR The area of prime function space 

OPPTAR The area of openings in partitions 

SITEAR The area of the site. 

4.4 Obtaining the Data 

4.4.1 Two classifications of building Vlere selected for 

study; the main criterion for selection was the availability 

of the information. The two types are system-built schools 

and traditional factories. 

4.4.2 The Chie f Quantity Surveyor of Hertfordshire County 

Council agreed to supply the necessary data from all the 

schools they have built using a system-built design (The 

SEAC l1ark 4). All the projects were exa;oined and, after SO',le 

were discarded because they were r.tainly of an alteration and 

adaptation nature, 21 projects Vlere available for study. 

4.4.3 The data for the factories were extracted from cost 

analyses published by the Building Cost Information Service 

and the Architect's Journal under the classificationCI/Sfb 27. 

4.4.4 The information WD.S entered. on to standard pro-forma 

and punched direct on to cards. 

in the appendix, Figs 3.1 to 

27. 

A blank pro-forma is shown 
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4.5 Regression Annlysis applied to the School Buildin~s Costs 

4.5.1 The measures of quantities of the variables used to 

produce the models are shown in Figs. 3.4 to 3.7 and for the 

two schools on which the models were subsequently tested in 

Fig. 3.8. A computer program, Figs. 3.9 and 3.10, vrritten 

in Fortran rv, was used to produce statistics of averages and 

standnrd deviations relnting to the schools in Fig. 3.11. 

The program Was used to test the theory, submitted by others, 

that costs Can be calculated by multiplying the building area 

by the average cost per square foot or the nmnber of pupil 

places by the average cost per place. rrhe results shpwn 

numerically Fig. 3.12 and graphically Fig. 3.13 and 3.14, refute 

this theory. If the acceptable limits of accuracy are plus or 

minus 5%, then over one third of the schools USing' either 

~ethod are outside these limits. The errors produced by 

theGe'two methods do not always coincide so that guaranteed 

satisfactory results cannot be achi~ved by using average costs 

in this Vlay. 

4.5.2 A series of regression analyses we·re ,undertaken using 

all tha variables, selected. groups of, voriablcs t\!1d deri'/ed 

variables'. The most successful model produced sho'lin in Fie;. 

3.15, had a multiple correlation of .9'97 or, 99%. The print 

out in Fig. 3.16, gives the actual school value (colu:an Iy I) 

and the "alue as predicted by the model (column Iostimated Y I). 

4.5.3 The difference bctwee n them is shOwn as a percentage 

(column 'Ratio B') and illu6trated [,~aphically in Fig. 3.17. 

All the results were \"ithin the permitted accuracy li:nits. 

The model was tested on the two schools not included in the 

original data (see Fig. 3.18) and was found to have an error 

of -.004% and -3.950. 

From the success obtained, it is thouGht that thera 
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is great potential in using the method and it is recommended 

that an extensive study is m~de on school buildings using 

additional data. An approach has been made to the Department 

of Education and Science and is receiving consideration. 

4.6 Regression Analysis Annlied to Factories 

Following the success of the model produced for the 

system-built schools, it vias <lecided to ascertain if similar 

success could be achieved with factory buildings. Data wore 

obtained from published. analyses for projects constructed in 

differen~ areas of the country, by a "'ride ranee of contra.ctors 

and usinG a variety of designs. 

4.6.2 The measures of Ql1antities for the variables used are 

8hovm in Figs. 3.19 .to 3.21. The computer program, Fig. 3.22 

similar to the one shown in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10, produced 

similar statistics relating to the factories shown in Fig. 3.23. 

The results of the area multiplied by the average cost per sq'lare 

foot (Figs. 3.24 and 3.25) indicate that there is extreme 

variability in the accuracy of cost prediction using this 

technique. rrhe a!(\ount of error ranCing from. -45J~ to +38% was fD.r 

in excess of that for the schools' projects. 

4.6.3 A series of regression analyses Ylere undertaken llsinB' 

all the variables, groups of variable8 and derived variables. 

Each of the models was· tested using four factories not 

included in the original set of data but unfortunately, none 

of the ",oo.els produced results which approached the desired 

limits of accuracy~ The most successful model (Fig. 3.26) 

had a multiple correlation of .974 or 95%. The comparisons 

between the actual value~ and predicted values (Fi~s. 3.27 

and 3.28) produced re.c.ults which ·were Vlell outside the acceptable 
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limits. Tests on the model (Fig. 3.29 and 3.30) gave 

differences of 50%. 2~N, 18% and 45%. 

4.6.4 This failure can be partly.attributed to the wide 

variance in the design of buildings studied in comparison 

with the restricted range of school buildings. It is 

concluded that it is not possible to produce a regression 

model capable of predicting the cost in such a global 

situation unless many more variable factors are included. 

This Vlould require a large number of projects to be analysed 

which may be impracticable within a contractor's org"nisation. 

4.7 Future Use of Regression Analysis 

From the limited study on the application of regression 

analysis to the two types of bUilding, it can be tentatively 

concl uded that the technique can be successfully used where 

buildL~gs·have similar construction. There are very many 

cases where this situation ariccs particularly·in those fir!:ls 

specializing in designing and constructing as one commercial 

interest or specializing in the construction of a particular 

type of building. 

4.7.2 Alternatively, it may be used by cHent organisations 

for the budgetary forecasting of their capital expenditure 

where the e.xpenditure is on standard units, e.g. schools, houses, 

etc. Client organisaticns may also find that the technique 

provides useful guidance during the scheme design stage. 

Silch gUidance should minimize the danger Of tenders e:,ceeding 

cost limit. 

4.7.3 studies made by the Ninistry of Transport (Ref. 7 ) 

.into the use of regression analYSis applied to l:lot6rway costs, 

confirm that j.t h; indeed practical in this case. 



4.8 Reconciling a Regression l10del with Current Documentation 

A model produced by regression analysis gives the 

total construction cost as a lump sum. In suitable circum-

stances, this figure will be more accurate than current 

alternative methods of estimating. However, the estimate is 

used for other purposes which require the total figure to be 

broken down into subdivisions. The most COmmon method of. 

subdividing work is by a Bill of Quantities, the detailed 

pricing of which may be a contractural obligation. 

4.8.2 The lump sum may be reconciled with a detailed price 

breakdown as folloVls :_ 

4.8.3 

(i) The Bill items are priced approximately using 

standard rates extracted from price books or 

from firm's records. A high degr~e of accuracy 

is not demanded as long as tlie balance between 

the costs of the items is approximately correct. 

The prices are extended and totalled to give a 

trial figure - TF. 

(ii) A mark up for profit, establishment overheads 

and risk is calculated as a lump sum preferably 

by using bidding strategy techniques - M. 

(iii) A cost estimate ls prepared by using regression 

analysis - RA. 

(iv) All the rates in the Bill are multiplied by the 

ratio RA + M 
TF 

This produces a Bill of Quantities in which the total 

figure is Vii thin the permitted accuracy limits and is 

apportioned amOrg3t the items in accordance with acceptable 

principles. 
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4.8.4 Hovrever. it is also current practice to load or 

lighten certain rates to effect a better cash flow or obtain 

a more fnvpurab1e return where Vlork is varied, remeasured or 

is patently over- or under-measured. The former can be 

achieved simply by multiplying the work by standard or variable 

constants, e.g. 1.2, 1.1, 1.0, 0.9, etc. at the same time as 

the correcting ratio is applied. Alternatively a linear 

program can be used to evaluate the optimum present worth 

(Ref. 8 ). Rate loading for possible varied work requires 

a high degree of skill and intuition and must be done on a 

selective baais to individual items. 
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CHAPTER 5 

The Applicatj.on of Regression Analysis to sub-sections of Buildings 

Introduction 

From the difficulties discovered in applying regression 

analysis to the total bui~ding cost as discussed in the previous 

chapter, it seems that the '!pplication of regression analysis to 

sub-sections of buildings is likely to produce better rosults. 

A sub-section of a building may be a work trade,· an operation 

an element or a discrete unit of construction. If.these sub-sections 

are fairly large and thus kept to a limited number (maximum about 

20) it should be possible to collect costs of achieved perforn~nce . 

accurately recorded against these headings. 

The similarity of the sub-sections in different building 

types will obviate the need for a large nUOlber of similar 

projects. Hence this method may be used by contractors who do 

not concentrate on one particular building type. 

The regression model could be based on either client costs 

(bill rates) Or on the records of actual site performance. 

5.1 Detailed regression an~lysis applied to client costs 

5.1.1 Reasonably successful results have been obtained at 

Loughborough University in the application ofregression 

analysis to the client costs of work sub-sections (ref. 3.& 9) 

However, ReporOt No.34 published by the Construction Industry 

Resear.ch and Information Association showed that whilst the 

tenders bid by a number of contractors for a project are 

within a small percentar,e range, the individual rates in 

the Bill have a much greater variance. The variance in the 

rates will tend to distort the costs of individual sub

sections of work. 
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5.2 The causes of rate variance 

5.2.1 The variance in individual rates which often exceeds 

10~~, is caused.by several reasons. 

5.2.2 Contractors frequently load certain Bill items by 

applying a weighting factor in order to improve the cash 

flow and reduce the effect of retention. It has been demon-

strated (Ref. 10) that the addition of as little as five per 

cent to the payments received for the first quarter of a 

contract improves the rate of return on capital employed to 

roughly the same extent as a 20)6 addition to profit margins •. 

5.2.3 Accuracy in the preparation of tender documents is 

prone to human errOr. Estimators, noticing errOrs of 

omission or addition, will load or lighten the rates 
, 

accordingly, so that when this error is subsequently. correc-

ted in the fim;'l account, added 'profit I is obtained. The 

apparent cost of these items will depend on whether .an esti-

mator considers the quantity to be correct. 

5.2.4 There is considerable variance in the efficiency 

in which Contractors carry out particular trades or· types 

of work. For example, a firm specializing in the erection 

of concrete framework will tend ·to have lower cos~s, .and 

insert lower prices for those items in the Bill, than a 

firm with little expertise in that field. . But because 

the other firm "may have specialisms in other parts of the 

job and hence a lower price, the overall effect may be 

nuJ,lified. 

5 •. 2.5 A high proportion of construction work is done by 

sub-cont.racting firms. ThO main contractors select 

these firms without collusion with the result that the 

quotations one receives may differ from those of his 



competitors. Therefore, the lowest quotation :!:nsertedin 

the Bill, with a profit addition, will not be the same for 

every contractor. 

5.2.6 There is no agreed standard costing system within the 

. industry, and as shown previously, those used are prone to 

error. Contractors allocate costs tinder different headings, 

e.g. a tower. crane may be costed with the site overheads or 

with measured work items. Estimates, based on the results 

of a costing system, will include these costs in different 

sections of the Bill. It is difficult for anyone outside 

the contractors I organisation to deduce where or how these 

items are priced and there is nO means of knowing whether the 

rate variance is due to this Or other causes. 

5.2.7 Estimators are susceptible to human error and, whilst 

their work is frequently checked by a chief estimator, errors 

do occur. Tha errors, being either positive or negative, 

are frequently self cancelling and thus give negligible 

effect to the total cost prediction. However, the errors 

do cause a distortion of the rates in a particular subsection.· 

5 .. 2.8 The estimate of cost is given to the tender panel 

for adjudication and application of bidding strategy. The 

panel will modify the estimate by the addition or subtraction 

of a lump sum. In order to account for this modification in 

the Bills, it ~s normal practice to vary the rates Of only 

some of the items or sections. These inflated or reduced 

sections will not compare with those of other contractors 

who have either not made modifications or have modified other 

Vlork· sections. 

There seems also to be some evidence to suggest that. 

as estimating is very much an open-endec! process, inaccuracies 
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are inevitable. The only real control of accuracy is the 

'feel' of whether the total price is about right for the 

category of contract within the area and volume specified. 

5.3 The effect of rate variance 

5.3.1 If the costs of a single sub-section are extracted 

from a number of projects,the costs .lill not only vary 

because the quality and quantity of the work differ, but 

because of the effect of the variance in individual rates. 

As it is not possible to neutralize or remove this variance, 

a regression analysis on a sub-section would be based on 

unreliable sets of original data and hence produce an 

unreliable model, It was decided, therefore, to abandon 

this line of approach. 

5.4 Detailed regression analysis applied to re.cords of achieved 
perforr.1ance 

5.4.1 The use of detailed regression analysis based on 

records of achieved performance (as distinct from forecasts) 

has several distinct advantages. The limited number of cost 

headings should permit accuracy in collection, the similarity 

between building types should enable sufficient sets of data to 

be assembled, the data will be· unaffected by rate. va.riance, the 

simplicity in measuring quantity factors, and the records can 

be collected by contractors and, as discussed in the next 

paragraph, by client organisations. 

5.5 The use of detailed regression analysis applied to recorded 
costs by client organisations. 

5.5.1 Whilst client estimating is not really within the 

scope of this thesis, Client organisations do have a great 

need for records of actual construction costs and meas~es 

of the conditions which influence theP.l in order to produce 
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economic designs in the future.· Traditionally. the cost 

implications of design decisions are based on previous cost 

analyses which, as indicRted previously, are prone to 

distortion. This distortion may cause a particular design 

solution to be included which, in reality, was~ore expensive 

than others to construct. 

5.5.2 Clients, particularly those Vlith larger building 

programmes, frequently require the Contractor to submit weekly 

returns of labour and plant to the Architect via the Clerk of 

Works. At presont, little. use is made o-r these returns because, 

as in the Contractor's Own situation; the infor:r.ation which they 

contairi is not usable for other purposes. 

5.5.3 It should be possible to collect this information in a 

suitable and accurate form verified by the Clerk of :'!srks, 

'Ihich will allow the client organisation to produce its own 

regression models. The factors affecting these returns may be 

quantified by the Clerk of ','Iorks or the Quantity Surveyor 

Or both. The models may then be used to give accurate unbiased 

assessments in the design process. 

The number of sets of records required to execute a 

regression analysis will limit this technique to· those client 

organisations having a large building prograrime. To overCO!nc 

this limitation, collaboration between separate organisations 

or their professional advisers could be instigated on similar 

lines to .the Cost Information Service of the R. I.C.S. 

5.6 The use of detailed rer,ression analysis applied to recorded" 
costs by contrD.ctors 

The feasibility of applying detailed regression 

analYSis to recorded costs of achieved performance was 

investigated. Ilcmever, it VIas not found possible to pursue 
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this approach at the present ti",e bec,,-usc contractors were 

not able to supply their costs allocated to any sub-divisions 

or give, measures of quantity. etc. which caused them. 

5.6.2 Alt hough it is not practical now. it is believed 

that this is likely to be a practical and reliable approach 

to getting feedback and hence for", a valunble method of 

estimating. This is provided contractors are prepared to 

make the effort. 

5.6.3 The provision of the relevant data for, the future use 

of detailed regression analyai3 is intogra.ted vrithin the 

propoGed new esti,,",ating method discussed in Chapter 8. 

5.7 The us~ of regression ~nalysis for resource nrediction 

5.7.1 'rho Building Rcse.rch Establishaent are currently 

using regression analyois to investig~tc site labour' 

requirements for Local Authority Housing. 

5.7.2 Labo~r expenditure on a number of different types 

of residential dVlellingn h"s been collected fro", Clerks' of 

Works returns and cO ntractors I records. This has been 

apportioned amon8st different acco::'l~odo.tion provisions, 

building ",et hods and the main building trade groupings. 

5.7.3 l'he intention is to produce results w;,ich, are suitable 

for assessiniS' the resOurce requirel!lents in overall terl;1S 

based on average consumption in the industry. 

5.7.4 Conditions which affect the wide range of resource 

quantities required per unit have not been ",easured or 

investieated and the B.R.E. staff concerned point out that 

the results "'ill not be of great value in esti",ating for a 

particular project. The conditions Vlhich cause variations 

in cost ere discussed in Chapter 7. 
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5.8 Conclusions 

5.8.1 In contrast to the global application, regression 

analysis cannot be confidently applied to the client's costs 

of work sections. 

5.8.2 Detailed regression analysis ca~not be applied to 

Contr~ctor's costs at present because th~e~sand a 

measure of the factors which influence them are not available. 

5.8.3 The method of collection and evaluation is a 

relatively simple process and as a s'.1all number of cost 

headint;s are required, the data can be cQllect'Od accure.tely 

by the client and the contractor. 

5.8.4 Larger client organisati"ons are able to insist that 

the contractors provide them with their records of resource 

usage on site. The se rec ordscan be used to provide the 

Client with achieved performance data which \7ill be of far 

greater use in future design decisions than current cost 

analyses. 

5.8.5 It is strongly reco"omended that Contractors begin to 

sssemble appropriate records from future projects so that 

regression ane.lyses can be undertaken. It is sug~ested tr..at 

this technique will provide an accurate and useful tool in the 

cost prediction of future projects. 

5.8.6 The new method of estimating described 'in Chapter 8 

allol1s costs to be collected for this purpose as well as 

giving a comparison against those originally estimated. It will, 

hovrever, be necessary to record also the factors which affect 

the costs. 
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CHAPTER 6 

The Pareto Distribution in Bills of Quantities 

Introduction 

Chapter 3 showed the difficulties in using classification to 

achieve feed-back from performance which could be used as a basis 

for estimating. Horeover, regression analysis cannot be applied 

until substantial volumes of data have been assembled. It is, 

therefore, necessary to investigate alternative means of improving 

estimating methods. 

6.1 Headings derived from Bills of Quantitj.es 

Bills of Quantities have been widely used for building 

work in Britain for over a century. ConseqUently they are 

well recognised and understood by all members of the 

building team·. 

6.1.2 Nearly all current estimating methods relate to the 

detailed pricing of the Bill and records of production 

output, however inaccurate, are necessary for this PUI'pose. 

It is, therefore, proposed to use current Bill items 

as cost headings. Once work has been categorized and 

accurate records collected, it should then be p·ossible to 

pursue more sophisticated techniques of cost prediction, e.g. 

those based on cost models. 

6.1.4 An approach using Bill items will involve only 

small Changes to methods which are already familiar to 

estimators. This approach, therefore, has more chance of 

success in overcoming resistance to change than more radical 

chan[;es even if the latter. are intrinsically superior. 
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6.2 The number of items in a Bill of Quantities 

6.2.1 The number of priceable items in Bills of Quantities 

prepared in accordance with the Standard Het hod of Heasure-

ment varies with each project. The actual number depends 

upon :-

6.2.2 

(i) The format of the Bill, e.g. elemental and 

sectionalized bills have a greater duplication of 

items than traditional bills. 

(ii) . The simplicity and repeatability of the design. 

(iii) The size of the project - although in practice 

this does not exert a great influence because an 

item may be for one or one thousand units. 

For purposes of this thesis it is assumed that there 

are about 2,000 items in an average Bill of Quantiti~s. 

This assumption has been based on the current opinion of 

senior personnel within the industry. 

6.2.3 Each·of these items has some theoretical cost 

importance and currently estimators attach a price· to nearly 

everyone •. However, there are some items which have a 

greater cost importance than others. 

6.3 A reduction in the number of Bill items 

Because it is impractical to collect and record actual 

performance data and predict costs for 2,000 individual 

items, this number must be reduced to an acceptable 

figure. 

Unless a change is made in the Standard Hethod of 

Heasurement, the number of items produced by the client's 

quantity surveyor cannot be altered. Therefore, any 

reduction must be made by individual contractors to suit 

their own purposes. 
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6.3.3 There are tv/o methods of effecting a reduction in 

the number of items.' The first method is to consider only 

those bill items which have a significant cost importance. 

The remaining' items may either be discarded or treated in 

an arbitrary manner. The second method is to group several 

bill items together, e.g. those relating to a certain 

operation, and consider the cost effect of the group rather 

than the individual items. 

5.3.4 It may be advantageous to combine both methods in a 

new estimating system. 

5.4 The nareto distribution in8ills of Quantities 

5.4.1 The problem of dealing with a large number of items 

is similar to the situation encountered in controlling 
! 

stock. In "Stock Control: A Practical Approach", K. Lockyer 

sugGests that the Pareto effect can be used to re'duce the 

number of items. He showed that a small proportion of the 

items account for a very large proportion of the total stock. 

ThUS, tight control on these items will ensure that the 

majority of the stock is controlled. The Pareto Curve is 

illustrated in Fig 6.1 
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6.4.2 Investigation into the cost structure of items in 

Bills of Quantities (Hef. 11), have proved the existence 

of a Pareto distribution. l'he characteristic discovered \'las that 
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typically 2~/a of the items contain at least 8~/a of the total 

cost of the building. It would, therefore, be advantageous 

to use this distribution to effect a reduction in the number 

of items to lD used as the basis for estimating. 

6.5 Establishment of the cost important items 

6.5.1 A cost important item is defined as one contained 

within the 80% of the total cost of the building. The cost of the item 

is derived by multiplying the unit quantity by the unit cost. 

6.5.2 In order to ascertain which of the 2,000 items are 

cost important, it is necessary to have a method of listi~g 

and ranking the items in descending order of vDlue. ':Ihilst 

it is possible to do this by eye, this type of calculation 

is eminently suitable for computer application. 

6.5.3 A suggested method of establishing tne cost important 

items is as follows :-

·6.5.4 

(i) Each item is given an initial estimated unit cost. 

As this estimated cost is for ranking purposes only, 

great accuracy is not essential as any errors will 

be corrected at a later stage. 

(ii) The product of estimated unit cost x unit 

quantity is calculated. 

(iii) The items are placed in descending order of 

total cost. 

(iv) The nominal cut-off parameter, i.e. the 8~% of 

the value of the items, is indicated by a dotted line 

or other graphic. 

All those items above the cut-off parameter may then 

be considered in detail. The remainder can either be left 

as their initial estimate or modified by a simple multiply

ing factor following the re-appraisal of the cost important 



items. 

6.5.5 The foregoing method reduces the number of items to be 

considered from 2,000 to about 400 cost important items but 

400 is still too large and must be further reduced. 

6.6 operational grouoing 

6.6.1 Another method of reducing the number of items is to 

group together like items and consider them as one. The 

most obvious form for the. group is the operation. 

6.6.2 There are several different definitions of an operation 

varying from the micro to the macrO level, but as it is not 

possible to collect records of a large number of micro 

operations, the operation for the purposes of estimating 

and feed-back is defined as that relating to a main ccnstructional 

element, e. g. excavate found~.tions, structural fra",eVlork, 

second fix carpentry. 

6.6.3 Operational estimating has been used extensively in 

Civil Engineering work but attempts to introduce it into the 

building sphere have mainly failed. 

failure are :.,. 

The reasons for this 

(i) The chango ·in the Bill format was too radical 

for many contractors. 

(ii) The operations were at the. micro level. 

(iii) The operations were selected by the client's 

advisers and did not always relate to the Contractor's 

own construction method. 

(iv) The contractors did not have any operational 

records on which to base their predictions. 

(v) Architects and Quantity Surveyors found operational 

information expensive to produce. 

5.6.4 However, Building estimators are now beginninG to 

develop operational estimating (see Appendix 5 _ Seminar on 
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Estimating) and it is believed that this trend will continue. 

6.6.5 A simple method for grouping. the bill items into 

operations is as follov/s :-

(i) The Estimator and Planner determine the main 

operations of the project and assign a number to 

each operation. 

(ii) Each item in the Bill is given the number of the 

operation to which it relates. 

(iii) All the items are sorted and grouped under 

the relevant operational headings. 

6.6.6 The items in the operational group which relate to a 

common production unit may be collected together and appraised 

as One item: alternatively, the whole operation may be 

operationally costed on a resource basis. 

6.7 The combination of the Pareto distribution and operational 
grouping 

A computer program has been written which combines 

the Pareto distribution and operational grouping. This 

program forms the basis of the proposed estimating method 

described in subsequent chapters. 

6.8 Conclusions 

6. 8.~ The main work sections in Bills of Quantities wHh 

some modification form the basis of cost headings which 

may be used for"estimating and feedback. 

6.8.2 The number of items can be very substantially reduced 

by ~sing the Pareto distribution and operational grouping. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Factors Affectin~ the Accuracy of Cost Prediction 

Introduction 

An estimate has several main components whose individual 

values must be accurately assessed to arrive at the probable cost 

of the work. This chapter attempts to examine each component in 

detail in order to discover what factors influence them, whether 

these factors are capable of measurement and the effect they have 

on the accuracy of a cost prediction. The components are 

divided into six groups, namely, labour, materials, plant, sub-

contractors, overheads and profit, of which the first four are 

strictly the concern of the estimator. 'fhe factors may intera?t 

and affect more than one component in any particular, event so that 

this sub-division will not always be v/ater tight. 

7.1 'Labour (' 

7.1.1 Forecasting labour requirements is perhaps the most 

problematical area in the build up of the contractor's cost 

estimate. There arc several inte:r:ac,tlng: causes. 

7.1.2 Each project is virtually '/~nique in design (with the 

exception of 10YI rise housing) so that lessons learnt are of 

questionable value in neY! similar projects. 

7.1.3 A complete workforce is seldom transferred from, job, 

to job so that \7hilst a competent site agent may obtain 

favourable results in one situation, there is no guarantee 

that this performance will be repeated in another. 

7.1.4 studies undertaken by the Building Research Establish-

ment have shown that a learning curve exists for building 

operation" and that output increases with repotition up 

to a certain level. 'l'he inc!"eace in output is caused by 



job familiarity, individ.ual awareness, self programming of 

Vlork and co-operation Vlith other members of the labour team. 

Although the studies were limited to housing, there is no 

reason to suppose that this is not applicable to other types 

of Vlork where there is a degree of repetition. It is 

extremely difficult to assess the value of this learning 

curve for new projEi cts particularly when a number of 

variations may be anticipated. 

7.1.5 Labour productivity is dominated by the efficiency 

and effoctiveness of site management. This was illustrated 

by work study carried out on a housing scheme at ':Ielwyn 

Garden City. Estimators had assessed the labour content 

of the plumbing for each house at about 65 hours, which was 

averaged in practice. But, the actual time taken.by 

individual gangs and indifferent areas varied from 41 hours 

to 80 hours per house. It was found that the lowest times 

Vlere recorded where work was particularly well planned, able to 

be executed without interference from other trades, and 

closely supervised. The breakdown of a typical, house in 

the context may be considered as follo','/s :-

Optimum at face work content 22 hours 

110vin!: materials, snagging, 
non-trade Vlork, movement 
around site 19 hours 

Not wo:"king .. 24 hours 

65 hours 

Whilst one survey is not conclusive evidence as to t.he average 

time taken, it shows that the efficiency of .the site organ i-

sat10n has a far greater effect on productivity than the 

qUDntity of work which is measured. 

It is possible to keep records of individual site-



manager's performance over a range of past projects but, as 

it is unusua.l for the estimator to know at the tender stage 

who vrill in fact run the job, these would be of little value. 

7.1.6 The quantity of work measured gives no indication 

of the probable erection time, 1.9 .• there is little close· 

linear relationship between quantity and time. Measureme nts 

seldom express the complexity of an operation and even when 

complexity is apparent, the other factors, e.g. excellent 

site management, may mitigate its effect. 

A given area of brickwork may be either in a plain 

blank wall which can be built fairly quickly or in a wall 

with a high proportion of openings •. In the latter case a 

considerable proportion 0 f the time will be consumed not in 

building the wall but in forming the openings - a facet which 

will not have been mentioned. Fie;.7.l taken from B. '?S. 

digest No. 134, illustrates further variations in the 

quantity/ti~e taken variance. A room which requires 

plastering will have a given area with a certain proportion 

of more time-consuming linear features •. unit constants would 

p'resuppose that x hours will be spent on the superficial 

areas and y hours will be spent on the linear. In practice, 

since plastering is a heavy manual operation, the men take 

frequent breaks from the main work and fill in the time by 

executing the less physical demanding linea:r items. If 

these are not present then it is probable that they would do 

no~hing during t he breaks. Workers set themselves given 

·periods, usually in multiples of half a day, to complete 

certain quantities of work. If they find this. target is 

generous then· they will slacken-off to finish on the pre-

determined time. The converse is also applicable.· 



For the sake of brevity, this philosophy has been illustrated 

with only two examples but it may be considered as indicative 

of the remainder of the trade workings. 
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Fig. 7.1 

Productivity is linked to incentive. The average time 

to erect a traditional three storey house is about 1600 manhours 

and on some sites this may be as low as 1200 hours. On the 

latter, high incentive payments are made to obtain greater 

output and when efficiently operated they have the desired . , 
result. It is interesting to note that the cost of the work 

often remains the same, i.e. (1600 x £1. = £1600.) = (1200 x 

£1.33 = £1600.) but the saving in time and reduction of men 

utilised also brings about a saving which benefits the 

contractor by a reduction in on-costs and overheads. Incen-

tive payment schemes are frequently inefficiently administered 

which makes the project more expensive than if one were not 

used and disputes over honus, etc. ere perhaps the greatest 

cause of labour unrest in the building industry. 

Hany f~r,"s do not have an incentive. policy linked to 

company standards and Ylhere such schemes are in operation it 

is usual for each site to set its olVn target. This mayor 

may not achieve the results as originally estimated in the 

tender. 

7.1.8 Labour outputs vary from area to area. Some parts 

of the country have traditionally poor output and strong 

union r.:iU.tancy. These are fairly well recoc;nised by local 
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and national contractors with experience of working in those 

areas. Difficulties become acute when union officials 

select a particular site as a target for militancy. 

7.1.9 Efficient group working is dependent on the gang size, 

its members and the ratio of skilled to non-skilled opera-

tives. There is nO agreed standard group so that it may vary 

from company to company, jOb to job and even at different 

periods. within a single job. It is the latter two that 

affect a company estimator in that his predictions are not 

confirmed in practice. It is not always possible to adhere 

to the gnng sizes specified in the pre-tender plan as it may 

not be practicable to obtain additional labour at a 

reasonable cost. However, there is a greater possibility 

that estimating related to operational gang sizing 71ill be 

more accurate than applying constants to measured units. 

7.1.10 Efficient \'Iorkin& is dependent upon the requisite 

materials being delivered at the right time and in the 

desired place. The building industry suffers" from peaking 

of demand of various basic ma.terials which are not easy to 

forecast. In recent years there have been periodical 

shortages of timber, cement, copper, bricks, steel, etc. 

on which early ordering has had only a marginal effect on 

their supply to a particular site. Vlhen they become 

unavailable, the progress of v/ork becomes spasmodic and 

the management is faced with the decision whether to lay 

the men off or keep them on, dOing v/ork for v/hich they are 

overtrained with an uneconomic cost penalty, and at ",ucl! 

less speed. 

7.1.11 The complexity of modern buildings demands the 

skills from many specialist sub-contracting firms, some 

of which [Ire nominated by the client und are not ·known at 
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the tendering stage. Their work, inter linked with that of 

'. the main contractor, has a consequential' effect particularly 

.on subsequent operations. There is considerable variance 

in their performance, which is not capable Of objective 

assessment, so that theoretical suppositions of their 

programme and performance may be of little relevance in 

practice. 

7.1.12 It may be thought that where detailed plans, speci

fications and Bills of Quantities have been prepared, the 

constructed building will be very similar to that proposed 

in these documents. In the majority of cases this' 

assumption will be correct but there are a considerable number 

of projects where they bear little resemblance. This may be 

caused by revision before work is commenced, wheh the 

Contractor's tender is above the client's cost limit, where 

there is a change in the use of the building, e.g. factory 

in lieu of a warehouse, or where the original design does 

not work in practice. The variations may invalidate the 

predicted method of operation and whilst the price of the 

work will be adjusted in accordance with recognised rules, 

it is probable that it will not adequately recomp;nse the 

contractor for the extra costs involved, unless he has 

weighted his rates for a favourable return. 

7.1.13 The quality of the workmanship for a particular 

project is specified in the preambles of a Bill of Quantities 

by.reference to national standards and codes of practice. 

Local practice and certain clients may allow some degree 

of latitude in the application of these standards so that 

estimators often supplement them by a subjective assessment 

as to the class of job. A banl< will demand workmanship of 

a very hiGh quality and a factory may be of low quality 
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even though some of the mat .rials and specifications used 

will be common to both. 

The time taken to perform building work and the skill 

of the men employed are directly related to the quality of. 

workmanship demanded and where this quality is contravened, 

the Vlork will have to be demolished and rebuilt. 

Problems occur when the quality demanded on site by 

an over-zealous Clerk of Works or Architect is higher than 

that assumed to be typical for that class of Vlork. 

Assessments can be made for the quality effect on 

labour outputs imd payments but the e.stimator may not know 

at th,·t stage, Vlho will be the client's authority in charge 

of quality and hence the degree of latitude which will be 

permitted. The estimator may also net knoVl the' effective-

ness of his own company's personnel in complying with these 

standards. 

7.1.14 The weather exerts a considerable influence on the 

workmen's output. It may be simply stated that output is 

high in periods of fine warm weather (other things being 

equal) and low ~hen it is cold and wet. Reference to 

climatic records kept by the l1eteorological Office will 

indicate when these periods are likly to occur·and due 

allowance made. However, this allowance can be affected 

by unusually inclement weather, for which exten3ion of time 

but no extra payment can be claimed, or when the sequence 

of. work is not done in accordance with the pre-tender 

programme. The latter is particularly critical for 

groundwor!,s executed in winter rather than summer months. 

7.2 Hateri,,!"'· 

7.2.1 Haterial requirements are thought to be the most 

accurate area of the contractor's cost estimate but there are 
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several factors which cause disparity. 

7.2.2 Material delivered to site has an element of waste 

which is either inherent in the material itself or" is created 

by working or shaping to the desired form. 

Inherent waste may be deduced from standard data as 

in the case of .loss of bulk when mixing concrete, but this 

waste may have a considerable variance in practice due to 

the relative expertise of the quality control personnel. 

Most firms leave bulk materials in disorganised heaps around 

the site and keep valuable smaller goods in high security 

compounds. The high percentage of waste occurring in the 

former may appear of marginal cost but aggregated to the 

value of work they pertain, this cost may amount to a 

considerable sum. A large percentage could be kav~d by 

adequate care and attention which is again dependent on the 

site personnel. 

7.2.4 "I-!aterial damage is related to the number of times 

it is handled. A common figure for damage to facing 

bricks is 2% but if the stacks are badly situated they may 

have to be subsequently moved to other situations incurring 

. further two per cents. 

7.2.5 The quantities measured in the contract bills are 

nett, i.e. no allowance is made~or inexactitude for which the 

contractor is held responsible. This inexactitude can 

carry a heavy cost penalty particularly in horizontal planes 

where extra material put in to bring the surface up to the 

correct level may be as much as 25)6. 

The National Federation of Building Trades Employers 

estimate the annual loss of material by theft to be £100. 

million per annum. Building operatives virtually consider 
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'off-cuts' to be their own prope'rty which they take home 

to carry out repairs on their own or client's property. 

Where supervision is lax, it is not unkno\vn for them to 

increase the proportion of 'off-cuts' in normal use or 

remove varioun fittings, etc. from the stores. Theft by 

persons not employed by the company can be contained by 

adequate security arrangements but their effectiveness is 

by no means certain. 

7.2.7 The accuracy of materials delivered to site are 

verified by comparison with delivery notes. It is a 

difficult, tedious process to check the qlJantitisa 

. accurately, especially bulk deliveries which necessitate a 

weighbridge, and discrepancies are bound to occur. Ne'l1s-

papers have constantly reported court Cases whare fraud Or 

theft has occurred due to collusion between the site 

checker and the delivery drivers. 

7.2.8 Waste caused by cutting Or forming depends on the 

geometriC shape of the material in relation to the finished 

product. The Architect can exert a great influence on this 

by designing the finished ::;izes in hi1rmony with basic sizes 

of materials. This affinity is not always manifest in 

bill descriptions and is particularly·noticeable.in superficial 

items. For example, plasterboard is obtainable in standard 

lengths of 2~OO, 2700, 3000mm, etc. sO that if a floor to 

ceiling height of 2800mm is specified, a 30COmm sheet will 

have to be used with 6;6 waste and the additional cost of 

cutting. It would be obviously less expensive if the 

height Vias 3000mm but the area measured would not reflect 

this. 

Skilled craftsmen produce less waste t.han those that 

are not so adept but once ac;ain the estimator is left in the 
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realms of doubt as he will not know the level of skill that 

will actually be used on site. 

7;2.9 It is normal building practice for the contractor 

to unload the delivered materials from the lorries, which 

.is usually considered a task for the casual unassigned site 

labour force. However, where this particular type of labour 

force is unavailable it is necessary to use 'uhatever other 

men there are available, including tradesmen. Whilst the 

time taken in unloading may approximate to that allowed, it 

also incurs a considerable cost in the disruption of sequence 

of work. This disruptive cost, which should· really be 

apportionable to the cost of the materials, is never included 

in the estimate. 

7.2.10 particular materials are delivered in crates or special 

packaging which are charged for On a. returnable basis.·' As 

the cost of these packages Can aggregate to a reasonable 

sum of money, it is hoped that these will, in fact, be 

returned. Observation On any site will show them being used 

as kindling or temporary Vlorks. The efficiency Of return 

is dependent on the site supervisory staff and also the cost 

of transporting the items. It is extremely difficult to 

allow for these costs at the tender stage and the position 

can be aggravated by the client using a high proportion of 

Nominated suppliers whose PQint of manufacture is outside 

their normal delivery radiUS. 

1.2.11 It is the practice in the building industry to allow 

trade quantity and cash discounts Qn the vast majority of 

good used by the contractor. The trade discount will 

always apply and causes no problem but the other two may 

be varied during the construction periOd. Quantity dis-

counts may give extra reductions for an increase in' the number 
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of units ordered at one time, but great care has to be taken 

when calculating the net cost to ensure what the order size 

will be. As an example, a scheme may include 100 baths 

for which x discount will be quoted, but depending on the 

planning and progress of the work, not all these baths will 

be needed at any one time so that one order may only be for 

a quarter of the total. In this instance, the 'firm may 

only get the 25 quantity discount. The rules for obtaining 

a discount for cash are fairly standard and well recognised 

i.e. 5% cash discount when payment is made within 30 <lays 

from the end of the month in which the goods were delivered. 

Prompt payment, therefore, is a condition precedent to 

obtaining the goods 5% cheaper and one would expect that 

this will' be done. It is not unusual for either the invoice 

to be overlooked or undilatory action on behalf of the 

accounts staff, which causes less of this right. In cases 

of extreme financial pressure, the contractor's liquidity 

position may not allow him to make timely payment. 

7.2.12 Certain materials need 'protective storage on site 

against da:nage caused by the elements. 'i'he contrCl.ctor will 

allow in the preliminary bill for a certain area of sheds for 

this purpose and believe that the balance will be located in 

the part completed building. As the use of the building for 

this purpose may be prohibited by the client, or the original 

prOVision may not be sufficient to cope Yfith larger deliveries 

ordered for the quantity discounts or over delivery by the 

supplier. the storage costs may be considerably mOre than 

anticipated. 

7.2.13 Inherent in the fixed-in-position cost of the 

materials is an allowance for their dietribution and hoisting. 
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The planning/estimating team may theorize on the most logical 

initial storage place and mode of subsequent distribution, 

but there are many· cases where this deci$ion is not practi

cable. Initial storage places may have to be re-sited to 

allow for the insertion of re-located services, or the method 

of erection changed to incorporate certain items of plant, 

which although having greater productivity require extra 

space in which to move. Unless the building is operation-

ally analysed, hoisting difficulties may not make themselves 

apparent at the tender stage. 

7.3 Mechanical Plant 

The use of mechanical plant in the construction 

industry has considerably increased during the last decade 

with the scarcity of manpower, the demand for rapid erection 

and the use of larger components. 

7.3.2 The economics of plant require that there is suffi-

cient work, in sufficient quantity, for which the plant was 

designed, to keep it continuously employed as near as 

possible to its maxir.lUm capacity. Various items of plant 

can perform more than one operation but some of these other 

operations will be done less favourably than another type 

of machine which is particularly suited. It require s great 

skill to select the optimum type for a particular job and 

balance that type with the requirements of other tasks to 

minimize the total number of machines. Initial selection 

is made by the planning/estimating team and suitably costed. 

However, the circumstances of the project nay change the type 

of main machine necessary, e.g. the soil is "lUch harder to 

excavate than was thought t sO that ti more powerful and more 

expensive machine io necessory_ Whilst the extra cost for 
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that operation may be recoverzd from the client, it is 

unlikely that the contractor Vlill be recompensed for the 

larger machine doin" the, subsiduary work, for which it is 

over er.lployed. 

7.3.3 Contractors have the option of purchasing or hiring 

the various items of mechanical plant they use but which-

ever option they take, they normally charge it to the site 

on a' time basis. In deciding whether to purchase or hire 

plant the following considerations ~re normally taken into 

account ,:-

(i) The extent t() which it will be used on 
present Or future contracts. 

(11) The provision of' storage s,ac,e. 

(111) fhe availability of proper s7rvicing facilities 

(iv) The amount of capital available" interest r<ltes, 
tax reliefs and inVGstr.lO"nt' grunts. 

(v) The recruitment of trained personnel. 

(vi) The general level of hire cost rates. 

lIone of these points are eVer fixed or certain so that the 

validity of a decision taken at one time can be challenged 

as circumstances change. .T!1is may .cau.se the chare;i.ns r;:;.te 

to vDry considerably over a given psriod during a pr?ject. 

7.3.4 Unit costs for items of \'Iork where pl"'nt .is involved, 

is simply computed by hire rate x output per time period + an 

allowance for profit and establishment overheads. Estir.lators 

have r',cords of machine output, for use in their calculations, 

which have usually been derived from past site perfor"ances. 

It· would seem that ",ore records of their work are kept than 

for labour because of the I'el<1ti'lc simplicity of the racord.ing 

process but as the outputs are.susceptible to many of the 

'1ariances that pertain to labour, the chances of inaccu1'2.te 

prediction are fairly hif,h. 

7.3.5 H"chincs arc very costly to transport to the site and 
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selection takes into account the number of visits to be made, 

. based on the proposed programme of work. Where parcels of 

work are held up throu~h unforeseen circumstances then 

either extra visits have to be ",ade or the machine will have. 

to stand idle. 

7.3.6 Because of the lack of adequate. servicing and frequent 

misuse, the incidence of breakdowns can be quite high - dependent 

on the qunlity of the site management team. These occurrences 

involve not only loss in productivity of the machine but may 

incur a far greater loss in disrupting subsequent operations. 

This is particularly critical where the task has to be done 

by that plant, e.g. tower crane, and cannot be· completed by 

any alternative means. 

7.4 Sub-contractors 

The incidence of sub-contracting has greatly increased 

over the last two decades. This is probably due to the 

complexity of modern buildings, labour shortage, structuring 

of large firms and taxation policy. 

There are several trades which have nearly always 

been sub-let, e.g. plastering, plumbing, glazing and 

painting, because many companies did not have a sufficient 

volume of work to keep these specialist workmen fully 

employed. 

It is now common practice to sub-contract items of 

I.ork which, in the past, have been in the ",,,in contractor's 

domain, e.g. excavation, formwork, brickwork and carpentry. 

As a result, a considerable proportion of the contract 

work may be sub-contracted and any inaccuracies will exert 

a con.siderable influence on the main contractor's profit 

margins. 
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SUb-contracts may be one Of two types. Either labour 

only sub-contracts, which are contracts for the sole provi-

sion.of labour, or normal sub-contracts which provide for 

the supply of labour and materials. 

7.4.6 Estimators are generally in favour of sub-letting 

work as the receipt of a firm quotation often relieves 

them of the responsibility for making their oVln time/cost 

predictions on the direct employment of personnel. The latter, 

as shown previously, are subject to great inaccuracies. 

7.4.7 WhEm the market is fairly stable, labour-only sub-

contracting can be a reaso~ably accurate method of cost 

prediction. The current rates for Vlork are identifiable 

and well known, e.g. £x. per thousand for bricklaying, even 
, 

if current quotations are not obtained for each jOb. These 

rates are reasonably fixed as many of the factors affecting 

direct employment do not apply. The sub-contractors either 

take the risks themselves or ·mitigate· their effect by 

greater ·self-motivaj;ion. 

The danger exists· when proposed labour-only sub-

contracting is subsequently prohibited. Building unions 

may select specific sites to be a closed shop, ~hus forcing 

all workers to be members of a trades' union. 

this removes all 'lump' labour from the site. 

7.4.9 Clients, notably in the public sector, impose a 

contractual prohibition on the use of labour only. 

contractors attempt to evade this restriction either by a 

sale and repurchase transaction for materials, thus making 

the sub-contract for labour and materials, or by ignoring 

its existence. However, if the client insists on the 

prohibition, the contractor will have to revert to direct 

, 
employmc nt ~ 
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7.4.10 Normal sub-contracting is permissible with the 

Architect's prior consent (Standard Form of Building Contract 

Clause 17) and it is usual to seek quotations for this work 

at the time of tendering. Estimators often experience 

considerable difficulty in obtaining quotations through 

the indifferent laxity of these firms. 'rhe reason for this 

attitude is that altnough a sub-contractor may submit the 

lowest quotation at tender stage, no binding contract exists. 

Before letting the work, contractors frequently re-test the 

market to disc6ver· any possible cheaper competitors. This 

naturally tends to discourage any initiative at tender 

stage and as many as fifty per cent of the original lowest 

sub-contractors may be subsequently underbid or not do the 

work. 

7.4.11 Vlhere quotations cannot be obtained before tender 

.submission, estimators have to use considerable skill and 

judgment in inserting COver prices based on their assess

ment as to what they .will be quoted at a future date. 

7.4.12 However·, the basic process of selection acquisition 

and evaluation is mainly of a clerical nature which is capE-bIe 

of be ing done by suitably trained staff, instead of an 

estimator. 

7.5 Conclusions 

7.5.1 'there are many factors which cause variations in the 

achieved performance of . labour and plant. Inaccuracy of 

prediction is, therefore'. particularly marked in these areas. 

7.5.2 As labour and plant contribute.a high proportion of 

the cost of the contractor's Own work, an increase in the 

predictive accuracy will· produce an improvement in the 
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overall profitability of the contract. 

7.5.3 Labour and plant prediction requires a high degree of 

skill and judgment as many of the factors which influence 

output are. incapable of m3asurement at present. 

7.5.4 The pr-esent format of Bills of Quantities doe s not 

lend itself to intuitive assessment of the many factors which 

affect production. Other formats, i.e. operational, may 

prove to be of greater value. 

7.5.5 .The selection, acquisition and evaluation of the cost 

of materials and sUb-contractors, is a routine technical 

process which can be performed by suitably trained staff. 

Although materia.ls and sub-contractors' work account for a 

reasonable proportion of the total, their cost is less 

variable than that of labour and plant and their effect on 

the accuracy of the total ·cost is, therefore, substantially 

less marked. 

7.5.6 Thus there is a need for a new method of estimating 

which permits the estimator to concentrate on and improve 

. labour and plant cost prediction. The task of producing 

natcrial and sub-contract forecasts may be deleg~ted to 

technical clerks. 
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CHAPTER 8. 

A NE'," l·';ETHOD OF ESTI!·Li\.I'L'fG 

Introduction: 

Previous chaptcrs have illustrated the difficulty of devisin~ 

and testin[; radical alternativcs to current fJethods of esti",o.ting. 

Ho\'levcr, detailed investigation described in Chapters 6 and 7 

sugEosts that improyements could be made by :-

(i) 

(11) 

(11i) 

( iY) 

Concentrating on the costs of labour and plant. 

Introducin~ operational estim.!lting. 

DeCllin~ ':Iith iter.13 .:;clectivcly accordinG to tb3tr 
cost importance. 

Delegatine routine t less skilled tasks, to clerical 
operatives. 

A new oothod of estimating has been deyised by the author 

which ha,s the follO\'linE characteristics :-

(i) As the shortaee of ckilled estioators prohibits any 
increase in their total \':ork-load, estimator::>' \'lork 
content is, in fact, reduced. 

(ii) As there is a strong preference for the use of Bills 

(11i) 

of Quantities by the Client.c adYisers and the 
contractors, this document is retained. 

Becauso Bill formats ;,~nd descriptions c.rc not 8to.n
dardized, great flexibility is provided in the u~e 
of any such documents. 

(iv) The resistance to change in the use of computers is 
overcome by simplicity and a system of operation 
which is comprehensible to estimators. 

(v) Individual rntes in the Contract bills do not, and 
need not, constitute in thcoselves,. an· accurate 
forecast of the cost of performing the work for 
individual items. 

8.1 Synopsis of New Hethod of Estimating 

8.1.1 The New Hethod of Estimatin~ divorces the less 

skilled tasks of material and sub-contractor cO,sting from 

the dHficul t tasle of. labour and plant estimatin(;. The 
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former is delegated to clerical operatives. Operation work 

groups for labour .and plant are established and the cost-

important items highlighted. This permits the estimator to 

concentrate On the critical items and use predictive tech-

niques oth~r than unit rates. The method is divided into 

the following stages :-

(i) . Decision to tender and establishment of the relative 

( ii) 

(iii) 

( iv) 

(v) 

(vii) 

desirability of the project. 

Invitation of sub-contract quotations. 

Invitation of material quotations. 

pre-tender planning and operational grouping. 

Approximate rating. 

Computer processing to establish the cost-important 
items and group items into operations. 

Refinement of the original estimate. 

(viii) Re-pricing manually or by computer. 

(ix) 

(x) 

(xi) 

Collation of costs. 

Evaluation and pricing of preliminary items. 

Tender adjudication and application of bidding strategy. 

8.2 Annlication of the :·fark-uu 

8.2.1 There is no standard procedure in the building 

industry for applying the mark-up for establishm~nt over-

heads, profit and risk. Contr~.ctors differ in the ir 

approach but the procedure falls into two broad categorj.es. 

8.2.2 The estimators can be instructed to produce a net 

estimate of the cost of constructing the work for submission 

to the tender adjudication panel. The panel themselves 

make the necessary addition for the mark-up and this figure 

is apportioned over some or all of the measured rate'; or 

inserted as lump sums in the proliminaries or insurances 

section of the Bills. 
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8.2.3 Alternatively, the estimators can be instructed to 

produce an estimate of the cost which contains the standard 

company mark-up. When the tender adjudication panel wish to 

modify this mark-up for a particular contract; the difference 

is usually adjusted by a lump sum omission or addition to 

items in the preliminaries. 

8.2.4 As the mark-up procedure depends on the individual 

contractor and is incidental to the preparation of the actual 

estimate, the Hew Hethod does not make any mandatory recommen-

dations. ,The contractor may adopt his usual procedure and 

insert the mark-up by whichever he considers ap"ropriate. 

8.3 The Decision to Tender and tr.e Relative Desirabilitv of the 
Project 

8.3.1 Upon recai.pt of a tender enquiry from the Client, the' 

company must decide if it Ivi-shes to submit a bid for that 

particular project. The deci';'ion, taken at senior manage-

ment level, will be based on whether the project is within the 

company's expertise, within the company's defined area of 

operation and, if the bid is successful, compatible with the 

present and future \Vork load. 

If an affirmative decision to tender has been taken, 

further investigation should be undertaken to establish the 

relative desirability of the project. The desirability is 

influenced by":-

(i) The ease or difficulty of erection. 

(ii) Resources currently available. 

(iii) Capital available. 

(iv) Profitability. 

(v) Chance of success. 
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(vi) Prestige associated with the project, 

(vii) Furtherance' of additional work. 

(viii) Acquaintance with the client Or his advisers. 

8.3.3 The relative desirability of the project will govern 

not'only the keenness in bidding but the amount of detail 

necessary 'in preparing the estimate. 

8.3.4 Those projects which are not really desirable" can be 

priced by a simplified method of estimating, e.g. cost 

per square metre,with'a larger mark-up than usual added to 

cover profit and the risks associated with this type of 

estimating. This approach is the most economic way of 

estimating for such projects but the high mark-up reduces 

the chance of submitting a winning bid. If, however, the 

contractor is the lowest tenderer, 'the Bill,can be priced' 

out, subsequently, using currently acceptable' I!larket rates. 

8.3.5 For projects which are considered desirable, it is 

recommended that the New Hethod of Estimating is adopted, 

8.4 The Selection and Evaluation of Domestic Sub-contractors 

The current methods of selecting sub-contractors ca~ 

be improved considerably. Many contractors do not keep an 

adequate store of inforl!lation relating to these companies 

and I consequently, time is Vlasted by referrine; to the yellow 

pages of the telephone directory or trade journals. There is 

no guarantee that companies selected by this method are 

competent to do the work. The estimator is frequently 

engaged on this task which can, in fact, be done by cheaper 

clerical staff. The following routine seeks to il!lprove 

current procedure. 
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The.first process, performed by the estimator, is 

the identification of those items of work which are either 

outside the limits of the company's expertise or are in excess 

of its normal capacity. This work will be let to a sub-

c ontrac t or. Once the page and item numbers in the Bills 

of Quantities of the sub-contract work has been listed by 

the estimator, the remainder of the task can be done by 

clerical staff. The clerical task comprises, the identifi

cation and selection of suitable firms, the despatch of tender 

documents and the receipt and collation of tender bids. 

8.4.3 It is recommended that contractors compile records 

of sUb-contractors which contain :-

(i) 

(ii) 

(11i) 

(iv) 

(v) 

The type of work performed by the sub-contractors. 

The geographical area in which they operate. 

The size range of contracts normally undertaken. 

The names, addresses and telephone numbers. 

An assessment of each sub-contractor's. efficiency 

in tendering for and performing the work. 

These records ,compiled by experience and/or questionnaire 

over a period of time, as the occasion arises, may be stored 

either on a computer or card index. 

8.4.4 The selection of a list of potential sub-contractors 

for a project will be facilitated if the records are suitably 

coded. As it should not be necessary to request tenders 

from more than six sub-contractors for any one section of 

work, the best six can be selected from the list by reference 

to the individual efficiency ratings. 

8.4.5 For each group of work items,· the clerk is required 

to photostat copies of the pertinent pages of the Bills of 

Quantities, complete two copies of a standard form of enquiry 
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and tender, and despatch them to the shortlisted sub-contractors. 

A standard form of enquiry and tender should contain 

all the information necessary for the sub-contractor and 

include a resume of the conditions of contract. An advantage 

of using such a form is that it should limit future disputes 

and, in many cases, can be substituted for a separate form 

of sUb-contract. 

8.4.7 A clerk is responsible for collecting the tenders and 

for pursuing those that have not been received by a pre-

determined dead-line. The collated tenders are passed to the 

estimator. 

8.4.8 The estimator then evaluates and analyses the various 

tenders to select the One which is the most favourable to his 

company. Any extra items to be provided by the contractor, 

e.g. those listed under 'special provisions' in the standard 

form, are costed and added to the tender figure. 

8.4.9 The combined total only is inserted in the Bill 

bracketted against the relevant items. There is no necessity 

to price out the items in detail at this stage as it will only 

be necessary if the Contractor's Bills are called for examina-

tion by the client's advisers. 

8.5 The Selection and Evaluation of lIaterial SuP])liers 

8.5.1 It is a ~unction of the buying department to obtain 

quotationn for' the cost of materials required in the project. 

Suitably skilled staff should be employed to solicit quotations 

at the lowest possible price. BuyinG skill is not a function 

of the estimator and, unless specialist .buyers are used, 

valuable discounts will net be obtained. 
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, 8.5.2 Prior to seeking quotations, the buying department 

require to know the type and specification of the materials 

and measures of the quantity expressed in commercial 

purchasing units. As the department is not generally 

equipped with the necessary skill to convert Bill measure~ 

ments into purchasing units, the estimator usually has to do 

this c6nversion. However, the majority of·the conversion 

can be performed by technical clerks which will thus release 

the estimator for other highly skilled tasks. 

routine illustrates the recor-mended procedure • 

The following 

. 8.5.3 The Bills of Quantities, less those sections which 

are to be sub~contracted, are passed to a technical clerk 

Ivho has two tasks to perform~ The first task is the 

conversion of the measured bill units into purchasing units 

for use by the buying department. When quotations have been 

received, the second tD.sk is the apportionment of the material 

costs over the bill items. 

8.5.4 The ease or difficulty in converting measured bill 

units varies for different work sections. For example, in 

'Concrete Work',. the total volume of concrete has to be split 

into the individual quantities of its constituent· parts, i.e. 

cement, saud and aggregate, whilst in 'Joinery' the bill 

units may be used directly as the purchasing units. 

8.5.5 However, the majority of measured bill units do 

require conversion and this is normally done by reference 

to'standard tables of material constants, manufacturers' 

trade literature etc. Provided a company keep adequate 

records of material constants and waste incurred on site, 

this task does not require an estimator's s1>-ill and is thus 

within a clerk's capabilities. 
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8.5.6 The buyer should. seek quotations on a.Standard Form 

Of Enquiry and Conditions of Sale. The use of such a form 

should overcome the difficulties encountered when the 

supplier's conditions of sale contradict those in the original 

enquiry. 

8.5.7 Upon receipt of quotations, the clerk must insert the 

cost of materials bracketted against the groups of items to 

which they relate. As with sub-contractors' costs, there is 

no necessity to price out the items in detail, until the Bill 

is called for examination by the Client's advisers. 

B.6 Pre-tender Planning and Operati.onal Grouping 

8.6.l. When the clerk(s) are selecting and evaluating 

the sub-contractors and suppliers, the pre-tender,· plan, ·i.e. 

the establishment of the method and sequence of constructing 

the project, is prepared by the planner and the estimator. 

Close co.,.operation between them is essential so that they 

both comprehend and agree to the tentative solution. 

8.6.2 In the pre-tender plan, the project :is divided into 

the main operations which should be large identifiable 

sections of work. A typical list would comprise :-

(i) SUbstruct ure. 

(ii) Frame. 

(iii) Roofing. 

(iv) First fix. 

(v) Finishing. 

(vi) Second fix. 

(vii) Drainage. 

(viii) External works. 

8.6.3 The above operations "re those normally executed by 

the contractor's own labour and are, consequently, the ones 
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presenting the greatest financial risk. Where the contractor 

does not sUb-let part Or parts of the other sections of work, 

additional operations may be included in the appropriate 

position. 

Items in the list ~ay be sub-divided, e.g. external 

works, into excavation, concrete, brickwork, etc. but the 

total number of operations should be limited to approximately 

20. It has been previously demonstrated that 20 is about 

the maximum number of headings agBinstwhich it. is possible 

to collect accurate conts of achieved performance. 

8.6.5 The estimator.inserts the operation number in the bill 

against the items of work which the contractor proposes to 

execute himself. \'Ihere an item relates to more than one 

operation, the quantity is broken down and apportion,ed to 

each operation~ A locational bill is advantageous in such 

cases. This numbering is not as title-consuming as it may 

first appear, as the majority of bill items are loosely 

grouped within these headings in traditional bill formats. 

8.7 Apnroximnte Rating 

8.7.1 In order to identify the bill items which have the 

greatest· cost-importance, the estimator must give' an 

approximate rate to every bill item which will. be executed 

by the contrac~or. The rate should be a reasonable forecast 

of the cost of labour and the plant strictly pertaining to 

the item (General plant is priced in·Preliminaries). 

8.7.2 Great accuracy is not essential in these approxmate 

rates as the rates are .used for ranking purposes only. 

It is anticipated that any skilled estimator will be 

able to insert these rates by using his own knowledge and 

experience. There is no necessity for detailed and protracted 
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calculations. 

8.8 Computer Processing 

8.8.1 . A computer program, I1ASTER BILLEST, has been written 

which highlights the cost-important items and collects items 

together under operation headings. A description. of the 

program and the opera tins instructions are shown in 

Appendix 4. 

8.8.2 An important feature of this progra~ is that it does 

not require separate coding. The Bills of ~uantities are 

handed to a punch operator who must punch the paGe nu.'nber, 

item letter, operation number, quantity and approxil>ate rate 

for every contractor',s bill item directly on to standard 

punch cards. 

8.8.3 

(i) 

(11) 

(iii) 

The data cards are processed by a computer ~hich ;-

Prints out all the input data in Bill saquence plus 
the product of rate x quantity, page, section and 
bill totals. 

Calculates the 'Pareto' value of the Bill and selects 
the cost-important ,items, i.e. those which r.epresent 
8cr~ of the cost of the work (or some other specified 
percentage approximating to 80). 

Collects together the iteM within their res!lective 
operation headings and prints out the reference and 
extension cost for each item, under operational 
headings and in bill sequence •. The extensions are 
totalled for each operation and the cost-im!lortant 
items·are indicated by a double asterisk. 

(iv) Produces a similar output to (iii) but instead of bill 
sequence order, the items are arranged in descending 
order of extension cost. 

8.9 Refinement of Original Estimate 

8.9.1 On obtaininlj the computer print-out, the estimator has 

the opportunity to estimate the costs of labour and plant by 

an alternative method of estimating which is mOre reliable 

than unit rates. Four alternative methods are ;-

(i) Close scrutiny and re-examination of the highlighted 
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cost-important items. 

(ii) Operational estimating based on forecast resource 

(i11) 

(iv) 

usage. 

Regression analysis applied to detailed sub-sections 
of work as discussed in Chapter 5. 

C.O.C.O. - a computerized quantative approach under 
development at the Department of the Environment 
(Ref 12 ). 

At present only the first two are practicable. as there is 

insufficient historic data for (iii) and (iv) is not yet 

available to contractors. 

8.10 Correcting the Orir,inal Ap';roximate Rates 

8.10.1 For those items or operations having significant 

differences between the total costs by approximate rates 

and the total costs by the subsequent refinement ,. ·the approxi, 
mate rates must be corrected. 

8.10.2 Assumins that the apparent releltionship betVleen the 

individual approximate rates are within limits that are 

acceptable to the Contractor and the Client's advisers, e.g. 

one brick wall £5.00, rough cutting £0.50 per square metre, 

correction can be accomplished by multiplying all the rates 

in each operation by the ratio 

Operational total by subsequent estimate 

Operational total by approximate rates. 

8.10.3 Where the estimator has chosen to examine only the 

cost-important items, e. g. those that make up 80% of the 

valuo, it is reasonable to assume that any differences 

discovered Vlill also apply in the same ratio to the remaining 

items. Thus all the items are multiplied by 

Total of cost-important items by subsequent estimate 

Total of cost-important items by approximate rates. 



8.10.4 The ratios, normally expressed. to three decimal places, 

are punched on to a card and substituted in the data pack for 

the orieinal multiplier card which has ratios of unity. 

8.10.5 The program is re-run as previously but instead of 

multiplying all the rates by 1.000, the rates for each 

operation are multiplied by their appropriate correction 

factor. The new print-outs contain all the corrected rates 

and totals. 

8.10.6 This correction facility may also be used to modify 

selected rates for improvement of the cash flow. 

8.10.7 The pac;e totals from the final output are inserted in 

the Bills. 

8.11 Collation of Estil.,,,ted costs 

8.11.1 The paee and bill totals of the estimat'ed costs of labour 

and plant, materials and sUb-contractors, are added together 

and the combined totals calculated. The mark-up for profit, 

risk, and establishment overheads are applied in accordance 

with company practice. 

8.11.2 The completed bill is handed to the tender adjudication 

panel for their consideration. 

8.12 Submission of the Bills to the Client 

8.12.1 In building tenderine procedure, the contractor is 

only called ~pon to submit a detailed priced-out copy of 

the Bills of Quantities if his tender is the lowest. 

Consequently, there is no necessity to price the bill in 

detail before this request is made. 

8.12.2 When the bills are requested by the client, the 

combined totals of labour and plant, materi~ls, sub-contractors, 

Profit and overheads have to be converted into individual rates 
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applied to the relevant items in the Bills. Unless rates 

for materials are derived bya computer based method, the 

task of calculating the combined rates is probably best 

performed manually. As long as the derived rates are within 

currently acceptable limits and the rates multiplied by the 

quantities coincide with the total tender figure, individual 

accuracy is not essential, as a Contractor's rates .in a 

normal situation may differ from those of his competitors 

by factors of the order of 0.5 to 2.0 (Ref. 2). (It will be 

appreciated that under the proposed !lew Method the process of 

calculating rates ,is merely the allocation of an already 

agre'ed sum betYlenn bill items). 

8.13 The Hew !-lethod and COst Feed-back 

8.13.1 An incidental advanta&e that the /levT l1ethod has Over 

traditional estimating, is the facility for converting from 

traditional Bills of Quantities format to operational format. 

This enables achieved operati'onal performance to be compared 

directly with corresponding allowances in the tender and, as 

the number of headings is limited, accuracy in the collection 

of costs should be obtained. 

8.13.2 As construction Vlork proceeds, the costs of achieved 

perfornw.nce can be collected on a weekly or r.tonthly basis 

and recorded against the established operation headings. 

If the percentage completion of the operations are measured 

at the same time, the' costs may be used initially to monitor 

the productivity of the site by comparing them with the 

estimate'd costs mul tip1icd by the percentage complet ion. 

Action may be swiftly taken to remedy any adverse' or deteriora-

ting re suI ts. 

8.13.3 In the short term, this comparison also forms a useful 
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check on predictive accuracy. V/here differences cannot be 

explained by special circumstances applying to that particular 

prOject, the estimators' usual predictive techniques can be 

corrected accordingly for future projects. Whilst this 

facility is extremely useful for deducing trends and average 

performances based on traditional methods it does not, in 

itself, improve the basic method of cost .prediction. 

8.13.4 Continued use of the New l1ethod and associated cost 

collection, will provide essential data for a new method of 

cost prediction based on regression analysis applied to 

operational coats (nee Chapter 5) .• 

8.13.5 Chapter 5 illustrated the advantages of using regression 

analysis applied to sub-sections of work, but conclusions were 

limited by the lack of recorded costs. If the variable , . 

factors affecting each operation are recorded, the costs 

and the voriables Can be analysed when sufficient like opera-

tions have been completed. When the regression results are 

available, the estimator will be able to use the derived 

formulae fOr estimating the cost of the Operations. It is 

anticipated th,~t regression analysis l'Iill be used initially 

in parallel with existing techniques and, as confidence is 

gained, eventually replace them. (Note: As a pOSGibly 

bctte:' alternative, predicted and actual pe:'formance can be 

measured in man hours or machine hours). 

,8.13.6 Those contractors seeking to introduce C.O.C.O. into 

their estimating system cannot do sO until they are able to 

produce sufficient records of past performance for inclusion 

in the computer program. l'he Ne\v Hothed may be. helpful in 

providing these data • 

. " ."\ 
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8.14 Conclusions 

8.14.1 The advantar;es claimed for the New Bathod of Estimating 

over existing techniques are :-

(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

( vi) 

(vii) 

By the delegatj.on of routine, less skilled. tasks to 
clerks, the estimator can concentrate on the difficult 
tasks of labour and plant prediction. 

There should be a reduction in .the time required ·to·· ' 
.. ""-.":" 

produce the estimate. 

Simplicity. 

This particular computer proera~ and the absence of 
coding should overco~e the resistance to computers. 

The method may be used on any bill format and does not 
require aP.l.endment when measurement methods c..re 
revised. 

Operational groups are deviced by the contractor to 
suit his own system and methods'. 

The gradual introduction of operational estimating 
may be run in pDrallel with traditional techniques. 

(viii) The COMputer print-out, prior to rate loadinc, is a 
valuable tool for contract's rn.n.nnger.::e,nt. 

(ix) The facility and incentive to collect recorded costs 
of achieved performance for future use vlithin the 
method. 

(x) The supply of data for new estimating techniques. 
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CHAPTER 9. 

Tests on the New Method of Estimating 

Introduction 

The New Method of Estimating described in the previous chapter, 

was initially tried out on dummy data related to a syrlthesied 

concrete frame building. This permitted the various 'bugs' in 

the program to be eliminated before it was tested in a l.ive 

situation. It was decided to subject the ITew Hethod to two 

separate kinds of test. First, by submitting the basic philosophy 

to critical examination from an informed audience and then, if 

approved, by testing the model in a contractor's organisation on 

a live estimating project. 

9.1 Testin~ the Basic Philosophy 

9.1.1 A seminar VIas held at Loughboroueh University on the 

17th February, 1972, which was attended by over 20 senior 

estimators. The objective of the seminar VIas to subject the 

proposed lIew Method to expert criticism from an informed 

audience. It was hoped that this would ensure that there 

Vlere no flaws in the basic philosophy of the l1ethod and 

ascertain if it might eventually prove to be acceptable to 

contractors. A list of delegates attending the day's 

programme and a synopsis of the proceedings are given in 

Appendix 5. 

9.1.2 The following co nclusions have been drawn from the 

comments made by the delegates in the discussion periods :-

(i) Estimators have considerable resistance against 
usine statistical and computer techniques. 

(ii) Eotimators believe that their superiors also would not 
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(iii) 

(iv) 

be in favour as they prefer to see how the estimate 
is built up and make comp~.risons with current market 
rates. 

The substantial time pressure at tendering prohibits 
extensive coding. 

Whilst time does not normally permit an estimator to 
price a bill accurately by present methods and prepare 
and price a detailed network, there is a distinct trend 
towards the preparation of operationally based 
estimates. 

(v) Commercially developed estimating systems seem to be 
extremely costly to purchase, instal and operate. 

(vi) Most of the participants would welcome a change in the 

(Vii) 

(viii) 

(ix) 

client.s documentation but they do not feel that a 
radical change is imminent. 

Little use is made of feedback information either because 
it is in a form which is inappropriate or because 
there is little faith in the validity of its 
collection. 

When feedback is used ,it is concentrated on groups of 
work to give a comparison of predicted/achieved 
performance on a ratio basis. 

V/hilst it is recognised that there are great benefits 
in using estimated data for the subsequent management 
of the job, the additional time required to produce 
this information at the estimating stage is not 
considered worthwhile. 

(x) Estimators tend already to concentrate on the high 

(xi) 

(xii) 

(xiii) 

9.1.3 

value items. 

Where networks .are priced, the predicted total cost is 
usually larger than the one deduced by unit rates. 

Estimators recognise that there are several factors 
which affect site production and normally make an 
intuitive assessment to cover variability. 

There is a tendency for the Building Industry to base 
its bids more on market acceptability than on detailed 
estimates of actual cost. 

A comparison of these conclusionG with the objectives 

and operation of the New Hethod of Estimating described in the 

previous chapter, indicates that the use of the Hethod'is 

consl.stont with the present and future needs of contractors' 

estimating because· :-

(i) The simplIcity of the computine program should overcome 
the resistance to computer usage. 
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(ii) 

(iv) 

The cost build-up is done by the estimator and hence 
is open for inspection by his seniors. 

No extensive coding is required. 

It combines both traditional unit rate and operational 
estimating. 

(v) Installation costs are minimal. 

(vi) It is applicable to most forms of Bill format. 

(vii) Cost headings are established which permit comparison 
and use of feedback. 

(viii) The cost headings cOr.lprise groups of '7ork items 

(ix) Estimated data are automatically generated for use by 
contracts managet:lent. 

(x) The 'Pareto' principle in the l1ethod conformswith 
many instances of current practice. 

(xi) The approximate rating of items affords a comparison 
\Vhen an operational/net\Vork technique is used. 
Where differences occur, the estimator can select 
what he considers to be the most appropriate answer. 

(xii) Future developments of the system, when sufficient 
projects have been processed, may enable sOme of 
the additional factors which affect production to 
be identified, e.g. by detailed regression analysis. 

As·no adverse cOll1r.lents Vlere received from the delegates about 

the New !-lethod it was decided to proceed Vlith the tests· in a 

live situation. 

9.2 Testing the NO"I !>lethod in a Live Situation in Estimatine; 

9.2.1. A contractor cannot be expected to accept the llew 

Method and use it in his organisation unless it has been 

validated by use on live projects. Consequently, it \Vas 

decided to test the method by using it for the preparation 

of current estimates. 

9.2.2 A national contracting company, whose Head Office is 

located in the London area, Was contacted and the· chief 

estimator kindly agreed to co-operate by permittini~ the /lew 

Hethod to bo used in conjunction with their existing tech-
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niques for two bids. The author gratefully acknowledges 

their co-operation and also for the assistance given by 

K. Armstrong who worked On the tests as part of his project 

for an M.Sc. in Construction at Loughborough (Ref. 1.) 

The Method was tested, in June, July and August, 1972. 

Two projects were selected from the company's current tendering 

list both of which the compeny wished to obtain. The projects 

were a single storey factory building and a stores and office 

development, each to be sited in the London area. 

The task of testing the NeVl Hethod was arranged so as 

to minimise any disruptions to the company's estimating 

department. It was agreed with the Chief Estimator that 

his department would obtain all the necessary quotations for 

materials and sub-contractors and price them,in their usual 

manner. The estimated costs for labour and plant were also 

prepared as usual, but Vlere kept separate from the costs of 

materials and sub-contractors. Thane estimated costs of 

labour and plant Vlere the equivalent of the approximate rates 

required by the New Method, but in the'se cases, were prepared 

in greater detail than is normally necessary. 

9.2.5 The company supplied the author wHh copies of the 

outline dravlings and the Bills containing the labour and plant 

rates. The drawings and Bills were exaf.lined and the main 

operations established. The factory was brol,en down into 18 

main operations. 'rhe company intended to conatruct the stores 

and office block as two diatinct sections which also corres

ponded wHh the subdivisions in the original Bills of 

Quantities. For this contract 18 main operations were 

establinhed for the office block and 21 ,for the stores block. 
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When added together, the total of operations, 39, is excessive 

but as they relate~ to two buildings, which were to be 

separately constructed, it was thought that this number was 

permissible in this case. The appropriateness of the proposed 

operations was agreed with the company's planner and the 

estimator. A iist of the selected operations for the stores 

block is shown in Appendix 6. 

The operation number Was assigned to each of the 

contractor's bill items and, together with the page number, 

item reference, quantity and rate, were punched directly on to 

data cards. 

computer. 

The progra!!ls were run on Loughborough University's 

9.2.7 The complete outputs were taken to the company's 

offices and discussed with the estimators. The ,cost-important 

items and the total costs of the operations were examined in 

detail and several anomalies in the original labour and plant 

rates were discovered. These anomalies were oorrected but, 

instead of using the multiplying factor card, new cards were 

punched for individual items and substituted in the original 

data packs. The programs were then re-run and final corrected 

outputs obtained. Examples of the final output for the stores 

block are shown in Appendix 6. 

9.2.8 The company's estimators were favourably impressed 

with the New Method but realised that their refining techniques, 

used to improve the accuracy. were limited. This vms because 

they did not have any usable historic data from previous projects 

to enable an alternative method of cost prediction to be 

employed. However, the fact that certain anomalies were so 

easily discovered in the original rates was gratefully 

ac:mo'Nledgcd. 
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The company was extremely keen to proceed with the 

next stage of the test, i.e. the collection of cost data, 

as their current records of achieved costs were virtually non-

existent Or unusable for estimating purposes. 

9.2.10· The company was successful in its tender for the 

stores and office blocks and it was decided to attempt the 

collection of usable cost data from this project. 

9.3 Procedure for Collecting Records of Achieved· Performa.nce 

In accordance with the prinCiples of the New Het hod , 

the primary COncern was the collection of costs of labour 

and plant. No attempt. was made to collect or assix;n the 

costs of materials, overheads or profit. The contract 

planner, because of his involvel!lent vlith the construction 

of the works, VIas designated to be responsible for the 

collection and assembly of the ·costs of achieved performance 

on site. 

9.3.2 Costs were collected on a monthly cumulative basis 

and entered on to purpose designed cost record sheets; 

These .costs were discussed and agreed with the author at 

nomin::tlly monthly intervals. The costs COllected up to 

January, 1973 are shown in Appendix 7. 

9.4 Comments on the results of the cost collection for the 
Stores and Office building 

9.4.1 At first, the procedure worked extremely smoothly. 

S~veral variations had been authorised by the Architect but 

these had bean valued by the site quantity surveyor and were 

inserted in the forms.· Of the five activities in the 

substructure, i.e. excavation, concrete, reinforcement, forrnwork 

and hardcore, the first three showed significant savings from 

estimated costs, the formwork was about right and the hardcorc 
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WIIS ,slightly over-spent due to changes in the material. 

The significant savings were caused by the .extensive use of 

mechanical plant in lieu of the forecast hand operations. 

These results have been given to the estimators for their 

future use. 

Problems arose, however, during erection of the 

superstructure. The contract bills were found.to contain 

inaccuracies which made the revised estimated operation cost 

difficult to calculate. Mllny IIuthorised variations further 

aggravated the situation and consequently it Vias not possible 

to calculate the revised estimated operati~n cost until all 

this work had been completed. This rather defeated a part 

of the aims of the test, i.e. to monitor performance, but the 

original figures were used as a y~rdstick, in ~he short term, 

and results permitted some degree of comparison. The site 

staff considered that the degree of comparison available had 

achieved very substantial ir.lprovement in the control of cost. 

The operation 'concrete work' 'vas performed by the 

contractor's own labour and the costs were accurately recorded. 

However, due to labour difficulties ca.used by the n'1tional 

building strj.ke durinG the autumn, the forr.n'lork and reinforce

ment were undertaken by a sub-contractor who was initially 

engaged on a labour only basis. Premium payments were made 

to him to av.oid a site shut-down and industrial action. The 

sub-contractor's inVOices did not break dovrn the costs 

between formwork and reinforcement. Initially it Was 

possible to make an approximate apportionment between the two 

but when work started on the office buildine, it was found 

impossible to separate the operations of the two buildings 

and thus cont collection was Clbandoncd for thece operations. 

The brickwork and blockworl~ wan undertaken by another 
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labour only sub-contractor and, as he was concerned with only 

this operation, his costs were simple to collect. Significant 

savings were made on this operation which the contractor 

affirms was mainly due to the employment of this particular 

s.ub-contractor who has a good reputation. 

9.4.5 Just before the end of 1972, the contractor's site 

quantity surveyor left the site to Ivork for another contrac

tor and the planner, who undertook to collect the information, 

suffered an illness and vias away from Vlork for two months. No 

temporary replacement vias made and consequently when he did 

return the requisite records had not been kept. 

9.4.6 The problem of uncollected records was further 

aggravated by the formwork and reinforcement sub-contractor 

undertaking other operations, e.g. first and second fixing 

for which it was also impossible to deduce the separate costs 

for each heading. Delays and variations (over 200) had so 

disrupted the original programme of works that the office· 

block had to be constructed concurrently with the stores 

block. Each block was usine; labour for short periods in 

rotation which it Vias impossible to separate out. The 

planner reluctantly thought that it was impracticable to 

continue and, in vievl of the time limit for this thesis, the 

test Vias halted. 

9.5 Conclusions 

9.5.1 From the limited tests cnrried out on the New Bethod 

it appenrs to Vlork extremely well in estimating and can m;ike a 

valid contribution to accuracy even when only unsophisticated 

refinement techniques are available. It is hoped that 

e;reater estimat ing accuracy will be achieved when use of the 

l1othod is accompaniod by more sophisticated refinement 
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techniques,e.g. detailed regression analysis, which have been 

developed from the feedback results from previous projects . 

carried out under the Hethod. 

9.5.2 The feedback test did not achieve many ultimate 

satisfactory results. Although· construction projects are 

notoriously variable. it was felt that the disturbances on this 

particular site were much worse than the typical situation. 

This VIas mainly due to the complicated labour problems during 

the national building strike, coupled with the excessive' number 

of variations and disruptions to programme. Whilst accurate 

costs were collected for the substructure of the stores block 

and may prove useful, the superstructure was, in the .main, 

unsatisfactory. This, unfortunately, has supported the 

hypothesis that accurate costs are impossible fo collect and 

assign to a large number of headings. Future feedback tests 

should limit the number of headings to an absolute maximum of 

20 and, where there is more than one building to be constructed 

durine the same time period on a common site, . the values and 

costs of like operations for the different buildings must be 

aggregated. However, even though the tests were not entirely 

successful, the Contractors did obtain some ueeful information 

and they commented that it was a vast improvement on their 

present system. It was anticipated that future attempts at 

cost collection would not be sO affected by the disruptions that 

happened on this particular site. 
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CHAPTER 10 

Conclusions 

10.1 Estimating as it is, in the main, currently practiced is an 

art rather than a science. Little use is made of (accurate) 

quantitative methods in cost prediction with the result that 

estimating is not very accurate at present (Chapter 1). 

10.2 Pressures are exerted on estimators to improve predictive 

accuracy but the level of the performance achieved on site is 

not vlithin the estimator's control. An estimated cost may 

coincide with the achieved cost for one project (and, there

fope, be consi?ered accurate) but for another similar project 

there may be a large disparity. HoV/ever, studie shave shovm 

that there would be considerable value in improving the 

accuracy and the speed of estimatine (Chapter 1). 

10.3 Estimating accuracy should be improved by interpreting the 

results of achieved performance but the dearth or non-existence 

of such records makes the introduction of new quantitative 

methods difficult to produce in the short term (Chapter 2). 

10.4 Feedback of recorded costs of achieved performance by n:eans . 

of a classification system is· not currently very successful 

and is intrinsically unsatisfactory (Chapter 3). 

10.5 Regression analysis applied globally to the tender prices of 

similar types of building achieved a measure of success for 

those types V/hich are constructed within a closely dofined 

system. This technique may prove useful for client or 

contractor application where an extensive standard type of 

building programme is envisaged. Further research is stronely 
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advocated in this field but as large numbers of data are 

required, it should be undertaken or sponsored by an 

appropriate organisation, e.g. a government department. 

However, with the exception of special situations having 

fairly limited variability. it does not seem appropriate 

for general application (Chapter 4). 

10.6 Hethods of estimating should provide for the ready comparison 

between predicted and achieved costs for. use by the 

estimator and to monitor the achievements of the contracts 

management (Chapter 2). 

10.7 Hethods of estimating should select the cost important items 

and provide for the refinement of the figures for such items 

(Chapter 6). 

10.8 Hethods of estimating should be flexible so as to accor.podate 

alternative Bill formats (Chapter 2). Provision should be 

made for the separation of operations during estimating 

even if such separation is not made in the Bill (Chapter 6). 

10.9 Hethods of estimating should distinguish between the cost 

categories of the elements comprising a tender which ha.ve 

different variability and each should be treated 

appropriately (Chapter 7). 

10.10 The New Hothod of Estimating described in this thesis 

(Chapter 8), complies with the foregoing conclusions and has 

been tested before an informed audience and in live situations. 

At a recent luncheon given by the Editor of Construction News, 

a description of the New Hathod was given to seven senior 

est iraa tor s. This has resulted in an approach to the author 
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to· demonstrate the Method to a company with a view to its 

future adoption. 

10.11 The application of detailed regression analysis to operation 

costs appears to be· the most hopeful method of achieving 

reliable feedback of performance for subsequent estimates 

(Chapter 5). It is recommended that further studies be 

undertaken to investig8te this approach if such costs are 

collected. 
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APPENDIX 1. 

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF ESTIMATING 

1.1 Estimating fram Narman Times until the 16th Century 

1.1.1 Fairly camprehensive building records far this period 

are kept in. museums, libraries and public records offices 

; but as most of them are in· Anglicised Latin., these dacuments 

can only be translated by experts. 

1.1.2 The variaus clients supervised their awn developments 

combining the rale of architect and builder. The Statute 

of Labourers in the thirteenth century fixed a mandatary 

maximum for wage rates and the Cravrn could impose penalties 

on employers or vlorkmen who disregarded the law. This, in 

theory, gave stability to labour cost"s but some good v/arkmen 

were paid in excess of the maximum as an inducement and this 

trend was increased by the scarcity of labour caused by the 

Black Death (1347-50). 

1.1.3 Most major projects v/ere built by separate teams of 

workmen grouped in a Guild-type structure. The craftsmen 

were under the supervision of a master-craftsman who usually 

praduced the warking drawings. 

1.1.4 At first, the warkmen were paid on a day or weekly 

basis so that na estimate was necessary as a prelude to a 

contract of employment. The prudent client would no doubt 

have satisfied himself that he had the financial resources 

to camplete a project by making a cast estimate of the proposed 

work. There are na re cards as to how this \'/as done but the 

fraternity .of the aristacracy may have allov/ed comparitive 

cast estimates ta be made fram the recarded casts of campleted 

\'I orlt.. The stabiUty .of wallo rates and t.he similarity .of 
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construction facilitated these comparisons. 

Ll.5 However, the construction period for larger building 

works usually extended over tvlO or three centuries and the 

cost records included for alterations and repairs. This made 

comparative costing a hazardous and difficult proposition for 

larger buildings. 

10106 Piece-work payment was gradually introduced from the 

middle of the fourteenth century, e.g. a mason-layers rate 

for walling at Langley in 1066 was 66s. 8d. for a perch of 

21 feet. Piece-work required the master-craftsman to estimate 

the number of man-hours needed to complete the unit of Vlork in 

order to negotiate the rate for payment before work commenced. 

The craftsman specialized in one particular trade using 

fairly repetitive design and construction methods so that this 

ViaS not a difficult task. Presumably, he bore the risk or 

liability when his calculations were in· error. 

101.7 Once piece-I'Iork ViaS established and unit rates were 

generally recognised, the client was able to make his own cost 

predictions based on the anticipated quantity of work. U:!,terial 

costs could be obtained from local suppliers when these were 

not supplied by the client and plant consisted of simple 

hand tools with scaffolding cut from local woods. As the 

client employed the men directly, there l'Iere no profit margins 

to be considered other than those for the master-craftsmen, 

which were included in their rates. 

1.2 EstimatinG in the 17th and 18th Centuries 

1.2.1 The 17th century saw the development of a specialist 

who was able to co-ordinate the work of the economically 

separated and competing groups of workers. This person, known 

as the Architect, Came from the ranks of educated gentlemen, 
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who had had the necessary experience in constructing buildings 

for their own purposes. 

1.2.2 The Fire of London 1666 added impetus to the trend for 

the employment of an architect and the enormous amount of 

re-building proved too great a demand on the existing contracting 

structure. The developing Bourgeois economic culture evolved 

the building craftsman as an entrepreneur and the new 

commercial building organizations tended to spring from 

enterprising craftsmen from the old Guilds. 

1.2.3 TM \'Iork was let to trade contractors as a result of 

competition on a schedule of rates, or on a primitive Bill 

of Quanti ties v,hich was remeasured On completion. Whilst 

the trade contractor was able to estimate his costs as in the 

previous century, he was not skilled in the measurement of the 

work. There was no standard method of measuring work and 

the trade contractor felt at a disadvantage in relation to the 

educated architect, who agreed the amount of money to be paid· 

by the client. In consequence the trade contractor appointed 

a man, who was as skilled in calculating as the architect, to 

measure tho work and negotiate payment on his behalf. 

1.2.4 These men became known as measurers and operated the 

system of measure and value; the value being based on the 

tr·ade contractor's schedule of rates. These measurers became 

highly skilled in pressing their claims and the architect, in 

self-defence, had to employ a measurer to act on his behalf. 

This situation gave·rise to intense and bitter complaints and 

litigation. 

1.2.5 Certain units of work were established, e.g. rod of 

brickwork, square of carpentry, square foot of glazing, foot 

run of masonry, but the contents, inclusions and exclusions 
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of work within these units were subject to local custom. 

Advance estimates of cost required by the client, or by 

the 1667 London Building Act for the cost of replacing the 

burnt houses, were prepared by the Architect and his surveyor. 

These estimates were based on the cost per cubic or square foot, 

or an embryonic trade by trade Bill of Quantity which did not 

form part of the contract. 

1.3 Estimating from the late 18th century to the present day. 

1.3.1 Tovlards the end of the eighteenth century, this p<~ttern 

was proving to be unsatisfactory. The Industrial Revolution 

made increasing demands on the building industry by changing the 

character and complexity of building work. The country was 

also suffering from the stresses and dem.ends of the Uapoleonic 

Wars. < 

The need had arisen for one contractor to be responsible 

for the supervision, co-ordination and control of all the 

building operations. This need was fulfilled by one of the 

craftsman entrepreneurs taking charge of the whole construction 

process through a single contract from the Architect. 

This person was usually a bricklayer becallse bricks 

being the principal building material, he tended to be larger 

and have more capital at his disposal than the other trades. 

'He incorporated the other principal trade,s within his own 

organisation and sUb-let the other specialist trades. 

Contracts were let on a competitive basis and each 

contractor would employ a measurer to meaSure or guess the 

quantities fro::! the drawings. The estimate vIas prepared by 

an estimator, in smaller firms usually the principal, who wao 

initiallY,only experienced in one craft. The estimate for 
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the remaining crafts were made either by consulting one of 

the company's trade foremen or by obtaining a quotation from 

a sub-contractor. As the system evolved the estimator gained 

knowledge and experience of the rates, labour and material 

constants, and mode.of measurement of the other trades until 

he was able to do the whole process himself. 

The quantities m~asured by the Contractor were not 

recognised in the contract and payment was made on a measure 

and value basis. There was no guarantee that the contract 

figure would be similar to the final payment and frquent over 

spending on govcnnment contracts, e.g. Buckingham Palace 1828, 

caused public anxiety. 

1.3.6 In order to ensure that some measure of control could 

be exercised on the client's financial commitment, Bills of 

Quantities were measured from the drawings and sent to each 

Contractor, e.g. Houses of Parliament 1834. These Bills 

. formed part of the Contract. The Bills were broken down 

into trade groupings for ease of estimating which is still 

the most common format used today. 

1.3.7 Estimating unit rates "as still a hazardous operation, 

particularly on a national basis, because the measurement 

and description of bill items vari.edaccording to local custom 

and the personality of the Quantity Surveyor. Unless the 

estimator was familiar with these customs he could not know 

which detailed work items should be included in any particular 

rate. 

1.3.8 The first edition of the Standard Method of Measurement 

introduced in 1922, standardized the method of measuring work 

in Bills of Quantities. This allowed the Estimator to build 

up common rates from standard constants of labour and material 
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etc. The subsequent revisions to the method have 

continued the basic philosophy and hence estimating has 

developed into the present form. 
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APPENDIX 2. 

CURRENT METHODS AND CONDITIONS OF ESTIMATIlIG 

The following observations are the result of an informal 

survey carried out by personal interview with chief estimators 

of large and medium size construction firms. 

2.1 The Accuracy of Estimates 

2.1.1 Estimators believe that the primary purpose of esti-

mating is to make a forecast of the cost of constructing the 

works. 

2.1.2 Although each project will have only one ultimate 

actual cost, this cost Vlill vary for different contractors 

depending upon their efficiency and skill. If a mean is 

taken of their theoretical actual costs for one project, the 

distribution may be speculated as follows :-

The distribution is skewed because it is extremely difficult 

to reduce costs belol-' the mean in construction work. 

It is the duty of an estimator to predict the actual 

cost for his company and this cost may differ from his 

competitors due to the relative efficiency of the firm. His 

. own estimate vlill differ from the actual cost because of the 

difficulty in forecasting. There seems to be a consensUs 

of opinion among research workers who have studied this problem 

(Ref. 13, 14, 15) that the limits of accuracy are at best plus or 
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minus 10% normally distributed as follows :-

+'0'0 

Many of the estimators believe that their own personal limits· 

are plus or minus 5% (see Appendix 5. ) but it has been shown 

by Dr. Barns (Ref. 15. ) that inaccuracies may be far greater 

than this in practice. 

2.2 The Time available for Preparing an Estimate 

It is normal practice for the client to state in the 

tender documents a date by which tenders must be submitted. 

The length of time allowed varies with the size of the contract; 

small works being allowed about two weeks and contracts in 

excess of £lm. about 6 weeks. Some clients allOlv more time 

than others; it vIaS consistently noted that the Department 

of the Environment allowed more time than other clients. The 

average time allowed Vias be.tween three and four weeks. 

2.2.2 Host Estimators felt that about four weeks allowed 

sufficient time to prepare the tender but great difficulty 

was experienced in obtaining prices from their own potential 

sub-contractors and suppliers. Upon receipt of the Bill, 

the relevant sections were abstracted for external qlOtations, 

copied and despatched. However, as time progressed, estimators 

normally had to telephone the various sub-contractors to exert 

pressure for a reply. Frequently th9 estimators Vlere 

compelled to use verbal quotations or, as a last resort, 
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insert 'cover rates'. 

2.2.3 Whilst most estimators did not require more than four 

weeks to prepare an estimate, they would, in fact ,like more 

time as it helped to alleviate the work load at any given 

period. 

2.3 Personnel Used in preparation of an Estimate 

2.3.1 It is common' practice for one estimator to be used on 

contracts having a value of up to £1 million. Contractors 

feel that it is beneficial to have one man who, by job 

familiarity, can appreciate the C03t consequences of the 

design in each of the work sections. As mentioned previously, 

the time element is sufncient for this premise especially 

where much of the work is sublet. 

2.3.2 It was noticed during the survey that most estimators 

seen to be 'Senior Estimators', i.e. persons who would be 

responsible for the preparation of the complete estimate. 

Little use VIas made of juniors except on a fetch and carry 

basis. Estimators seemed to have a surveying background, 

transferring to estimating at the senior level. 

The task of obtaining quotations for materials and 

sublet wOrk is frequently delegated to the buyer, who works 

in parallel with the estimator. The present tendency is for 

the contractor to erect only the basic framework of the job 

containing trades such as excavation, concrete, brickwork, 

etc. The remainder of the finishing trades is sublet to 

specialist firms. This domestic sub-letting combined ,vith 

the Prime Cost sum 'work nominated by the Architect, reduces 

the content of the work executed by the Contractor to a sn",ll 

percentage of the total value of the contract. Hence the 

estimate for a company's workforce' is related to a relatively 

minor percentage, the buyer playing an incrcasinr,ly important 
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role in the production of an estimate. 

2.3.4 It is the chief estimator's task to vet the prices 

prepared by the senior estimator and, in conjunction with 

the tender adjudication panel, to compute the bid figure. 

Whilst he seldom adjusts the prices because of error, he can 

make frequent alterations, depending on company policy, for 

profit adjustments; The adjustments may prove that unit 

rates are merely a means to an end and not a true reflection 

of the cost of the work. Hany estimators insert rates which 

they Im0\7 are acceptable to the Chief Estimator rather than 

a true estimate of the cost of the work. 

2.4 The Success Rate of Obtaining Contracts 

2.4.1The ratio of success to tenders submitted was found to be 

extremely variable. At the end of 1970 the ratiO for 

different contractors Vias from 1 in 6 to 1 in 9. l1any 

estimators felt that the· buil:ding market was running at a low. 

level at that time and that it did not reflect their normal 

success rate in the past. 

2.4.2 The above figures are gross: estimators felt that for 

jobs vlhich particularly inte.rested the company, the success 

rate Was 1 in 4-5. Within a firm, individual estimators 

may have a greater success rate than their colleagues 

particularly where. their Vlork was not greatly affected by the 

bidding panel. One individual interviewed went for ten months 

without obtaining a contract. Firms tend to be more successful 

in certain areas in the country where they have previous 

experience of operations. A greater success rate is also 

obtained for the type of work in which a firm may specialize. 

'fhis may be attributed to ere at er confidence· in their costinG 
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system or the exclusion of risk items. 

No evidence was found to uphold the professions 

belief that Contractors are constantly obtaining cover prices 

to avoid the risk of exclusion from future invitations. 

Those interviewed admitted that· they were more interested in 

some jobs than in others but they wanted all the jobs for 

which they tendered. It was their practice to return 

invitations if they were not interested in obtaining that 

particular contract. 

2.5 Methods of Pricing \'there Bills of Quantities are Provided 
by the Client 

Estimators tend to follow the recommendations set 

out in the Institute of Building Publication, 'Code of 

Estimating Practice', for the original build-up of the 

estimate. 

It is normal practice to obtain fresh quotations 

for materials for each separate contract although occasionally 

prices are used from .previous recent estimates. 

2.5.3 Allowances for wastage on materials are usually the 

percentages comr.lOnly used throughout the trade. lfone of the 

firms contacted had any proven figures or had instigated any 

studies to ascertain the current value. Abbott (Ref. 17.) 

found that wastage of material on site was considerably in 

excess of that normally allowed. Material constants for the 

unit rates were based on experience or handbooks. 

2.5.4 The labour outputs were based on experience or derived 

from the firm's list of standard labour constants. Theso 

outputs were modified ao a result of previous representations 

by site personnel who found the figures incompatible with 

outputs achieved in practice. It was noted that only adverse 
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site reports vlere received - presumably thos.e that were in 

the site's favour were concealed in order to enhance the site's 

apparent efficiency. Most firms have tried to instigate a 

feedback system from their cost and bonus schemes but no system 

as yet devised was able to give an efficient sertice. 

2.5.5 The greatest apparent accuracy in forecastin~ labour 

. costs was found in the firms which employed labour-only sub-

contractors, payi~ them on the quantity of permanent work 

constructed, e.g. ex. per 1,000 bricks laid. 

2.5.6 The larger contractors owned the clajority of their own 

plant or had their OVln plant-hire subsiduary company. normal 

hire rates were included in the price build-up, but the 

machine outputs were liable to the same variancies as described 

for labour. 

2.5.7 A percentage wasadded to each rate for normal profit 

and establishment overheads. 

2.5.8 The built-up rate may be subsequently adjust on 

account of the following :-

(i) Where it is apparent that the quantity in the 

Bills is deliberately or accidentally overmeasured, 

the rates for these items are reduced and the 

balance added to other items. 

(ii) Conversely the rates for undormeasured items 

are increased. 

(iii) The rates for work carried out early in the 

contract are increased and' for work carried 

out at the end reduced, to improve tha cash flow. 

(iv) A good knowled~e of cost limits imposed by the 

client will 1ndicate whether the bid figure' 

will need to be adjusted by subsequent a~ree-
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ment between the parties. Rates in likely 

areas of proposed variations can be priced in a 

favourable manner. 

Cv) The Bidder, in considering the estimate, will 

frequently make adjustments for profit and risk 

dependent upon market conditions. The adjustment 

is made by either modifying all the items in the 

estimate, or, more usually, modifying the items 

in the preliminary Bi~l. The latter method has 

the advantage of speed and reduced error potential 

especially where the tender/estimate difference 

is relatively small. 

2.6 Methods of Pricing where Bills of Quantities are not Sunplied 
by the Client 

2.6.1 In negotiated contracts and package deals, either the 

surveying section of the Contractor's organisation or his 

external consultants provide the estimator with a Bill of 

Quantities from which the tender is prepared. 

2.6.2 Estimators prefer the work to be measured in the great-

est possible detail and to be in accordance with the rules of 

the Standard Hothod of Measurement. 

In essence, the Estimator's \'Iork is similar to that in 

which quantities are provided by the client with the exception 

that the ~aasured data are possibly not as accurate and not as 

well specified because of the time factor in .its preparation. 

Where this time factor necessitates the use of an 

abbreviated 'all-in' Bill, reactions are not favourable as 

some dj_fficulties arc encountered with the sub-contractors. 

Estimators are able to price their oVln executed work quite 

adequately in this case but they recent the lack of detail 
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provided by the non-measurement of the subsiduary work items. 

This resentment is ill-founded as studies subsequently 

discussed have shown that it is impossible to price the 

subsiduaryitems with any accuracy. 

2.6.5 The system may be different where the contractor bids 

to erect his ovm building system. cost acccunts for past 

performance may be based on operations or construction. 

elements which can be used in the build up of the estimate 

under these headings. 

2.7 Documentation Supolied by the Client 

2.7.1 The client's Architect uS1.\ally supplies the estimator 

with a copy of the Bills of Quantities and 1/100 scale drawings. 

One or tvro cases vrere reported where the latter' vrere only 

available for inspection at .the Architect's office or 

obtainable if the cost of reproduction vias paid. D.O.E. 

frequently supplied a full set of dravrings which were vrelcomed 

by the estimators although they did not make appre.ciable use 

of .those showing greater detail. 

2.7.2 Estimators use the drawings for pricing of work which 

cannot be quantified in the. contract documents. The !:lore 

frequent examples are plant utilization, type and repetition 

of formwork, lifts of scaffolding, security, access, working 

Gpace, site planning, phasing, extent of external works and 

position of existing services. It is interesting to note 

that with the exception of the first two items the remainder 

Can all be classified as 'preliminaries'. 

2.7.3 Specifications are conGidered obsolete. The quality 

of the ·work is thought· to be adequately described in the 

BillG. Contract managers find Gchedules and annotated Bills 

particularly useful. 
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2.7.4 There is considerable opposition to the use of 

elemental bills as any assistance they gave in locating the 

work items into the component parts of the building was off

set by the disadvantage of having to abstract common sub-traded 

work from several elements. A refinement of the Elemental 

Bill is the Sectionalised Trade Bill where differing 

trades within an element are kept on separate pages of 

different coloured paper. This permitted collation of like 

trade"s by shuffling the pages. None of the estimators 

intervievled had experienced this format but they felt that 

it would overcome most of their objections to elemental format. 

2.7.5 lIone of the Estimators interviewed had had experience 

of operational or activity Bills'- The few Estimators that 

had priced a locational Bill, i.e. a "Bill with" an appended 

matrix apportioning the gross quantities" amongst predetermined 

subdivisions of the building, considered it offered no particular 

advantage for estimating purposes. Estimators prefer to make 

their own quantity assumptions from the drawings. This opinion 

may change if the use of this type of Bill increases with 

computerisation of Quantity Surveying methods. 

2.7.6 Where the Contractor is given greater responsihility for 

the deSign, e.g. package deals, negotiated contracts or with 

outline layout drawings! performance specifications in competi

tive contracts, the method and sequence of 'com;nunications' 

is remarkably similar to the situation when the client accepts 

full responsibility for the design. The main difference 

from the latter is that the architect and quantity surveyor 

are either members of the contractor's organisation or, more 

usually for small contractors, independent professional firms 

Golected cll1d appointed by him. The detail drawing and Bills 

uGually follol'l tho traditional p"ttern. 
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2.8 Tendering Conditions 

2.8.1 There are eight baSic types of procedures for letting 

contracts. These are open competitive, selective competitive, 

negotiated either with or without competition, package deals, 

serial contracts, development contracts and cost reimbursement, 

2.8.2 With the exception of cost reimbursement, current 

estimating procedures are similar for each of these types 

especially where there is one building to be constructed. 

However, when there has been either a previously priced bill 

for a similar job by the same builder, or a notational bill 

prepared for a serial contract, considerable .flexibility may be 

allowed in the formation of contract documents and method of 

pricing for subsequent projects. 

2.8.3 Present techniques in serial contracts seem to follow 

elemental pricing as currently practised for cost planning 

purposes • The original Bill is prepared in elemental format 

. and priced in the normal manner. For subsequent projects of 

an identical nature the totals are updated for increased costs 

probably by means of an agreed formula or index. Where these 

jobs are of similar construction and specification but differ 

in size and shape, quantity factors are measured for the new 

work and multiplied by the updated elemental unit rate. 

Whilst this latter technique. is fairly expedient it 

does not always take into account certain construction factors 

which may affect the contractor's costs. It relies to quite a 

large extent on the integrity and good will of both parties.· 

2.8.5 If a cost model could be developed, e.g. by regression 

analysis, which takes into account construction difficulty 

factors, its use would be particularly valuable in these 

cases, 
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2.9 The Use of Estimated datafin the management of the Contract 

Prior to construction of the work,. the project planner 

prepares the long and medium term plan. This is normally 

based on the pre-tender plan prepared for the estimate, 

although as time is available for greater forethought and 

effort, it is not unusual for there·. to be differences between 

them. Planners consider that the pre-tender plan provides a 

useful basis on which to work especially if they had. personally 

prepared the original. Where a planner did not prepare the 

original, the clash of personalities inVOlved increases the 

possibility of radical amendment. 

When necessary bulk orders are placed for various 

materials using the quantities measured in the Bills at the 

cost given in.the original or subsequent quotations. The 

exact quantities and phasing of deliveries are measured from 

the drawings and schedules Vlith the Bill figures used as a 

check. Locational bills were found to be of great assistance 

in this process but it is interesting to note that many Bills 

incorporate a clause disclaiming liability for extra costs 

involved in abortive or erroneous ordering of materials based 

on quantities measured in the Bills. However, the mode of 

measurement as expressed in the Standard Hethod virtually 

precludes ordering direct from the Bill and separate 

calculations and assumptions have to be made. 

Complex problems are encountored in translating the 

forecast labour reqUirements into· a form which is compatible 

.with the various user requirements. Hany solutions are used 

and have been propounded but none are entirely successful. 

The ,"ost desired requirement is the incorporation of the labour 

coats into the Cost and Bonus Schemes. However, all those 
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intervievled found that such costing systems are either extremely 

difficult, or too expensive, to operate. Bonus schemes can 

be run from agreed outputs whether or not these have been 

incorporated in the original rates. The most successful 

costing scheme is the monthly reconciliation statement, where 

the labour, material, plant and sub-traded costs are compared 

with the measured value of work completed. This value is 

based on the estimated rates included in the Bills of 

Quantities. 

2.10 The Use of Estimated Rates in the Financial Settlement of 
the Contract 

2.10.1 Subsequent to the tender bid, the estimated data are 

put to their greatest use in financial settltment with the 

client. Under present contractural conditions the rates 

form part of the contract and strong emphasis is made in 

utilizing the rates for the preparation of interim payments,. 

the valuation of variations and the settleJ:lent of the Final 

Account. This will impose unfortunate consequences on the 

Contractor where the original rates are in· error and where 

no account is taken of the loss caused by disturbance and loss. 

of continuity in production. 

2.10.2 In cases where the Contractor simply subrJits a lump 

sum. bid; schedules of rates, stage payments, etc. are agreed 

by negotiation. This method seems to work reasonably well 

in practice, especially where the vlork i$ not v,"ried to a 

large extent. It is not found essential for tha detailed 

estimatad data to be used in the financial settlement of this 

work. 
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Del)endant '!ariables 
. 

.vca ... 

CoC:e :~a::le "lethod and rules of calculation I:nperial !!etrie 

FLAREA Internal floor enclosed by external ·,t2 2 area " In 

walls 

:T[~J .l:I'l' Ho. of functional units lic. t·;o • 
.. 

ES:IAPE Ext'l parir.13ter of BIdE: • •••••••• • ft = , n.! 
Grosn floor area tleasured 2 over ext'l walls • •...•••• • f't = 'b' 
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fa' •••••••• • ". - '0 ' •••..•••••• 

'c ' .•••••••••••• 
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Cl 
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Variable School No. j School No. 2 School No. 3 School No. 4 School No. 5 School No. 6 
TOCOST 56575 60444 65685 62864 128169 68993 

FLARE! 10041 11381 14519 11068 24219 12400 

FNUNIT 255 285 320 285 575 285 . 

ESHAPE 1.424 1.767 1.293 1.617 2.100 1.6" 

WLARE! 6751 7259 9388 8087 16848 8829 

OPWLRA 0.392 0.465 0.481 . 0.416 0.564 0.558 

ROOHNO 32 40 50 29 76 50 

CIRCRA 0.033 0.041 0.043 0.019 0.043 0.028 

PSUBRA 0.084 0.080 0.109 0.057 0.114 0.08.2 

STORHT 10 10 10 10 10 11 

PTAREA 7675 9769 11268 ·8283 16783 7191 

OPFTRA 0.178 0.100 0.122. 0.121 0.144 0.176 

RFAREA 10724 12127 12740 12329 25346 13120 

SANFIT 51 65 70 . 58 120 65 
, 

CONOES 0.077 . 0.097 0.082 0.096 0.097 0.025 
~ 

SITEAC 0.049 0.068 0.070 0.061 . 0.169 0.165 

WNAREA 2674 3377 4518 3363 9497 4927 
. 
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VariablG School No.7 School No.S School No.9 School No.l0 School No.·ll School No.12 
- ---

TOCOST 70893 132207 58378 69270 62719 64423 .. 

FLAREA 14458 25136 11126 13452 12100 13360 

FNUNIT 320 ; 575 255 320 255 320 

ESHAPE 0.889 1.614 1.303 1.701 1.420 1.517 

WLAREA 10664 17877 8471 9148 9911 9043 

OP~I1RA 0.556 0.636 0.493 0.491 0.438 . 0.658 

ROOHNO 49 84 38 30 47 45 

CIRCRA 0.065 0.059 0.027 0.065 0.049 0.051 
I , 

PSUBRA 0.120 0.122 0.102 0.082 0.104 0.090 

STORliT 11 11 11 10 11 10 

PUREA 11905 19972 8850 8166 9345 9442 

OPPTRA 0.127 0.102 0.173 0.130 0.092 0.113 

RFAREA 15200 28175 11524 13419 12700 ' . 13889 

SA!lFIT 70 110 51 70 64 52 

CONOES 0.306 0.121 0~217 0.180 0.658 0.313 

SITEAC 0.081 0.155 0.214 0.087 0.279 0.194 
I . 

WNAREA~4. 11365 4177 4498 4341 5954 
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Variable School rTo.13 School No.14 School No.15 , School No.16 School No.17 School No.1S 

TOCOS'] 53726 ·63722 67209 56111 71034 129727 

FLA.'lEA 10172 11873 13873 10857 13645 24382 

FNUNIT 255 285 320 , 255 320 575 

ESHAPE 2.108 1.863 1 ~349 1.462 1.714 1.013 

WLA.llEA 7744 10661 8033 8626 9776 15958 

OP~1LRA 0.859 0.608 0.555 0.590 0.344 0.555 

ROOHNO 41 43 40 42 55 80 

I-' 
CIReR! 0.054 0.084 0.040 0.043 0.055 0.050 

I-' ". PSUBRA 0.096 0 •. 164 0.108 0.107 0.120 0.128 

STORHT 10 10 10 10 10 11 

PTARl!:A 7124 8232 10354 7425 9806 19693 

OPPTRA 0.172 0.163 0.130 0.155 0.099 0.099 , 

', .. 
RFAREA 10976 13277 14649 . 10607 13780. 25231 

SAI1FIT 58 46 60 . 55 66 111 

CONGES 0.055 0.025 0.061 . 0.193 . 0.046 0.089 

I SIr",' 
0.155 .0.057 0.097 0.267 0.073 0.090 

, WNAREA 6656 6479 4461 5089 3360 8863' I; 
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-
Variable School No.19 School No.20 School No. 21 

-
TOCOST 69976 71974 58788 , 
FLARZA 13104 14603 10253 

FNUIHT 285 291 255 

;:;SHAPE 1.377 . 1 ~ 797 1.498 

WLAREA 8360 10779 8184 

OP,1LRA 0.525 0.550 0.381 

RCO!1NO 41 45 38 

CrRCRA 0.060 0.034 0.030 

PSUBRA 0.116 0.082 0;069 

STORHT 11 11 10 

PTAR3A 10515 10331 8258 

OPPTRA 0.141 0.115 0.200 

RFAREA 14319 15270 10605 

SANFIT 65 65 62 I 

CONGES 0.10; 0.114 0.139 

·SITEAC 0.085 0.093 0.154 

liNAREA 4389 5932 3119 
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WLAREA. 

ROOMNO 

crRCRA 

PSUllRA 
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I CONGES 

SYTEAC 

BLDGTM 

WNAREA 

Variables of Ttl0 subsequent schools used to test 

predictive accuracy of models 

School 'X' School 'Y' 
61274 75032 

11211 12766 

285 320 

1.665 1.615 
8120 8869 

47 35 

0.0575 0.0298 

0.0361 0.0721 

10 10 

7851 10298 

0.135 0.154 

55 67 

0.054 0.360 
. 

0.082 . 0.071 

10 14 

3619 4738 
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DEPeNDENT VAPIABLE TOCO~T OEGREES OF FREEDOM 10 

lNO.PENDENT VARIABLES AT SIGNIFICANT LEVEL· 99.50 le-

~LAREA Esw.LL WLAREA ROOMNO STORHT PTA REA SANFIT elRCRA FuUNIT PRAREA-

VARIA6LES IN THE REGRESSION SET 

. :~ .', --,- -" "" 'T: 

.. VA Po REGRESSION STANOARD 
NAMe OOEFF ERROR 

FLAREA 1.2865653 ,471347'E 1 

ESwHL . 0.30871.15 • 246864E 0 

WLA~EA- 0.480 57.23 : .. ' . 1 (\f.l506E 1 

ROOMNO .. 77.3321955 .12831\3E 3 

STOl>~T 6754.50136(.11 .2n4164E 4 

PTApEA (l.00929f.>0 .7'90655E 0 

SANnT 128.989B62 .1111)61E 3 

CIRe~A .. 2.6151$ 7 07 .462190E 1 

FUUNIT .. 209 .2 8 0 5 072 .. 4588f.3E 2 . 

PRAREA " . 2.118 6177 .. • t.78971E . 1 

VARIABLES NOT INTHE REGRES~ION SFT 

VA~ 
_. NAME 

E.S,S. 

RESIOUAL E~ROR 

MUtT CORR 

INTFRCEPT TFPM 

.692892E 

.2()32?1IF. 

0.907 

4 

CONFIDF.NCe 
INTERVAL 

.~l. 

.. -- . 

T STAT PART MU~ Tt PL!! 
CORR CORRELAUON 

0.21' 0.09 '0.997 

1 .25 0.37 0.997 

0.44 0.14 0.997 

O~60 .. 0.19 0.997 

3.31 0.72 0.994 

Q.01 0.00 0.997 

1 .16 O. :54 0.997 

0.57 000.18 0. 997 

4.56 0.82, 0.991 . - .. -,-,-,' '" 

.. 

0.44 .. 0.14 0.997 

e s s-

.698055E 8 

.80127oe 8 . 

.-- .706481E8 . -.,.--~' ,,' ,- " .... -', 

',': . ~. , ~-

.718032E 8 

.145129E 9 

.69?90?E 8 

• 7863S7E 8· 

.715087E 8. 

.213420E _ 9'.' 

.706449E 8 

-". "' '. 
,,'" 

._ J. 

'.- ,,'. 
:.~" :'---'- .:-.. ' - - .~-' , 

T· STAT PART MULTIPLE e S S 
CORR .. CORRELATION .~ __ •.. _l ••• _ ->- ____ • __ . __ 

Reg r(z5sion mode l for 
schools fig no 3.15 
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5 ".119161E 

5 ",219617e 

4 ,23H59E 
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4 ".100457e 

4 .233459E 4 

4 '",586079E 4 

4 , 2 5 21 63 E 4· 

. 7.866n·· 95,8735-

6.9'609' 103,3435 ........ . ,656 850F. 

.628640e 5 

6 

5 
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.1?9514e 

• 6841l27e 
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6 
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• 533384E 3 

".134523E 4 
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Test on ~Iodelfor School Building 

Variable Regression School X School Y . 

Name Co-efficient 
Quantity. Result Quantity Result 

FLAREA 1.286 11211 14417 12766 16417 
ESWALL 0.309 13519 4177 14323 4425 
WLAREA 0.480 8120 3897 8869 4257 
STORHT 6754.501 10 67545 . 10 67547 
PTAREA 0.009 7.851 71 10298 93 
SANFIT 128.989 55 7094 67 8642 

FUUNIT 209.280 285 59644 320 66969 

156845 168350 

~ 
.. 

ROOHNO 77.332 47 3634 35 2706 
. 

CIRCAR 2.615 610 1595 369 964 
PRAREA 2.118 10806 22887 11907 25219 
CONST. 69492 69492 

I 97608 98381 

I cost-;redicted by model 
.--

59237 69969 
for first quarter 1971 -- - -

I 
Update for second 

I 
quarter 1971 x 1.031 x 1.031 

61073 72138 I 
I Actual Cost 61 !cr1: 120~2 

J-
• I -

I Percentage Errol' - .004% - 3.9% 

I 
-I -

I 

fig no 3·18 

129. 



Factories - Information Source 

Variable BelS BelS BelS Be IS BeIS Be IS BelS BeIS Be IS EelS 
I/o. 29 I/o. 30 I/o. 31 No.32 No.3:~ No.35 No.36 No.49 no.50 . No.51 

. 
TOCOST 140075 166340 37350 203885 130976 98192 35469 63007 51872 55387 

FLARE! 79595 82692 13677 106376 79200 90000 24550 26541 25021 24820 

ESHAPE 0.33 0.32 0.606 0.333 0.320 0.239 0.353 0.682 0.51 0.55 

\fLAREA 26351 26590 8315 35497 25374 23100 10230 17532 14298 13965 

OPl,'LRA 0.063 0.159 0.043 0.058 0.088 0.076 0.154 0.092 0.101 0.149 

, Roo;·mo 29 29 12 45 11 6 36 20 18 18 
) 

) 

PSUBRA 90.34 88.88 88.26 86.46 97.98 100 95.78 78.37 83.93 84.61 I 

STORllT 22.90 19.69 16.23 20.41 22.05 19.42 15.5 18.25 17.64 15.90 

STOfu'l'O 1.00 1.028 1.00 1.073 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

PTARE! 9711 12198 1971 27936 1552 8406 11328 4947 5136 10055 

OPPTRA 0.760 0.056 0.190 0.083 0.142 0 0.069 0.056 0.071 0.170 

RFAREA 80199 81324 14319 102554 80370. . 92034 25505 25101 30195 23931 

l!iAREA 10659 102789 17793 145431 83349 . 90135 845 32625 43857 . 36288 
. 

SANFIT 59 63 11 170 13 0 48 10 27 25 
. . 

fig no 3·19 



Variable BClS A.J. A.J. A.J. A.J. A.J. . A.J. A.J. A.J. A.J. 
No. 53 6.4.66 2.3.66 19.7.67 31.7.68 11.12.63 18.9.63 7.5.71 19.3.69 . 7.5.71 . 

TOCOST 41526 32518 74D76 88484 89282 46144 69166 56292 52924 52269 

FLARE! 28017 11437 29720 32000 33770 23500 37327 15047 25600· 24D80 

ESRAPE 0.437 0.568 0.954 0.308 0.632 0.250 0.468 0.435 0.365 0.590 

~ILAREA 11336 6505 28376 9856 21352 .5887 17483 6542 9344 14205 

OPWI,RA 0.169 0.991 0.355 0.288 0.261 0.047 0.160 0.204 0.188 0.205 

ROOl1NO 28 15 60 57 20 14 21 32 12 14 

PSUBRA 85.21 74.32 88.15 25.89 71.65 88.22 94.48 75.30 80.00 82.09 

STORET 14.90 13.50 13.80 11.75 16.35 11 15.43 17.71 13 17 

STORNO 1.00 1.205 1.00 1.00 1.16 1.00 1.00 1.021 1.00 1.00 

PTA-ilEA 8342 5988 21376 13922 11864 4950 16774 9149 7508 4938 

OPPTRA 0.92 0.093 0.045 0.065 0.079 0 0.063 0.667 0.084 0.083 
. 

RFAREA 27603 9837 31590 32850 29502 20970 31680 15084 23562 25938 

INAP.EA. 13986 17487 38241 39528 43398 48069 44082 11583 31689 29061 

SAID'IT 48 17 70 44 20 20 20 16 38 14 
. 

fig no 3·20 



Variable A.J. 
7.5.71 

. 

TOCOST 88992 

FLARE! 28681 

ESHAPE 0.383 

WLARE! 10994 

OPWLRA 0.660 

ROOMNO 23 . 

PSUBRA 75.34 

STORRT 16.00 ... 
w STORNO 1.00 '" • 

PTAREA. 4983 

OPPTRA 0.106 

RFAREA. 30894 

lNARE! 37944 

SANFIT 28 

fig no 3· 21 
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Tests on Nodel for Factory Buildings" . .t:..2.!. 

Variable Regression ! Oxford Mail Fact~ry Burton- on - Trent 
Name Co-efficient I A.J. 14th April 1972 Factory EClS 9 (89) 

, ,. 
Quantity Result Quantity Result 

FLAREA 2.797 I 51648 144,460 17240 48220 
! 22053 

, , 
WLAREA 1.092 24,081 12979 14173 

'ROOMNO 152.885 I 99 15,135 33 -5045 
STORHT 3008.993 i 12.31 37,041 13.78 41464 
lNAREA 0.253 . I 73422 18,576 48127 12176 
SANFlT 164.939 I 49 8,082 54 8907 

247,375 129985 
,Less , 

I 33576 IPTAREA 0.530 17,795 6704 3553 
h:SWALL 0.295 9416 2778 9734 2871 
I 

38736 ·PRAREA 2.233 86,497 8733 19501 

IcoNS'-
, 

36848 I 36848 
143,918 62773 

Cost predicted by model = £103,457 £ 67212 
. 

Actual Cost £399,565 £149033 , 

~ substructure 
drainage services and 
external works £ 21 5,888 £ 9~!1 19 

£183,677 £ 53854 

Update to first 
quarter 1972 = £201,446 £ ~5891 

Percentage error -50% +20% 

fi g no 3·29 
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Tests on Hodel for Factory Building 

. 

Variable Regression 12 Factory units Factory Building 
Name Co-efficient at Redditch - BC1S A. J. 20th August 1969 

Quantity Result Quantity Result 

FLAREA 2.797 55983 156,584 103,000 288,091 
WLAREA. 1.092 29983 32,741 64656 70,604 

ROOl1NO 152.885 132 20,180 2 306 

I STORHT 3008.993 13.63 41,013 41 ·123,368 
i INAREA. 0.253 90756 22,961 164142 41,528 
. SANFIT 164.939 96 

I 
12.8~1 5 821 

k 289,313 524,721 

~ 
Pl'AREA. 0.530 25269 13,392 516 273 
ESWALL 0.295 56200 I 16,579 40603 11,978 
PRAREA. 2.233 48252 i 107,747 103,000 230,000 
CONSTANT I 36 848· 36848 

. 

174,566 

I 
279,099 

Cost predicted by model £ 114,747 £ 245,622 

Actual Cost £ 172,793 £1,001,200 
Less substructure . 

drainage services 

and external works £. 11.661 £. 266 .:Z06 

I £ 95,132 £ 434,494 
i 
! 

Update to first quarter 

1971 £ 97,153 £ 552,469 

I Percentage Error + 18% - 45% 
I 

fig no 3·30 
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APPENDIX 4. 

MASTER BILLEST Program manual 

Introduction: 

A computer program 'BILLEST' has been developed by the author 

and K. Armstrong, a post graduate student in Construction Manage-

ment at Loughborough University of Technology. The program is 

written in standard Fortran IV and was programmed to be used On 

the I.C.L. 1904 computer system of Loughborough University. 

Fortran IV is a standard computer language and consequently the 

program can easily be run on different installations. The 

Loughborough University installation is operator controlled. This 

means that the user has no means of interrupting the processing of 

the program. Thus input errors cannot be corrected nor can 

missing information be added to the program once processing has 

commenced. To help overcome such problems, the program has error 

diagnostics built in. 

The program has been prepared in such a way that a person with 

no knowledge of computers or of programming can prepare the input 

cards for processing. The user needs access to' a card punch 

machine, an ability to punch six program control cards and the 

ability to slot the six program control cards into their correct 

position in the pack of program cards. The user must also be 

able to assemble the various sets of cards that comprise the 'INPUT 

PACK'. It is recommended that a senior person, e.g. an estimator, 

is made responsible for the preparation of the 'INPUT PACK'. Once 

he has become familiar Ivith the collection and preparation of 

data and with the card changes which are required, he will have no 

difficulty in obtaining successful program runs. 
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4.1 Terminology 

CARD Standard computer card used to input information 

INTEGER . 

REAt 

FIELD WIDTH 

RIGHT JUSTIFY 

tEFl' JUST IFY 

into the computer. Each card contains eighty 

columns permitt~ng up to eighty characters to be 

input. 

Whole numbers. They must never be written with a 

decimal point, and commas cannot be used when 

writing or punching them. 

Numbers that include a decimal point. Commas can

not be used when writing or punching them. 

Describes the number of columns available· on a 

card for writing characters in. 

A number is said to be right ·justified if it is 

written as far to the right of the avail.able field 

width as possible. 

A numb·er is said to be left justified if it is 

written as far to the left of the available field 

width as possible. 

4.2 Program Description 

The program is divided up ~nto a number of sections, or 

'subroutines', each of which serves a specific purpose within the 

overall program. 

~T~h~e~M~a~s~t~e~r~S~e~~~m~e~n~t~ __ ~M~A~S~T~E~P~,~B~I~t~J~E~ST~ con~ains the key 

'DIMENSION' statement and 'program control cards' and directs the 

use of the subroutines within the program. 

SUBROUTINE FNTPGE reads in and prints out a series of twelve 

cards that produce the front page of the output document. 

SUBROUTINE INPUTA reads in the data cards corresponding to 

an item line from the' Bill of Quantities. 

punched direct from the Ilill of Quantities. 

143. 
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Each card is checked to ensure that it does not contain an 

illegal work category number. As the cards are read in, a check 

is made to ensure that the number of cards does not exceed the 

maximum number of cards permitted, and that the number of bill 

sections does not exceed the maximum number of sections permitted. 

The maximum numbers of work categories, input cards and bill 

sections are governed by the 'DIMENSION' statement and 'program 

control cards' in the Master Segment. If any of the above errOrs 

should occur then the program would normally 'FAIL'. Instead, 

any error that occurs will be listed in an error message in the 

'ERROR OUTPUT' giving the card reference. The program will 

continue to read in data and any further errors will also be 

listed. Once all the cards have been checked, provided no 

errors have occurred, the program will continue. It any errors 

have occurred the final error message will be printed before the 

program is made to halt prematurely. The final error message 

gives a listing of the three critical 'DIMENSIOU' cards and the 

four 'program control cards'. The 'DIMENSION' cards and the 

'program control cards', should be punched according to the final 

error message, preferably on coloured cards, and exchanged for 

the corresponding cards in the Master Segment. Once the cards 

have been exchanged, the complete 'IUPUT PACK' should be re input • 

The program should now run correctly. 

SUBROUTINE INPUTB reads in the work category multiplication 

factors used for uprating the work categories and also the section 

and vlork category headings. 

SUBROUTINE INOUT lists the 'control card' data used to 

c.ontrol the program and also the actual figures input which corres-

pond to them for comparison. A list of the work categories and 

corresponding multiplication factors is also output. 

144. 
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A 4. 

SUBROUTINE BILL takes each of the bill items in turn 

calculates the extension and cumulates the page, the section and 

the bill totals. The subroutine then prints out the items and 

totals in typical bill format. 

SUBROUTINE SRTWRT calculates the 'Pareto' value of the 

bill total and then selects the 'major bill items'. The 'Pareto' 

value is the proportion of the total bill value" which is estimated 

to represent the major bill items, e.g. 80% of the total bill value 

is represented by 2~~ of the bill items. The subroutine prints 

out for each activity a list of the items coded to the activity, 

in page and item order, with the major items indicated witp. a 

double asterisk. Finally, the subroutine again prints out for each 

activity a list of items coded to the activity in descending order 

of extension, again with the major items indicated vl1th a double 

asterisk. 

4.3 The 'DIMENSION' statement and 'program control cards' 

The 'Dn1ENSION' stateme nt and 'program control cards i are 

the critical cards contained in the l1aster Segment, MASTER BILLEST, 

which determine the capacity of the program. 

The 'DIl1El"rSION' statement cards are :

------Dll1ENSION !ACT (?111, 4), ACT (111?, 2), 

-----lICNT (11),FACTOR (??),ACTTO(11),TITLE3(11,6), 

-----2SECTN( 11) ,T~LE2(?1,6) 

The 'program control cards' are :-

------NN = 1111 

------NL =11 

------NU =11 

--~---/lR = 11 

(N.B. - denotes a blank card column). 

The value to which NN is set controls the number of 'bill item' 
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data cards which may be input. It must be remembered that this 

figure needs to be greater than the actual 'number of 'bill items' 

because the section end cards, and the bill end card, must also 

be counted. The value to which NN is set must also be punched 

right justified, into the four spaces marked 1 in the following 

!ACT( 1111), and ACT( 1111,2), in the first of the 'Dn1ENSION' 

statement cards. 

The value to which NI. is set cOl'trols the number of work 

categories that may be read in. The value to whichNL is set 

must also be punched, right justified, into the two '1' spaces 

follov/ing ICNT(, FACTOR ( , ACTTO(, TITIE3(, in the second of the 

'Dll1ENSION' statement cards. 

The value to which NU is set controls the number of bill 

sections that may be read in. The value to which NU is set must 

also be punched right justified, into the two '1' spaces following 

SECTN(, TITLE2(, in the third of the 'D IHEIIS ION , statement cards. 

The value to which NR is set controls the percentage of the 

total bill value which is used in the 'pareto' calculation to 

determine the 'major bill items'. 

N.B. The value to which these cards should be set will be 

automatically given by the program errOr output. 

4.4 The data cards 

FROIW PAGE CARDS consist of a pack of twelve cards, 

the content of which will form the front page of the computer 

output document, and provide a method of distinguishing one 

document from another. 

c'haracters. 

Each card may contain up to 80 

The first five cards provide five output lines for 

,the title and address of the contract. The sixth card 
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provides a line, for the name of the client, the seventh card 

a line for the date of tendering. T'he remaining five cards 

provide lines for the title and address of the contracting 

firm. For presentation purposes the characters on the first 

seven cards shoUld be centred on the middle of the card, the 

final five cards should be set to the right hand half of the 

card. It is essential that at least the first card is filled 

in, the remaining eleven cards must be input but may be left 

blank. 

BILL TIEl-! CARDS represent a line punched from the 

Bill of Quantities and for each item contains, the page 

number, the item letter, the activity, or work category, 

coding; the quantity and the rate. The program is arranged 

to accept this data in a form which makes it easy to punch 

this data direct from the Bill of Quantities. 

The page number is punched as an integer number left 

justified on the card, one blank column must follow, next the 

item letter, again followed by one blank column, next the 

activity coding, again an integer number and acain followed 

by One blank column. The final two numbers are both real 

numbers and must contain a decimal point, the item quantity 

must be followed by one blank column. Bill item cards 

should be input in the page and item order of the bill. 

In all there are more bill item cards than the actual number 

of items that the contractor has chosen to do, because the 

end of each section is marked by 'a special bill item card. 

On each of these,five zeros are punched each separated from 

the next by a blank column. One of these special bill item 

cards is inserted after the last bill item in each section 

and an extra one is inserted after the final bill section to 

indicate the end of the bill. 
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4.4.3 MULTIPLYING FACTOR CARD carries fOr each work category 

a factor which will be used to uprate the items in the work 

category. For normal running the factor is set at '1', but 

if after checking the labour or plant value of the work 

category it is decided to uprate the work category by one and 

a half times, then the factor would be set at 1.5. The 

factors are listed across the input card, the first factor 

is punched, left ~stified and followed by a blank column, each 

succeeding factor must also be follovred by a blank column. 

Each factor must be punched with a decimal point. The order 

of the factors on the card, working from left to right, 

corresponds with the numerical order of the work category 

numbers. 

SECTION lEADING CARDS each carry the heading of one 

of the bill sections that has been priced. The heading can 

comprise up to 48 characters and must be punched left justified 

on the card. The cards must be input in the same order as 

they occur in the bill. There must always be the Same 

number of 'section heading cards' as there are sections in 

the bill, if no heading is actually listed then a blank card 

must be used. 

4.4.5 WORK CATEGORY NA!-!E CARDS each carry the name of onc 

of the chosen work categories. The name can comprise up to 

48 characters and must be punched left justified on the card. 

The cards must be input in the numerical order corresponding 

to the work categories. There must always be the same number 

. of 'work category name cards' as vrork categories; if a work 

category is omitted from the order then a blank card must be 

inserted in its place. 
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4.5 The INPUT PACK 

The full INPUT PACK is comprised of the following seven sets 

of cards, in the same order as listed below 

MACRO CARDS 

1. MACRO CARDS These cards are unique to the computer 

owned and to the system operated. Refer-

ence should be made to the computer 

advisory service. 

PROGRAH CARDS 

2. PROGRAH CARDS Pack of standard cards. Each card gives 

one line of the program. The critical 

'DItENSION statement cards' and 'program 

control cards' are contained in this pack 

and should be indicated with coloured cards. 

DATA CARDS 

FRO~~ PAGE CARDS A set of tlvelve cards used to output the 

front. page of the· output document. The 

first card must have characters punched 

on it, the remaining eleven cards may be. 

blank. 

4. BILL ITEM CARDS A set of cards comprising one card for each 

of the biil items which the contractor 

intends to do, plus one special card for 

each of the bill sections, plus one special 

card for the end of the bill. These cards 

to be arranged in bill page and·item order 

with a special card at the end of each 

section and the extra special card at the 

end of the final section. 

5. HUL'l'IPLYING FACTOR Probably one card may be two, containing 
CARD 

a multiplying factor for each of tho work 
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6.· SECTION HEADING 
CARDS 

7. WORK CATEGORY 
HEAD IIIG CARDS 

4.6 Error Diagnostics 

categories. If no uprating is required 

then each multiplying factor must be input 

as '1'. If two cards are needed the 

final multiplying factor on the first card 

must be arranged to finish in column 80. 

This can be done by adding zeros after the 

decimal pOint. The first multiplying fac-

tor on the second card must be commenced 

in column 1. 

One card for each section from which the 

contractor intends to work, containing the 

name of the section. The heading is limited 

to 48 characters. If no heading is 

required then the corresponding number of 

blank cards must be inserted. These cards 

are to be arranged in the. same order as 

the bill sections. 

One card for each work category, containing 

the name of the work category. Each name 

is limited to 48 characters. If no heading 

is required or there is an unused work 

category number then the corresponding 

number of blank cards must be inserted. 

These cards are arranged in order corres-

ponding to that of the work categories. 

To prevent a wastage of storage space within the computer, a 

system has been adopted which will check the amount of storage 

space that will be required by the data as the cards are read in. 
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If this exceeds the amount of storage space that has actually 

been allocated by. the 'DIMENSION' statement and 'program control. 

cards' in the Master Segment, then once all the data has been read 

in the program will output a message indicating the changes that 

need to be made to these cards. Provided these changes are made 

the program should then run successfully. 

In conjunction with the above program control, three specific 

error checks are made as the cards are read in. These check to 

ensure that the number of work categories is not exceeded, that the 

number of bill item cards does not exceed the allocation, and that 

the number of sections does not exceed the number of sections 

allocated. In each case, if a card fails One or all of these 

checks the appropriate error messages which will indicate the 

incorrect card will be output. 

The program will check all input cards. before stopping, thus 

all errors should be located vlith one pass. 

Examples of the error messaees are given in Appena;lx 6. 

4.7 Program Outputs 

The program produces three outputs for each run and these 

are :-

BILL OUTPUT The output· of all the items in page and item 

sequence in a format corresponding to that of the Bill of 

Quantities. This output gives page and section totals, and 

is ·concluded with a summary of the section totals. and the 

bill total. 

WORK CATEGORY: Items;n Bill Seauence The output for 

each Vlork category of all the items coded to the work 

category in page and item sequence. The output gives the 

total value for the work category and indicates the 'major 
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bill items' with a double asterisk. 

WORK CATEGORY: Items in Descending Order of Extension : The 

output for each work category of all the items coded to the 

lVork category in descending order of extension. The output 

again gives the total value for the work category ,and indicates 

the "major bill items' with a double asterisk. 

\ 
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APPE ND IX $;. 

SEHINAR TI1PROVEHmrrSIN ESTIf.!ATING FOR BUILDING AND CIVIL 
ENGINEERING 

In order to subject the proposed new estimating methods to 

expert criticism from an informed audience, a seminar w~s held at 

Loughborough University on 17th February, 1972. To obtain the 

maximum benefit from audience participation the numbers: were 

originally limited to twenty. The letter of invitation specifi-

cally requested that delegates should be able to contribute to the 

proceedings from their own experience in the field. 

The follovling delegates attended :-

R. Cooper 
I. L. Dixon 
D. Price' 
R. Flanagan 
D. Brennan 
G. A. Hendry 
A. H. Jackson 
A. F.Johnson 
G. Long 
G. Lunn 
D. R. Hudd 
R. Ogden 
P. H. Parkin 
D. G. Pot ter 
C. Read 
R. E. Hayvlard 
B. L. Knight 
F. H. Sinnock 
P. P. Smith 
VI. Stratham 
C. R. Tassie 
P. G. Whyatt 
C. J. Vlilliams 
A. H. Wootton 

Harry Neal Ltd. 
John Wilmot Construction Ltd. 
I.B.M. (U.K.) Ltd. 
Aston University 
Brims 8. Co. Ltd. 
Tarmac Construction Ltd. 
G. Longden 8. Son Ltd. 
Taylor Woodrow Ltd. 
David Charles Construction Ltd. 
l1itchell Construction Ltd. 
Lovell Construction Ltd. 
Pochin (Contractors) Ltd. 
G. Longden 8. Son Ltd. 
Howard Farrow Construction 
Capital Cities Computer Centres Ltd. 
J. L. Kier Ltd. 
Whit tall 8. Sons Ltd. 
John Laing Construction Ltd. 
Fram Gerrard Ltd. 
Wm. 110ss 8. Sons Ltd. 
Wates Ltd. 
John l10wlem 8. Co. Ltd. 
Reema Construction Ltd. 
Aston University. 

The programme of events for the day was :-

10.15 

10.30 

Registration of Delegates. 

Introduction by the Chairman, Geoffrey Trimble, 
Professor of Construction Management. 
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10.45 

11.45 

13.00 

14.15 

15.15 

16.00 

Paper 1 - Current proposals in Estimating for 
building and civil engineering, by Brian Moyles. 

Group discussion of Mr •. Moyles' paper. 

Lunch in Rutland Hall (Senior Common Room). 

Paper 2 - by Stuart Bradburn of I.C.L. 

Group discussion of Mr. Bradburn's paper. 

Summing-up and conclusions. 

A recording of the proceedings was made on tape (which is in 

. the possession of the author) ·and the following transcript was 

subsequently taken from the tape. As it was impossible to relate 

the names of all the delegates to their voices, many of the comments 

made in the discussion periods have to remain anonymous. 

SYNOPSIS OF SE!1INAR 

The Morning Session 

Professor Trimble welcomed the guests and introduced the 

speakers. He stated that the numbers had been limited to about 20 

because he hoped this would bring the maximum response and comments 

in the discussion periods. He explained that one of the reasons 

for this .seminar was to give Mr. Hoyles the opportunity to present 

his ideas to an informed audience so that the results of his research 

would be subjected to practical criticism. Professor Trimble made 

the point that a bid is composed of three factors, i.e. direct costs, 

overheads and profit, and vIe were looking today at the estimating of 

the direct cost. 

The author presented his paper on estimating which was based on 

the work described in this thesis. Particular reference was made 

to the use of regression analysis for calculating the global cost, 

the computer hased system he has developed for estimating· and the 

proposals for better use of feedback by regression applied to sub-

divided work units. 
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comments from the delegates during discussion· 

Anon. 

" 
" 

" 

" 

" 

B. Moyles 

Anon. 

Over a period of 10 years, I have played a game 

with our comp. I would guess the figure and 

when worked up, I would be within :I: 5% (excluding 

profit and prelims) sowhy do we bother to do it 

in detail? 

It is odd occasions when you are w'ildly adrift. 

What I mean is that you can do it without gOing 

to the computer. 

Is the Bid an estimate of cost or a publicly 

acceptable figure? 

. Keenness Of pricing - there should be none. 

Going into more detail tends to put the price up -

several others dissented. 

Vie use similar techniques as those mentioned in 

civil engineering work and they work very well,· 

but the use of regression for the whole job is 

not on as we could no t find 2.0 previous pro je ct s 

of a similar nature except motorways. We would 

hesitate to price a bill first from unit rates. 

Civil Engineering is becoming less labour inten

sive and more plant intensive, therefore, the 

rates are based on a work study of the method 

and plant to be used and the rates worked back 

from there. Unit rates are all ri'.c·ht for minor 

labour items. 

Civil Engineering is operationally based and the 

building industry is unit rate based. (He clari

fied detailed regression equations). 

In Civil Engineering 2~;' of the items may not be 

labour intensive but plant intensive. In 
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Anon. 

Professor Trimble 

Anon. 

B. Hoyles 

Anon. 

B. 1-10yles 

Professor Trimble 

Anon. 

Professor Trimble 

Anon. 

Professor Trimble 

another job, plant may have changed to give 

greater outputs. 

You cannot make a man do twice as much but you 

can with plant. In civil engineering jobs, 

labour may be only 12t% of job cost. 

The top 20'fo sifting process is still. useful in 

this case. 

The estimator gets the.feel of the high value 

items and naturally concentrates on these items. 

This is done already. 

Yes, but this system does it automatically with

out the estimator having ·to compare quantity 

and rates. 

He abstracts the quantity and looks at other 

drawings. 

Civil.bills have less items and less sifting 

is·l1ecessary. 

Is the audience·reasonably satisfied with 

estimating procedures? Are estimates properly 

related to achieved performance? 

We have a Company cost system to give monetary 

costs grouped into main centres. 

How do you use this for new work when the 

quanti ties are different? 

\Ve are not that sophisticated. VIe look at the 

plant and labour ratios of achieved against 

predicted and where discrepancies arise , neVl 

forecasts are amended accordingly. 

Reliability of estimating is related to reliability 

of feedback. Detailed regression would be helpful 

in this case. 
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Anon. ' In building we are very wary of feedback informa-
, -

tion. The estimator is looking forward and 

optimistically hopes that better performance 

will be aChieved. 

11 Feedback can only give you a trend, if you use it 

blindly you would never get a job and be twice 

as high as anyone else. 

B. Moyles Are you estimating at less than the probable cost? 

Anon. Yes, but the ignorant Irish navvy has probably 

made a mistake in the allocation of cost in the 

fir st place. 

11 cost returns incorporate variations unauthorised 

and authorised, Site, weather, etc. Estimators 

say that it should not have cost', that much and 

if it did, we got the money back in some other 

vay. 

,11 Too many people in the construction industry are 

optimistic in that they say it was bad last time 

and the time before but will be okay next 'time. , 

11 We have turned full circle on cost feed-back -

tried on detailed items but with too many 

variables. It Vias nO good. Now back to trade 

and elements to get the general trend and if 

abnormal major items occur we set up a special 

system for that item. Headings now are concrete 

formwork, reinforcement, brickwork, etc. broken 

down by trade against value/cost and broken down 

labour, plant, material. For trend'purposes 

this is sufficient. 

" Feedback is used to predict trends because we 

have no confidence in the cost recording. 
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Anon. 

Professor Trimble 

Mr. Potter 

Anon. 

If feedback of general information is given to 

the planning department, this should be used in 

the pr&tender. We are finding it better to 

take the 20'~ items, operationally cost them and 

compare with the planner's resourcing schedule 

. and see where difference occurs in total elements. 

This is where feedback is useful ~n comparisons 

of achieved performance as you deal with larger 

units and the margin for error is reduced. This 

is the safest way of using feedback. 

Could VIe hear more from Hr. Potter regarding his 

use of feedback by trade where the quantities are 

different? 

We attempt to analyse by work types in civils. 

and building with no more sophistication than 

looking up previous contracts of that particular 

nature and comparing original build up of rates. 

In each neVl contract major 'l,uantities are 

abstracted and checked against previous jobs. 

I do not agree that labour is a critical item 

as wastage of materials is very important '/Ihe n 

comparisons of like previous jobs shows a differ-

ence, we make necessary adjustments to the 

original figures to arrive .at new forecast. We 

can and do price some jobs noy, just on materials 

and the labour and plant on a histogramme. It 

is difficult to estimate fringe costs Vlith a 

histogramme. 

I would question the accuracy limits t 5~~ although 
/ 

I ~ould agree that some jobs are outside this 

range. If one considers that this is only on the 
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. work which is directly under the Contractor's control 

this is a vastly high percentage. 

Anon. With Mr. Potter's feedback on materials, does not 

this come back to the case of construction 
.' .. , ., 
of the job which is very difficult to quantify. 

Mr. potter, I would agree (quoting examples) which an estimator 

quantified in his mind. Our company has used C.O.C.O. 

which was the same thing that their company had been 

doing for 10 years but very much quicker. We still 

buy the odd job but these are getting less. 

Anon. We have priced a network but these came about 10% 

more in time and 10% mOre in value than the estimator 

allowed. From looking at past records over 2 years 

.the company did 3% better than the mark-up in the 

bills. You cannot identify averagely where your 

money came from and in practice you do rather 

better than your network predictions. 

Anon. (A comment was made about the effect that different 

architects and engineers can have on the flow of 

drawings and hence on cost of construction). 

Professor Trimble You can rate the architects or engineers from 

previous contracts to use in feedback~. 

Anon. I agree with previous speakers that estimators don't 

believe in feedback information becauRe it does not 

give the conditions under which the work was 

actually done. 

Hr. Potter Feedback based on unit rates are not worth the 

paper they are written on. 

Professor Trimble Why don 't you write down the circumstances >lhich give 

a good return for a particular job. What are these 

,,' factors? 

A no!!.. Weather, shelter, restrictions in working, 
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Professor Trimble 

B. Noyles 

Anon. 

Professor Trimble 

Anon. 

" 

Professor Trimble 

Anon. 

local will to work, lab out disputes, characteristics 

of site staff and design staff, specification' 

(concrete good or bad to place), reinforcement, 

C onge st ion. 

(Reiteration Of detailed regression) - And if we 

take the overall cost records as Mr. Potter 

suggested and then rated other circumstances 

you can pick out these other items which 

contr ibute. 

May I point out that from certain tests on the 

regression model, it may be shm.n that although 

we believe certain conditions exert certain 

influences, in fact, they don't have any direct 

influence or that its amount may'be negligible. 

Estimators are apprehensive of using statistical 

methods to evaluate. VIe prefer to make subject-

ive assessments in the particular situation. 

This is a question of discipline and motivation. 

Do you think there is a need for mOre ,accurate 

estimating to contribute to profitability? 

Predictions based on all past performances are 

all liable to unusual circumstances. 

If you have enough past data, the statistical 

approach would be very accurate but there is 

seldom enough past records and then it becomes 

a matter of guesswork. 

Isn't this a defeatist situation. If there is 

an incentive to collect performance dot a in the 

future, the', cost of so doinr; would be quite cheap. 

How much importance does Mr. Hoyles attach to his 

case otudy of 22 syctem schools as they are of 
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B. Moyles 

Anon. 

B. MO.llles 

Anon. 

11 

11 

11 

identical nature with some designers, same P.C. 

::"um rates, etc. 

I used t"~Re schools because I could get the data 

and to show that ~~q sycte~ ~c~ks. 

We could do ·this ourselves on a manual system. 

I am developing a similar model for factories, 

and getting better results. There are problems 

of data collection and the differences between 

tender and cost prices. This could be done in 

an individual firm if they have the number of 

contracts. (Further explanation of detailed 

regression), e.g. 'gash' labour is about 32% 

of site labour costs so why apportion in detail? 

What do you think directors will· think of the 

statistical approach when they have to put their 

money on it? The danger in averaging is that 

you may not eet the job. Successful contractors 

must look at trying to find a cheaper way of 

dOing the job. 

How can you got cheaper than the last job, time 

and time again? 

Our company is over 150 years old and we have 

cost records gOing back over a number of years 

and they are all useless to the estimator. A 

few job reports which are useful, e.g. piling, 

but they don't get many jobs of such a similar 

nature and next time we think everybody else 

will know ho., much it cost us to do that piling, 

sO we have to start thinking of something else. 

The company wants us to get the next job. 
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The seminar was then adjourned for lunch. 

Afternoon Session 

l~. S. Bradburn presented his paper on the current systems of 

computerised estimating in operation and under development by I.C.L. 

A brochure giving an outline of his work is included with the tapes.-

The system incorporates an extensive coding system, communication 

with a Visual Display Unit and the subsequent use of the estimated 

data. 

Comments on naper by S. Bradburn and further comments on paner by 
B. Hoyles 

Anon. What is the cost or using your system and the 

- V.D. U? Is it quicker, does it save actual time? 

S. Bradburn Computer only charges when it is searching and 

calculati~. It does not charge when the 

estimator is thinking about the problem. 

Anon. Does anyone use it at the moment? 

S. Bradburn We are working on it - but nO-one at the moment. 

Two companies are using part of it for obtaining 

tenders and are developing it. 

Anon. What a pity current documentation doesn't allow 

the Contractor to carry on from resources 

levelling to reSOurce pricing in one operation 

from the netVlorks. 

S. Bradburn I got the feeling this morning that more and 

more people are sugGesti~g that the sensible 

way to estimate is on a time basis-. 

Anon. You have to look at your resources to get- your 

network and it does not take much to apply rates 

to resOurces at that,point. You have spent most 

of the afternoon trying to adapt yourself to the 

present Bill of Quantities. 
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S. Bradburn 

l£non. 

s. Bradburn 

Anon. 

11 

S. Bradburn 

Anon 

S. Bradburn 

Anon. 

I was hoping to show that we are not wed to any 

of the systems I was d~scribing. The point ~s 

a lot of time and money ~s being spent by Contrac

tors on systems and this is the,way they are 

going about it. We are looking forward to when 

a lot of these labor~ous routines will be 

discarded and Contractors are doing the things 

they ought to be doing. It is true that three 

of those systems are wedded to that sort of 

approach but it is no exaggeration that 90;'0 of 

the clients want that sort of approach to it. 

Hanagement is not prepared to put itself out 

on a limb and do something else. 

In building, tender tic,le prohibits dOing a 

tender and a network and, even with a computer, 

price it. 

It does save on compin,: time 

But that is a simultaneous operation to pricing. 

We have problems with elemental bills where Ive 

are held up for One painting sub-contractor and 

cannot domp. all the bills up. 'Is the expensive 

operation drawing up a progrannoe for a particular 

Contractor? 

He can use a' standard software approach but he 

has to set up the system. 

Is this expensive? 

Yes, but they have most of this information anyway 

but they do not make subsequent use of it. 

In order to get any use out of the systel.' the', 

abstracting coding must be good enouGh to identify 

the item and in Our company, it requires 16 digits. 
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IVe have just priced a bill with 8,500 items -

coded 136,000 digits which nobody can do but the 

~stimator. It took five weeks to code and unless you 
, \0.,." 

can overCome this, you will kill it stone dead 'because 

" of the time limit. 

S. Bradburn computer manufacturers cannot improve the way in 

which the construction industry handles information. 

There is a proposal to revise the C.E.S.M.M. and 

industry has the opportunity of changing it, and 

say this is the way we want information presented 

to us, ,e.g. separate materials out of it. 

Anon. The hope of changing it is .. remote because it is 

all tied to litigation which has been fought over 

" in the courts and there is a tremendous weight of 

precedence, and anyone thinking of changing it has 

got to fight all the cases again in the courts. 

s. Bradburn Perhaps it is nearer than l'Ie think. 

Mr. Dixon In Herts., our bills for system schools came ready 

coded. 

S. Bradburn If they change the S.M.M. then other bills may 

come ready coded. 

Professor Trimble Why can't we use the priced networks? Is it because 

of the difficulty in distributing total cost over 

the Bill rates? It can be done by multiplying 

the trial rates by PIp where P is the total based 

on trial rates and p is the total based on the 

network. 

Anon. When we have been using it on two-stage tenders, this 

has been done but normally one hasn't got the 

time and information to prepare an accurate net-

\'Iork with any confidence in it, and you Vlould 
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have to run it side by side for sOme time. When 

Vie have priced networks, it normally comes well 

: O\Terthe tender price. , '. 
Professor Trimble Any new system should be run in parallel for 

" some time but you would see the problem as there 

not being enough time available? 

Anon. yes. 

11 I think it is possible by pricing operations and 

if the bill is such that you can abstract 

approximate rates, you can compare this with the 

priced. network and where differences occur, 

analyse them to find out which is th6 corr~ct 

answer. 

Directors don't like this method - they like to 

see hoVl individual rates are built up. 

Professor Trimble Even though tenders are fairly close, analysis 

has shown that variance in individual rates is 

quite enormous. Are you any more accurate by 

estimating separate rates than the methQJ put 

forward this morning? 

Anon. No. One person may price formwork hi5h and 

concrete low, but if you ask the person why 

there were' such high .discrepancies between them, 

he would probably have a good reason for this. 

B. 110yles When the director questions you about your 

figures, surely he cannot challenge the accuracy 

of your figures? 

Anon. No, but he is checking up to see if there is 

nothing left out or too much put in and is also 

challenging the assumption I have made. 
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Professor Trimble What actually happens when they question a parti-

cular unit (l) nstant, how do you verify it? 

Anon. We ask about half a dozen people in the office. 
':'. 

'But it is very rare that they make big money total 

differences, its 'more a matter of balance. 
" .. Are they balancing within'a market conception or 

are they balancing with knowledge of the company? 

.. A bit of both • 

.. I think One of the problems is that we are pricing 

to a market and as most products are unique, we 

are fabricating our organisati~n to that end and 

not looking at the factors we are pricing for. 

Pricing programmes is relevant in this case. 

.. This is much easier in some contracts than others,' 

e.g. tunnel", which are a linear process. In other 

cases you have to price the bill because if you 

price the programme you may put too much in Or 

leave too much out • 

.. Without realizing it, bills are more a schedule 

of rates. 

... Why don't we use Spon's rates: for certain 

trades which in our experience differ and leave 

" the rest to be accounted for in the mark-up? 
" 

" 
Aren't we just wasting our time with the ,system 

VIe have heard about this afternoon? 

" " 
Yes, and keep a standard list of prices. 

" Computers may give you added benefit with cash 

flow predictions • 

.. The trouble with co~puting these routine matters 

is that you can do them faster in your head. A 

computer can quicl<ly calculate and look things 

up but most of an estimator's time is making 
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Professor Trimble • 

C. Reed 

Anon. 

" 

B. "Moyles 

Anon. 

" 

"' 

, 

• I." 

decisions. We must look at the things a 

computer can do well and use it for that purpose. 

I should like to ask Mr. Reed for comments on his 

work at the lVatford Computer Centre. 

The system under development allows the splitting 

up of labour plant sub-contractors in detail 

amongst the bill items and vice-versa, but as 

was said this morning, if you go into this much 

detail at the estimator's stage it rather begs 

the question - you get bound up with a lot of 

input data, but if you do, you must use this 

data for other purposes, e.g. bonus targetting. 

It is in this field that the computer has its 

advantages. 

The site staff disagree with the targets set by 

the estimator and the difficulty is getting a 

target which is acceptable to both parties. 

It is realistic to use them, as assumptions 

made are not always valid in the construction 

of the work. 

Has anybody priced an operational bill? 

Not lately but when we did, we found that a 

number of estimators were converting back to 

~et the outputs. The compromise we are 

coming to, is to price out the odds and sods 

and price the main items operationally and 

then co~bine the two. Any adjustments are 

normally made in the preliminaries and not in the 

rates themselves. 

One of" the worst bills to price at the moment is 
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B. Moy1es 

Anon. 

11 

" 

11 

11 

Professor Trimble 

Anon. 

~ 

the D. of E. Roadworks bill (hearty agreement) 

it isn't operational and has no preliminaries. 

Has anyone any suggestions for improvement in 

the bills? 

D. of E. bill - the drainage section. 

We have set up a computerprograml!le to deal 

specifically with this section. 

The weakness is that there are often insufficient 

drawings in the first place. 

Bills are often inflated and abused by the other 

side (clients). 

I would prefer an operational Bill. 

Would anybody favour the American system (with 

all the liabilities for .omissions) and prepare 

a bid from drawings? 

yes. contractors are to blame for the present 

situation by attempting to get too much detail. 

It would be better to make an allowance in 

their tender for the risk and not to go into 

such detail. 

The proceedinGs were summed up and concluded by Professor Trimble, 

B. l1oy1es and S. Bradburn. 

The author has drawn the follov/ing conclusions from the 

comments made by the delegates. 

1. Estimators have considerable resistance to usinc statistical 

and computer techniques. 

2. Estimators believe that their superiors would also not be in 

favour as they prefer to aee how the estimate is built up and make 

comparisons with current mar!<et rates. 
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3. The substantial time pressure at tendering prohibits extensive 

coding. 

4. Time may not permit an estimator to price a bill accurately 

by the present method and prepare and price a network. 

5. Commercial estimating systems would seem to be extremely costly 

to purchase, instal and operate. 

6. The Building Industry continues to base its bids on market 

acceptability rather than on detailed actual cost. 

7. There is a distinct trend towards operational costing which is 

then compared with the traditional rates. 

8. Most of the participants would welcome a change in the clients 

documentation but they do not feel that a radical change is imminent. 

9. Little use is made of feedback information either because it is 

. in a form which is unacceptable or because there is little faith in 

the validity of its collection. 

10. When feedback is used, it is concentrated on groups of work to 

give a comparison of pr~dicted/achieved on a ratio basis. 

11. Where netlvorks are priced, the prediction is usually larger than 

the one deduced by unit rates. 

12. Whilst it is recognised that there are great benefits in using 

estimated data in the job manager.1ent. it is not worth the time at 

the estimating stage in going into this detail. 

13. Estimators recognise that there are several factors which affect 

site production and· nor:nally malte a subjective assessment t.o cover 

variability. 

14. Estimators tend toconcentrate On the high value items. 

THE PROPOSED SYSTEH WOULD SEEH TO FIT IN VlITHTHE ABOVE REQUIREHENTS 

AND ITS USE WOULD BE CONSISTENT WITH THE PHESENT AND H11·iEDIATE 

FUTURE NEEDS. 
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A copy of the foregoing synopsis was sent to Mr. D. Potter of 

Howard Farrovl Construction Ltd. His letter of agreement to its. 

accuracy is shown overleaf. 
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, . Howard Farrow Construction limited 
Highfield Road London NW11 9PE Telephone 01-458 3232 
Inland and overseas telegraQ1s HowdFarrow London NW11 . 
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OOP/ml 

Mr. B.F. Hoyles, 
Lecturer in Quantity Surveying, 
Lanchester Polytechnic, 
Priory Street, 
Coventry CVl 5FB 

Dear Mr. Hoyles, 

17th April, 1972. 

Further to your letter dated the loth April, 1972 I now. return herewith 
the. synopsis of the seminar. 

Thank you for giving me the opportunity of studying it, to the best of 
my recollection, and subject to the usual minor vagaries 01' transcript, 
the contents appear to be an accurate record of the proceedings. 

May I tak~ this opportunity of saying that I consider the seminar to 
have been'a "day well: spent" even if the attitude of some contractors 
remains "surprising". 

Yours sfncerely, 

D.G. Potter. 
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APPENDIX 6. 

computer print-out for the stores section of the Stores and Office 
Block 

Page 

Typical error listing 173 

Listing of standard data 174 

. List of work categories 175 

Labour and plant rates in Bill Order 176 

Summary of section totals. 190 

Labour and plant rates collected into work categories 191 
in bill order 

Labour .and plant rates collected into work categories 216 
in descending order of value 
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THE FOLLOWING INPUT ERRORS HAVE OCCURRED AND NEED TO e'E 
CORRECTED REFORE THE PROGRAM CAN BE RESUMED 

"FRROR 01··, -THI:' WORK CATEGORV NUMBER ALLOCATED TO BILL ITEM ··46A .. ·--.--
. - .. ---.-. . .. EXCEFOS THE VAlUE OF THE PROGRAM CONSTANT' Nl -.----.-- . 

.. "F.RROR 02' 

ERROR 01 

. THE VALUE OF THE PROGRAM CONSTANT' NN IS EXCEErJED AT' 
Bnl ITEt~ 10n--'-

THE WORK CATEGORV NUMBER ALLOCATED TO BILL ITEM ~08A 
EXCEEDS THE VALUE Of THE PROGRAM CONSTANT' NL 

ERROR 02' 1 THr: VALUE OF THE PROGRAM CONSTANT' NN IS EXCEEOED AT 
!I I LL ITEM 1 08 A-- . t···· - -- ----. - - --.- - - ... .. ----- -- .-. 

..•. ...... -FRROR· 02,'THE VALUE OF THE PROGRAM 'CONSTANT' NN IS EXCEEoED AT --------
... - -. 91 LL ITEM 00 ... --....... ..- .... -.' ... , ..... _ .... -. . .. ~ .. - .. ----.-. 

... . ~.,.-.- .... _ ... _." 

ERROR 02 --,'- THE VALUE OF THE PROGRAM CONSTANT' NN IS EXCEEDED·AT·-------·-
- -BILL ITEM-OO . ..--------.-- .. _ ... 4_. _____ . ___ ·._ .• __ ._. ____ · .-- .• ----.--

FRROR 03 I· THE NUMBER OF SECTIONS INPUT' EXCEEDS THE ALLOCATION 
-" 'OF PROGRAM CONSTANT NU' '-*' ,----,---••• -.-.- -,-.. ~,-- •• -.-.•• -' ..• --

. TilE INpUT ERRORS WILL BE CORRECTED IF THE DIMENSION "NO CONTROC ----
- - cARDS IN THE MASTER SEGMENT ARE CHANGED TO READ' AS· FOLLOWS-p': ----------

.-. _ .......... -........ .~-.---.. ---.-..... . 

. . .. -"--'- .- -_.---_ .. _ .. -._--_ ••.. _----_. - ----_ .. '._ .. - .--
DIMENSION IACT( 96,4),ACT( 96,2), .----.-- -.--- ... -.- .. -----.-- ..... -----.-. 

---. 1 ! eN T ( 3) , FACTOR ( 3), A C TTO ( . 3) , T IT L E 3 ('3 ,6)·,-·----·------·----------:··----- ........ --- ---
-.... ~SECTN( 3) ,TITLE2( 3,6) .... -- ..... --.-.... --.-_ ..... -.. - ..... -.-.. -........ . 
....... --- .. - N N =.. 96 . ... - .-.. _- .-- ... _---- -----.-- ------.---.. -----------.----.. -----.-.- --- .. -.. 

. ... . _. ~ ,'" .. .. ~ .. -.,:. - "._' . ,;.. ._- -'.~' -- .•.. -- ... _ .... - :~ -'-- --.~--, '.-- _. -.. ' ... " ." ' .. -. " 

N L= 3 . -"~""-'- "NU:: -- 3 "-'-'.--'''-'-'~ . 
NR= . 80-"- ... 

_._ .. _ ... ~ .... _. - ......... - -',', _.'-- - ~ .... _." ........ __ ........... _. -. -" -' .. 

... . " .. -.~ ~- '-"-'"-'--'''---''' --.-.-- .... _--_._ .. - --~---·--I .----- .. --,,- ..... -.. " .. --. ,. 

- _. - '-' .. -_ ...... -.-). - - .. -
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IISTlt;r; OF S14"O~Rn D~TA. 

PRO~RAH rONSTANTS 

500 

NS 358 

THr ALLU~ATInN FOP WORK rATF~O.lES IN THF PRnGRA~ NL 25 

T Il F ~ .PHI F R () F',' () R reA T F G 0 R lE ~ T 1j P Lt T F () R ,PR 0 G fl A M PUN N 1 2 2 

THF NI)MBFR IlE PlI I. PAGFS INPUT FOR PQ()r;PAM RIIN 45 

TflF NIIMliH or 1111' FIPST P,il.L PAGF NI> 301 

TtlF AU!Jr..HlnN FOil HTLI. SFt.l1MIS IN TrlF PROGRM1 NU 1 0 

6 

THF PADF10 FIt,TIJP PFPCFNTAGf 80% 
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rONTINUATION OF SrANnAPD nATA 
--------------------------------

I I~I OF THF WORK CftrFGORTES. 
--------------------------------

FGnpy IHMS p, MllIlTPIYTfJG CATEGORY 
'48ER CATFr,0RY FAfTORS 

1 1 .0 SIIBSTRUCTIIRF FXfAVATION 

1 1 , . n 

1 • n SI!!3'TRur.TIIR~ Pl'lNFUPCFMI'NT 
-

I, 1 4 1 • () 

5 , • 11 ~IIBSTRUCTII~E "'<I C rWOR K 

1 .0 StlBSTPUCTIIRF F I I. L 

7 ? 1 • <) StlB"TPUCTIIRF MONOI.ITHIC FLOOR SLAB 

, • n ORA' NA(,F 

I, 1 .0 I)~AINA(,I' r. u ~J C P FT E B F 0 

10 1 1 • n f)PA I NAGF IAV rlrES 

1 1 1 , 1 • I) MANHOLFS 

1 1 .0 SIIPFRQRUCTIIRF F ORI1~JI) R K 

I 1 • (> SUPFRSlRUCTURE REINFORCEMFNT 

14 1 1 1 • n ~UPFRSTRurTIJ"r CONCReTE 

1 ~ 1 • () 

1 I, I) 1 • () 

1 7 5 ., . n SUPFRSTRUCTURF CARpFNTER FIPST FIX 

1~4 1 • n SIIPfRSIPUC(IIRF fARpFhTER ~ECONO FIX 

1 .0 C.~BI.F OIlCT FXfAVAT [ON 

I, 1 • () CAB I F [>I, C T FOP'lPOPI( 

1 • () CABIF [)IICT PE1NFOPCFNFNT 

1 .0 CABlE PlleT r O~I CP ET E 

175. 
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SFCTln~ 1 SIlBSTRUCTURE 

I T r. " rATH;OPY nllA·~TITY PHE EXTENSION 

,0 1!~ 1 40.0UO ?7.00() 108.UO 
~ (J 1 C 1 1~.OU(l 2.1000 40.50 
;; (I 1 n 1 100.000 3.1500 315.00 
H)1 F 1 10.000 4.050(\ 40.50 
-------------------- ----------
T H j' PAGF TOTA I IS 504.00 

,OIA 1 ~O5.000 2.7000 823.50 
30?R 1 25.noo 2.7000 "7.50 
302C 1 495.00n 0.000(\ 0.00 
HIID 1 ~.OO() 1.3500 6.15 
,0iE 1 15.0i10 ~.700(l 40.50 
,nu 1 10.000 4.0500 40.')0 
30l-G 1 10.000 1.3500 13. SO 
3(),1H 1 25.000 2.7000 "7.50 
;; () IJ 1 15.000 4.0500 60.75 
30?K 1 20.000 1.3500 ?7.00 
10<' I. 1 100.0un 2.7000 UO.OO 
,0; .. 1 50.000 4.0500 202.50 
,();><J 1 210.000 0.1800 31.80 
ID 20 1 100.nOO 0.2000 20.00 
,02 p 1 15.0tlO 0.2000 3.00 
;; 0; [) 1 55.000 0.,500 1.3.75 
-------------------- ----------
rHF PAr.E TOTA I J S 1694.55 

30:5 A 1 50~.OOO 0.2500 176.25 
,()3 R 1 50.01)0 0.2500 1 2. SO 
sose n 335.000 0.6700 2'24.45 
~ (l ~ 0 6 HO.OOO 0.6700 241.90 
~().H 4 ?10.00(l 0.2400 50.40 
SO.) F 4 100.000 0.2400 168.00 
",05r. 4 710.000 0.0000 0.00 
~(n~ 4 :n.o(jo 0.5500 18. 1 5 
SO 1 J 4 9 11 .000 1.2500 112.50 
:S(H¥ 4 45.000 3.0000 135.00 
SO 3 L 4 2P.000 0.10(11) 14.00 
SOq' 4 20.000 1.0500 21.00 
5115'1 4 13(1.000 0.0000 0.00 
-------------------- ----------
rHo. I' 4(; F TOT A I J ~ 1130.15 

HI4A 4 1.01}0 6.0000 6.00 
504R 4 ~.ot)o 0.8500 2.55 
104C 4 1.000 0.9000 6.30 
1040 7 73R.OuO 0.4000 295.20 
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.L2.!. 
SFCT[O'l 1 olJRqRllrTURE 

COr-;TI"IJATTON 
JTFM rATtf,Ooy OlJ~~TITY RATE FXTENS I ON 

-------------------- ----------
PH.' PAl;f TOT A I I~ 310.05 

~05A 7 150n.noo 0.0700 105.00 
~O~}1l ~ 1IlSfl.OOO 0.0310 243.35 
$O~ C , SOOO.o00 O.Ooon 1RO.OO 
sn s n , 75(\.000 0.0900 22.50 
SOS· , ,nSI).O()O 0.0400 110.00 
5 () 5 F ) 375n.OOO 0.0500 1R7.'0 
.,o~r, 3 SO.000 0.060(> 3.00 
S n', H , .3 11 .000 0.0 0 00 2.70 
S" '>.J , 17Sfl.O()O 0.0400 70.uO 
~o ~ ~ ? f..oon 1.0000 6.00 
\051 / ? 0 00 1.0000 2.00 
10','1 ) 7S0.noo 2.6000 650.00 
10 )'" ? ,10.000 2.6000 806.00 
~o'>n 7 4S.0UO c..7000 121.50 
-------------------- ----------
PfE PA(~t: TOT,\I IS 2509.55 

306A ;> 110.1)00 0.0000 99.00 
SfJl>r ? 1.0UO 2.2000 2.20 
SO" C / 6S.000 3.2()on 208.00 
,06 n ) 40./l(jO 3.2000 128.00 
.~Ot,F 2 10./lI)O O.3~on 3.50 
~ObF / 7.000 0.6500 4.55 
~O('G 2 ?/lon t).l~OO 1. 50 
I Cl () H 2 ~.(l1l0 1.1000 3. 50 
I \I (, J 4 110.000 0.1200 1 3.20 
Hl6K 1+ "./lOO 0.2000 1. 20 
lO!) I. ? 10?000 O.l~O(l 15.30 
Hl.~ r4 ? 10(,.000 O.150() 1 5.90 
i06N ? 10.0()() O.lS0n 1 .50 
so('o ? 2?noo 0.1110() 3.96 
-------------------- --------_ ... 
THF p~r;F TOTAl I, 501.11 

)o(~ 1 41,.oon 1.5000 66.00 
30{R 1 ? (1)(1 2.6000 5.20 
) 0 / r, 1 55.000 1./l000 99.00 
501~ 1 R.oon ~.3000 26.40 
\(1lF 'i 11.000 3.5000 38.)0 
IOU '5 5.000 0.3(,00 1 . a 0 
-------------------- ----------
PH P~r.~ TOTAL I S 236.90 

III li C 19 '''.000 4.5000 67.50 
\ 0" n 19 'i,OOO f).900() 4.50 
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~ 

:iF(Tln~ 1 S iJRS TR Ile HI ~ E 

C () ~.; TIN U A Trip! 
f T f'1 rATfr.opy fJUANTITY RATF FXTE"JS ION 

~1)/lF 1'1 1(\.()OO 0.0000 0.00 
~ol\r 19 17..000 2.7000 32.40 
.:;Oh(; 1'1 12.000 0.1800 2.16 
~O/lH 1'1 17.000 1.5000 25.50 
-------------------- ----------
[HF PA(;F T(lTAI IS 132.06 

S 09 A 2? 1/.000 0.7500 9.00 
~()\i~ 2/ 12.(1)0 0.1\000 9.60 
~OL)r. n 1'i.OIJ0 0.1l(l()(l 12.00 
10<)0 21 1'10.000 O.OROO 15.20 
\ 0" ~ 21 190.0\J0 0.0800 15.20 
S 0" ~ 21 1Sfl.OOO O.Of,()O 9.00 
,0<,1(; 21 1511.000 O.OROO 12.00 
~ 0'1 H 21 (1).000 0.0000 0.00 
.~09 J 21 ~.0(j0 (1.0000 0.00 
~oy K 20 7.000 c.5000 17.50 
,091 ;:0 2'1.(1)0 3.500(1 101.50 
·~O'lM 2() 2\.000 0.9000 20.70 
S 0'1 N 20 2,.000 0.700(\ 16.10 
SOYO 5 1 .000 2.0000 2.00 
-------------------- ----------
rHF P,\r.F TOrt" I ~ 239.1\0 

~ 1 (; A 5 1 .000 7.5000 7.50 
-------------------- ----------
r~f rAf.F TOT AI. IS 7.50 

-----------------------
THf SErrrON TnTIL 15 726).67 
-----------------------
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,Fc:T (ON ? DRA' N~GF 

(T ~,~ rATf';OPV QUA'lTITY RAF EXTENSION 

S 11 ~ 'I 5.1)00 0.300(1 1 • SO 
~ 11 n R 1(1.1)00 0.300(1 3.00 
·S 11 r R 1~.Ol)O 0.4500 6.15 
S1 H il 20.000 O.lOOO 14.UO 
~ 11 F P, 4~.(100 O.()O(JO 0.00 
S 11 F 9 50.0UO 1.0000 50.00 
311 G <) 50.I)On o.ooon 0.00 
-------------------- ----------
THE PMiF TOTAL IS 75.25 

31 ?r R 10.000 2.7000 ?7.00 
S1?O R 1.(100 3.6000 3.60 
31ZF R 3.000 0.4500 1. 35 
·S 12 F R il.OOO 0.1)00(1 O.UO 
S 1 2 r, R 7.(100 2.7000 5.40 
312H 'I 7.000 4.0')00 8.10 
312.1 R ~.OOO U.1'100 0.90 
31 ? ~ R ~.OOo 0.2000 1 .60 
3121 R U.O()O 0.6110(1 13.20 
51 2~' Q 'i.oon O.350fl 1 • 15 
-------------------- ----------
THE PAGF TOTAl IS 62.90 

SBA Q 'i.OOO 0.4500 2.25 
31 :~ ~ 1 1 3.00(l 1.S000 4.50 
)13r 11 130.000 0.0500 6.50 
S 1 50 11 1".000 0.0700 1.12 
q.$F 11 7.000 2.2000 4.40 
.s 1:)F 11 10.000 O.3S0(1 3.:>0 
.s 1., G 1 1 ).000 1 .. ~SOO 4.05 
,13 H 1 1 1".00(1 3.S()O(l 56.00 
S 13,1 1 1 1t\..00(> O. non 1 .82 
S 1 :S K 11 1'.000 0.2000 2.20 
·1131. 11 11,.OllO 0.9000 12.60 
-------------------- ----------
,Hr' P~r,f TOTA I IS 98.94 

) 1 1.0 , 1 C).ooo 0.1500 1. 35 
S 14 F 11 ·LOOO , . soon 4.50 
:314C- 1 1 1.000 (1.0500 O.IlS 
.\ 1 Idl 11) 1.000 S.OOOO 5.00 
-------------------- ----------
THr P~r.F TOTAl IS 10.90 
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SFCTlnN ? DRA1NAGF 

CONT I NIH T' ON 
IT~~ (ATFGOAY OUANTITY RUE EXTENSION 

247.99 
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rONCPETE WORK 

ITf"l r",TFr,opy IlU ~ fIT IT Y RHF EXTOISION 

51 (, h 14 6?O()() L.()O()() 1" 4.00 
,11\'1 14 7.00(l 2.01100 14.00 
~ 1,.; C 14 HS.OOO O.750(l 101.25 
~ 1 t\ n n (,50.000 Ci.0450 29.25 
3Hf H 30('.000 0.01i00 18.00 
~ 1 (, F n ,00.000 0.0730 <'1.90 
S 16[' n "500.00(l 0.0000 0.00 
,1 h H n 7~. OllO 0.0000 0.00 
) 1 h I P 107.000 2.5001' 2f>1.50 
51 f> ~ 12 (,R.OOO 0.5000 34.00 
S16l. 12 6~.(l()() O.450(l 30.60 
-------------------- ----------
THr, Pl\r.F. TOT ~ I IS 640.50 

~ 11 A 14 120.000 0.1500 18.00 
311n 1 I, Q.OOO O.30(J(l 2.10 
111C 1 4 17/ •• 000 O.1?0(l 20.1l8 
~ 111) 1 '; 4~.OOO O.480(l 20.64 
S 1 ? F 15 '.000 ().7?OO 2.16 
\ 1 .,. ~ 1 5 24.000 0.7200 17.28 
S1/G 1 <; n.OO(l ().9IiO(l 12.48 
-------------------- ----------
T~f p",r;F TOTAl IS 94.14 

734.64 
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SF(:T[O/~ I, SIJPFHSTRUCTIIRF RRlcrWORK A~D RLOCKWnRr 

[Tf" r~TFC;()RY OU4NTITY RATF EXTENSION 

51 'i ~ 1 ~ ?O()O 3.znoO 6.40 
~ 1 'I R 15 1.0(jO 2.0000 2.UO 
~ 1 'I C 15 4~.OOO 2.7000 121.50 
\ 1 '} D 1 0; 600.nOo 3.2000 1920.00 
519 F 1 S 1.000 1.4500 1. 45 
CS 1 'i ~ 1 0; 1t)On.o()o 0.3(,00 31'>0.UO 
'~1yr; 1 ~ ?50.o00 0.1500 37.50 
\ 1 t) H 1 0; 15'>.000 0.31)00 55.0B 
\ 1 'i .1 15 il/,.OOO 0.41l00 40.32 
\1'-1 v 15 ,.000 0.71'00 2.16 
51 Y I. 1 ., 104.000 0.040(1 4.16 
-------------------- ----------
TIH· PAG 1'. TOTAl I S 2550.57 

,20ft 15 '1.000 1.0500 3.1 5 
\ 21) n 15 750.000 2.7500 687.50 
\? () C 1., 1.000 3.1000 3.10 
~21l0 15 17.non 0.3600 6.12 
PilF 1 '; 11'i.OOO O.4f100 55.~0 
~20F 1 <; 7.000 0.0400 0.28 
por; 15 10.000 O.4non 4.UO 
520H 15 75".000 1.5l0n 1140.05 
,? III 10; 910.000 1.6500 1501.50 
S;>(il( 1 5 (,61.000 0.1500 99.15 
~;> III 1 0; 1)41. non 0.21.00 1~3.84 
>2(1" 1 5 409.000 0.2')00 118.61 
-------------------- ----------
THr p~r,F TOTAl IS 3772.50 

., 2 1 ~ 1 '; 31.000 0.0700 0.62 
"171 R 15 37.000 0.3600 11 .52 
>? 1r. 15 ).000 0.2000 0.60 
321 D 1 '; 9n.noo 0.2500 ?2.50 
~;> 1 F 15 22"'.000 0.4000 90.40 
·\;>IF 1 ., 661. noo 2.2600 1493.1l6 
I? 11, 1 5 65.000 2.600n 169.00 
,21" ·\5 46?000 0.4ROO 271 .76 
l?lJ 15 31<.000 0.7200 27.36 
-------------------- ----------
T~f: PAGf: TOTAl I <; 2037.62 

PeA 1 <; 1.IJOO 0.2900 0.29 
V?B 15 349.000 0.1400 48.136 
lac 1 <; ~4H.00n O. noo 45.24 
Inn 15 q 7.000 0.2'>00 79.2S 
,U f' 1 'i 47.000 0.2700 12.69 
)?U 15 1!l10.000 0.1500 271.50 
V?G 15 ?3?nvo 0.0500 11 .60 
172Y 1 5 440.000 0.1400 61 .60 
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SF C Ti n N 4 SliP F 11 S T P U C T IJ R F 

Cn"TI"".ATTO~1 
IT~~ rATEGOPY QIJ~~T ITY RATF FXTE~ISION 

rH I IS 531.03 

:~ ~ \ A 1 5 4400.000 0.020(1 8B.OO 

rH~ P.~E TOTAL IS 88.00 

---------. 
TH~ SFrTTON TOTftL IS 8979.7" 
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';F(:TIOi~ ~ "IIPFRQPUCTIJRF CARPENTRY ANn IRONMONGERY 

I T i:'~ ('ATFr,ORY nU~NTlTY RA Tf FXTENS I ON 

524A 17 57.000 O.280fl 15.96 
~24R 17 [.2f..000 0.320(1 136.32 
V4C 17 401.0()0 0.31;00 144.36 
5240 11\ 7.000 1.5000 3.00 
,S;> I, F 11\ 1k.OOO 1.5000 27.00 
ScH 11\ 2(1.000 1.5000 30.00 
$? 4" 1 R 1 .0 I) 0 2.1000 2.10 
-------------------- ----------
rHr Df\(,~ TOT A I I ~ 358.74 

j 2'> A 1 R ~.OO() 2.7000 8.10 
52 ~ R 1f1 4.000 2.1000 8.40 
,he 1 il ,32.000 1.8000 57.60 
Shn 1 il 4.000 1.8000 7.20 
j2~F 1 R 2[,.000 1.8000 43.20 
S 2 ~ F 1 $I 7.000 2.7000 5.40 
525 r; 1 f\ 4.000 2.1000 8.40 
-$ 2', ~ 111 (>.000 0.0000 0.00 
S 2., J 1 R 10"'.000 0.0000 0.00 
:'l?t)¥ 1 ~ 1.0,HI u.OOOO O.UO 
52) I 111 R.OOO 0.2400 1.92 
-------------------- ----------
Ttll PAf,~ TOT A I IS 140.22 

S2/)_~ 1 R 4.000 0.0000 0.00 
526R 1il 4.000 1).0000 0.00 
5" /) r 1 $I 7.000 O.3f>O() 2.:>2 
1?6o 1 R ~1'. 000 ll.31;0() 112.68 
52 f, F 18 10P.OOO O.3f>OO 38.88 
,? {, ~ 1 R 3.000 1.2000 3.60 
521>1; 1 $I 1()~.O()O 1).3000 ~ 1 .80 
3?6H 1 i\ 11.000 0.5000 5.50 
51,'>" 1$1 ?R.OOO ().5~O(l 14.84 
$;>6 K 111 2(l.000 0.4000 8.00 
526'_ 1 R 80.000 0.4000 32.00 
-------------------- ----------
THt PAr,E TOTAl IS 249.82 

PtA 18 ZIl.OOO 0.000(1 0.00 
~21R 1 il 1~.OOO O.11;0n 2.24 
.521C 1 il 4'1.1)00 0.200(1 9.60 
SJ( n 1 ~ 4.000 O.100n 0.40 
5nF 18 7~.OOO 0.1300 9.75 
521 ~ 1 11 2.000 1.8noo $.60 
v If; 1 ~ 1~.0\J0 0.1000 1. 50 
S2i H 1il (-,.000 0.2ROO 1. 611 
\ 2 (J 1 i\ n.ooo 0.21100 3.64 
V/v 1 R 3.0()O 0.1000 0.30 
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SF(T[n~ ~ S(IPFP~TPUCT'Jq~ r~~DENTRV AND IRnNMOMGfRY 

C (h T I I.! lJ A T 1 'HI 

IT,~ fATEGOAY 

5? l~ .!\ 

') 7K n 
12,; r. 
',21<1) 
SUF 
S7AF 
',2K[; 
17 b~ 

VI'" 

THi' PAr,f' TIITA' 

.S 7', A 1 ~ 
S 7'·' R 1 Il 
'I?'" c 1 Il 
S? ~ f) 1 R 
~ 2<; F 1 il 
.) 2'jF 1'1 
S7'1r, 1 ~ 
'S?9H 1 'l 
)7'1.1 18 
"';?9 !( 1 ~ 

I ~ 

--------------------
r I' fc P~f,t: TOTA' IS 

:5',OA 1 ~ 
:, \ n R 1 8 
3~'Jr. 1 R 
.~ .. ~ n '" 1 R 
nOF 1 1\ 
:3~ I1 F 1 i\ 
~30r. 1 il 
)~OH 1~ 
~'\().I 1'1 
3'\(IK 1 'I 
'~30 I 1 'I 
3'10<" 1 'I 
--------------------
THf r~r.f TOTAl 1 S 

B1 ~ 1 !l 
5'1}[\ 1 R 
n1 C 1 !l 
.3>,,0 1 R 
~.~ 1 F 1 ~ 

2~.OO() 

~.OOO 

6.000 
11. 000 

4.000 
11.000 

A.OOO 
!-.OOO 
1.000 

A.OOO 
~.OOO 
7.00n 

14.000 
14.0,)0 
17.000 

A.OOO 
3"'.000 
17.000 

4.000 

~. 000 
4.000 
1.000 

311.000 
7.000 

17.000 
5.0UO 
5.0110 
?(lOO 
<.000 
~.OO() 

11.000 

~.OOO 

'.0\10 
0.000 
'\ .1)1I0 
'I.Oon 
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RA TF 

0.2800 
O.21l0(l 
0.3000 
0.3000 
0.100(1 
0.3500 
0.3500 
0.7000 
1.5nO(l 

0.3000 
0.3500 
0.4()00 
0.0000 
i).onoo 
0.0000 
O.OoOP 
0.0000 
0.340(1 
1.2000 

2.4000 
2.4000 
1.8000 
0.100(1 
0.32D() 
o.ooon 
1).0000 
0.0(1)0 
1 .ORon 
0.1000 
o.ooon 
'i.Doon 

0.4000 
O.5S0n 
0.5500 
(J,5~()O 

0.4500 

FXTENSJON 

32. 71 

l.OO 
1.40 
1.1:10 
3.30 
0.40 
3.1:15 
2. 1 0 
4.20 
1. 50 

25.55 

1. 80 
1. 75 
2.80 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
5.18 
4.80 

16.93 

l.20 
9.60 
1. 80 
3.80 
0.64 
0.00 
0.00 
0.01) 
2. 1 6 
0.20 
1).00 
0.00 

?5.40 

2.00 
1. 65 
4.v5 
1. 65 
1. 35 



~ F f. T If HI ~ S 1/ pr R S T P U er I I IH CAPPFNTRY 4ND TRO~MONGFRY 

CO,TINIJATIIW 
lTi'M n 1f r,oPy QUANTITY RA TF FXTEMSION 

Bl F 1 i! 3.000 1.9000 5.70 
~~1r, 1 q 11.000 0.0000 0.00 
5>1 H 1 11 ~.OO(l 0.0000 0.00 
Bl1 1 R 11.000 0.0000 0.00 
3)1¥ 1 R ~.()oo o.()OOn 0.00 
nll 1 R 11.000 0.0000 0.00 
.331 M 1 11 3.0(10 o.OOOn 0.00 
-------------------- ----------
rHt PA(,F TOTH IS 1 7.30 

332d 1 R ~.OOO 0.0000 0.00 
nl.R 1 R 10.000 0.000(1 O.UO 
,32C 1 R f..OOO 0.2ROO 1. 68 
332D 1 !l 90.000 0.1000 9.00 
q?F 1 R 1~.OOO 0.3200 5.76 
532F 1 R 27.000 0.0000 0.00 
.,321, 1 R ?OOO 0.0000 0.00 
'i32H 1 fl 18.00() 0.2000 .3.60 
-S3 2.J lil 11.000 0.1ROO 1. 98 
,32K 1 8 p.OOO 0.1000 0.80 
-------------------- ----------
THf P,l\(;F= rOTH I S 22.82 

.'I3.S A 1 R 7.000 0.0000 0.00 
'I_BR 11\ 111.000 0.1)000 0.00 
,~3C 1 R 40.0l,1) 0.0000 0.00 
5no 1 >l 37.000 0.0000 0.00 
B~f 1 g ~.OOO 0.3000 0.90 
3~5F 18 ?ooo 0.7000 1. 40 
YDG 1 11 ?OOO O.lOOO 1.40 
.3,3 H 1 R 1 .000 0.0000 f).OO 
B.3J 1R 3f1.000 1.6()OO 48.00 
B5K 1 il 17.000 1.2000 14.40 
$>I[ 1 1\ 7.000 0.0000 0.00 
-------------------- ----------
TBI PAr,F TOTAl I ~ 66.10 

n4A 1 ~ '1l?OOo 0.1000 n.20 
3 >1, H 1 R 41,.00n O.3S00 15.40 
.'»H 1 !l >.000 0.1000 0 • .30 
334 n 1 R 'i.OOO 0.0000 0.00 
1HE 18 111.000 0.2000 3.60 
_33/,F 1 R 20.000 0.0000 0.00 
534(; PI ~.OOO 0.0000 0.00 
.334~ 1 R ~.oOO O.1()OO 0.30 
~34.1 1 il 41<.0()O 0.2000 9.60 
)3" K 1 II ~.oOO 0.2000 1. 00 
-S~4L 1 R 7.000 0.2000 1. 40 
,34'" 1 11 21,.000 0.2000 4.80 
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SFfT[Or, ~ SUP~RSTPUCTIJ~F C~PP~NTRY ANn TRO~Mu~GfRY 

COr,T I MIJA r, O~! 
IT,'" CATH;OPY OUA~TITY RATE FXTHISION 

n{,~ 1 R 4.000 0.5000 2.00 
SHO 1 11 ?OllO 0.5000 1. 00 
-------------------- ----------
THr p~r,F TOTAl. I S 66.60 

":I ~:, A 111 51.0,)!) 0.0000 0.00 
B~~ 1 R 0.000 O.onoo 0.00 
.5 <; 'j C 1 q lP.OOO 0.0000 0.00 
n:,n 1R ?o.ooo 0.2000 4.00 
~) ') F 1 i\ 20.000 0.6000 12.00 
B)F 1 i\ 411.000 0.2000 8.00 
n5(; 1 !l 1f..OOfl 0.6000 9.60 
<;,:> I1 1 ~ 1f..0(JO 0.2400 3.84 .5,', ,I 1R 4P.OOO 1.2nOO 57.60 
53., r 1 i\ If,.OI)O U.9000 14.40 
:n,,1 1 R P.OllO 1.5000 12.UO 
'n~M 1>\ 24'0(JO 0.9000 21. 60 
n')~ 1 i\ ".0')0 1 . 200(1 6.00 
-------------------- ----------
T~f: p~r,E T(lT~1 I ~ 149.u4 

n6~ 1 R °.000 0.100n 0.90 
"\.<;AR 1 R 211.000 0.1700 3.36 
~,~6 r 1 !l 1/.f..OOo 0.1i\00 26.28 
Bb~ 1 R 1 .000 2.00110 2.00 
3, (, F 'I il ?O()O 2.4000 4.80 
"S) f, F 1 q L 000 1.2000 3.60 
-------------------- ----------
rHI- P"tiF TOTAl I S 40.94 

.-._-------_.----------
THF SFfT10N TOTAL IS 1212.17 
------.----------------

187. 



sFCTION ~ NOM1NATFD A~COUNTS 

I Tf·" CATH;ORY flUAI\IT ITV RATE EXTENSION 

~f>i.F 14 'i1l.OOO 1.2500 122.50 
.If> 4 F 14 5~.OOO 4.501)0 238.50 
,36ft<; 14 p'.Oi)O 2.2500 18.00 
-------------------- ----------
T HI· P~(;F TIlTAI IS 379.00 

,f,',A n 9~.oon v.l000 9.30 
-S~ S R 1 2 Ilfl.OOO 3.51)00 2RO.OO 
,I,se p .~~.O()O 4.000n 140.00 
';6 S 0 P lP..OOO 1.0000 78.00 
Sf) SG 1 4 1 .000 275.0000 275.00 
-------------------- ----------
TH~ PAr.F T.lTA I IS 782.30 

")6 A 14 50.000 1.0000 50.00 
3 M, R 1 '; 50.000 O.115(l 5. 15 
~~6r. 1 ? 50.000 3.7500 1R7.S0 
1f,f,O '1 <; ?oo.oon 0.41)00 RO.OO 
,66c 1 5 ;>00.000 O.soon 100.00 
-------------------- ----------
TIlE PI\f;t: TOTAl IS 423.25. 

.161 ~ 1 <; 50.000 0.3000 1 5.00 
Sf,ll1 1 5 50.000 0.3000 15.00 
Sf, Ir. 1 5 50.000 0.3000 1 5. 00 
-------------------- ----------
THf r~r.F TUT,\! 1< 1.5.00 

161ln 1 <; 100.000 0.2700 n.oo 
.S f, 1\ r. 1 <; 1 0 n .0 () n O.270n 21.00 
-------------------- ----------
rH!' PA(,!' TnTAI I~ 54.00 

.~;;(j A 1 ~ 1 .00 n 1.3.5000 13.50 
S69 F 1.'1 3"'.00f) 0.2000 7.20 
56<, F H 26.000 0.2000 4./.l0 
)6% 1 ~ M,. 01)(1 1.8000 111:1.80 
.st;'1 H 1 !l 1 .000 0.6000 0.60 
,6'1.1 111 1 .000 O.8()()0 0.80 
5f><1 ¥ 111 3.0')0 0.13000 2.40 
-------------------- ----------
TH!.' ~Ar.~ TOTAl I~ 148.10 

)7117 11\ 1.0l)0 373.0000 373.00 

188. 



SFLTln~ (, 'I (] I~ 1 N ~ T F D Ar:cnUNfS !...h 

C (] r,' T I tllJ A T T I) " 
{ T ~"'I I'. 1\ T r: (; I) R Y QtJ~~TITY RA IF EXTENSION 

-------------------- ----------
T H f· r~r,t TI.1T ~ I IS 373.00 

57'17 1 <\ 1. 000 274.0000 224.00 
-------------------- ----------
nlf: P~r,F TOTAl. IS 224.00 

I7{A 1 il ~.OOO 1.200n 7.20 
3728 1 !l ~.OOO 0.8000 4.130 
.Inr. 1 R 1?OoO O.MIOO 7.20 
37a 1 R 1.00() 2110.0000 280.00 
-------------------- ----------
THI r~(,,, TOT A I J S 299.20 

1157 1 Il 1.000 1~5.0000 1(;5.00 
-------------------- ----------
THe PAr,F TOTAl. IS 165.00 

~ 71, 0 11l 1 .0 <) 0 13.5000 13.50 
1"14F 1 il 1 • 0 r) 0 75.0000 25.00 
"l74F 1 'I 5.000 0.3500 1 .15 
\"14(, 1 Il S • O!) 0 <).4700 2.10 
\74~ 1 g ~.()OO 2.5000 1.~O 
\ 7/,.1 1il ~.OI)O 2.7non 8.10 
37 4 >: 1 il ,.000 3. 0000 9.00 
-------------------- ----------
TH>' PAr,F TOT A I IS /\6.95 

TH~ SEr'TON TOTAL IS 2959.80 

189. 



~U~MAPY O~ SFCT(O~ TOT41S 

VALUE 

SlI'lSTPllr[i'RF 7265.67 

247.99 

rONC RETE !JnR ¥ 734.64 

SUP F ~ ~ T R 'J r T I1 P F [>,979.72 

CAPPENTRY ~~n lRONMO~GFRY 1212.17 

2959.80 

T~~ RH!. TOT~I I ~ 21399.99 

190. 



A 6. 
~.iO~r, CA Hr,/)Py 1 ~LJrSTqllCTurf. EXCAVATlO~ 

JTEMS HI ~ I1 L SEflUFNCE 
(** H:DICATFS A r~ A J OR J TEM) 

ITFM EXTFNSION 

~1)11J 10R.OO ** 
"01C 40.50 
<; \) 1 D 31'i.()O ** 
,t)'F 1.0.50 
-';02A R23.50 ** 
<;07(\ 67. ~ 0 
")2(, 0.00 
~O;>[> (.,.75 
"I I) 2 t 40.50 
31)?F 40.50 
"lO?G n.50 
3lJ?H 67.50 
-~ \)? ,I 60.75 
,02K 27.00 
<;07L 710.00 ** 
"lO?t' 7U2.50 ** 
V)?N 37.RO 
3070 20.00 
'O?P 3.flO 
'O?O 1 3.75 
lO-q 12(.,.25 ** 
IO<;R 1 2 • SO 
307A /)(".00 
3i)71l 5.20 
<;071; 99.00_ 
307(\ 2(.,.40 

Plf PORK C~.TFGr>~V TOTAl ! S 2~.53.QO 

191. 



I ~lJPSTRIJc.:TUPE 

J HMS J N '11 I L SEClUFNf.E 

30~~ 

:ll} ~ L 
3 ,)~", 
~dr;N 

30~1I 

\I)AI', 
30A[1 
'(If, C 
30('P 
30AF 

'Of;F 
? 0 I'd; 
"HI (, fl 
,Of,1. 
30,-;,; 
~Of,,~ 

301;0 

(** INDTCATFS A ~AJOR ITEM) 
I'XHNSIf)N 

1;.00 
2.00 

f,50.00 ** 
HOI;.OO ** 
121.50 ** 

9'1.00 
2.70 

2U>\.00 ** 
1Z!l.OO ** 

3.~O 
4. '; 5 
1 .50 
3.30 

15.30 
1S.QO 

1. 50 
>.Q6 

THF WORK CAfFGnRY Tf)TAL IS 2072.21 

192. 



:5 ~U~STRlICTURE 

T r F'~ 

~ I), p 

~1i~1: 

~1)5n 

~ I) 5 f-
3()5F 
,I) ~ (; 

,il 5 H 
~ !) ,ri .1 

THF tll) P i<. CATFCinRY TOTH 

193. 

, S 

(** INDICArFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
EXTFNS ION 

743.35 ** 
160.00 ** 
2?50 

110.00 ** 
11\7.S0 ** 

3.00 
?70 

11J.1)0 

R1<).05 



4 SURSTRIICHIPt CO~CRFH 

ITFMS 1 ~ '1 IlL SEPlIFNrE 
(** HIDTCHFS A MAJOR ITEM) 

TT F Cl fXTFNS ION 

~I)~F 50./.0 
'I/;;F 1611.00 ** 
~ 11.3 (i 0.00 
,03H 11l.15 
,I),.) 112.<;0 ** 
~!) ~ K 135.01) ** 
·~()·H 1 4. 00 
<; o,'~ 21 .00 
,n3N 0.00 
<; I) 4 ft ".Ou 
,{)4R 2. 55 
,0 t,r, ".30 
<; il (,.1 1~.;>O 
,OAK 1.?O 

T:j F IA~) P K' CATFGORY TIlTIII T S S4R •. 30 

194. 



S SII[i',TRIICTURE 

1 FMS ,~ ~ I1 L SE()IJFNCE 

~1)7F 

-.; \) 7 F 
-,0; 1)0 (j 

"~I (tit 

195. 

(.* INDICAfFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
tXTFNSION 

3R.~0 

1 • R 0 
?OO 
7.50 

49.110 



(, ~l!nSTRtJCTIJQF FIll 

ITf"S IN nllL ~EI)"FNCE 

TTF« 

,O-'t: 
';1)'[' 

THr "OPI C'rFGn~y TOTAl IS 

196. 

(** INDICPT~S A MAJOR ITEM) 
t\lTF"l~lnN 

:>1.4.45 ** 
747.90 ** 

4l?~5 



t.IOPjr, f:ATf.(,09Y l SlIPSTRI}CTIJRE 

IH"S IN flII L SEOl}fNCE 

r T F r~ 

THF WORK CATFGnRV T0TAl IS 

197. 

1** I~DICATFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
f.XHNSlON 

?9~.20 ** 
10~.OO ** 

L.(lfl.20 



OC~VATJO/1 

ITFMS IN ~II L SE011FNCE 

1 T F~' 

<; 11 A 
,1 1 n 
~ 11 C 
,1 1 P 
, 111-
,1 ?C 
0170 
31 ? F 
'I1?F 
'1 ? ,; 
,1 ? 11 

~1?" 
,1 ?" 
,Pt 

T'iF VI)PK CAHGf1RV TOT~l. IS 

198. 

(** INDJCATFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
f.XHNS I ON 

1 .50 
3.00 
6.75 

11 •. 00 
0.00 

27.00 
3.(,0 
1 • "<; 5 
0.00 
5.4U 
11.10 
0.90 
1 . f> 0 
1~.20 

86.40 



lTEMS IN nil L SEOIJFNCE 

~ 11 F 
'11 G 
'1?rw 
7,1 ~A_ 

TH" 1,I'IR. CATFG0RV TOT41 IS 

199. 

(** INDICAT~S A MAJOR ITEM) 
t:XTFN~ ION 

50.00 
0.00 
1.75 
2.25 

54.00 



l~Y P1PES 

IHI'S 1~ ~I! L ~E()ilFNrE 

'14H 

THF ~r!RK CAT~GnRV TOT~I 15 

200. 

(** INOICATFS A MAJOM ITEM) 
OTEN~ION 

s.no 

s.()O 



ITEr's TN RI! l SEOI.IFNCE 

, T F~' 

~ 1 ~ P 
31~C 

''1 'il 
'1 3 ~ 
,nF 
~ 1 7; t; 
'q'l(H 

,1 3.J 
31'K 

~nl 

~1"D 
~". r 
''1 {.(; 

201. 

1** I~DICATFS A MAJOR ITE~) 

EXTFN~ION 

4.~O 

(,.50 
1 .12 
4.40 
~.)tl 

I • • f) 5 
5('.OIl 

1 • III 
? . ? 0 

12.('1l 
1 . 35 
4.';0 
O.Os 

102.59 



THF 

ITFMS IN RIll SEQUF'lCE 

.~1f,J 

~1"'K 

~ 1'" I 
~6~1\ 

;;65C 
'6~n 

'6(,( 

tJOR I( CATFGORY TOT A I 1 S 

202. 

(** INDTCftTFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
~XHN~lnN 

267.50 ** 
:st •• 00 
30.1,0 

?1l0.00 ** 
140.00 ** 

{fl.OO 
1i17.50 ** 

1017.60 



!0h 
Pt) P K CATi'r,IIRY 1 3 ~ tJ I' f. R S T Rile T 1I Q t QF I NFnHCE'1E~'T 

f T F~'S , ~ ~ I I L ~E()IJFNrE 

(** HJD!CATfS A MAJOR ITEf") 
1TF" ElIHNQON 

~lf,1l 29.25 
~ 1 (, F 111.00 
'If.F 21 .90 
'1(,(; 0.00 
\ 1 ,; H 0.00 
,,,~A 9.30 
,{, f.,~ 5.75 

T~F \,!I)P K CnrGORV TOTAl I S 114.20 

203. 



CONCRFTF 

JTEt-IS T N n JI L ~E()IJ~llrE 

(** P!DTCATFS A M~JOR ITE") 
TT F f' EXTFN~ In~ 

~1fA 124.00 ** 
31f~ 14.00 
~11\C 101.?) 
"17A 111.00 
"17n 7.70 
~,., r. 20.1'\11 
,,64F '2?~O ** 
'6LF ?JR.SU ** 
7,1)4(, 11'1.00 
'65(; 7/5.00 ** 
7,6 (, ft 50.00 

T~~ \-11)1' K C~TFGnRV TOT A I IS Oil/+.83 

204. 



BRICKWORK A~D BI.OCKWOPK 

ITI'MS I ~ ~ I I I. SEflUFNCE 
(** H'DICATFS A MAJOR ITE"') 

TT F ~i EXTFNSION 

'171l 20.(,4 
"In 2 • 11> 
'17F 17.<8 
<; 17,; ',:>.48 
'lQA (,.40 
'\1 0 H ;>.00 
:qQC 121.,0 ** 
'1 Q n 19~O.f)() ** 
'10 F 1 • /,5 
': 19 f 3bO.0() ** 
,1 Q" 37.50 
0; 19 H 55.08 
... 1 Q ,I 40.32 
<; 1 Q K 2. 11> 
,1"! 4.11> 
,,>OA 3. 1 5 
3,>OH 6x7.50 ** 
",(le ,.10 
3l01l I) • 1 2 
'I;'OF 55.20 
7,~(lr 11.28 
I " Ilti 4.110 
3101< 1140.05 -* 
,1.0.1 l~01.S() ** 
320K '10.1S 
'?.Ol. 153.g4 ** 
~.! rH,' 1111.1\1 ** 
,21A 0.62 
<; 21 [I 1 1 • <; 2 
<;,?1 r. f) • '" I) 
121 t' U.50 
<; 21,: 90.4() 
,21F 14'1<;.116 ** 
<;? 1,; 16°.00 ** 
~,21 H ??1 • 76 ** 
'21,1 27.36 
.,nA 0.29 
:~ 2? II 411.~6 

'ne 45.74 
<; Z? [l IQ.;:>5 
,Uf l?(,Q 
,1?F ?l1.50 ** ,nl; '11.1\0 
'2?H 61 .60 
3Z<;A ,,1\.00 
~ il6 P 80.00 
'6('f 100.DO 
.~()7A 15.01) 
7678 15.00 
,A7e 15.01) 

205. 



I : . , , 
qRICKWI)AK AND BLOCKWOPK 

ITFMS I~ ~II.L SEO!JFNCE 
rUNTTrJllf,TION 

T r F f' 

.~ 1\ 1111 
!,f)P.C 

T~F "')RK CATFGORY TOTAL IS 

206. 

(** INDICATES A MAJOR ITEM) 
I,XHNSION 

U.OO 
n.oo 

9311.21l 



CARPENTFR FIRST FIX 

J lE I' S T N R I I L " E () U F NeE 

TTrM 

~ 21. A 

~2k~ 

~?I,C 

THF 'hlPK CATFC,ORY TOTAl. IS 

207. 

(** I~D1CATFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
El(TFN~ 1(1'1 

1 5 • 9 1\ 
131\.~2 ** 
'44.~6 ** 



CARPE~TFR SFCONn FIX 

rTE~S IN IJJl.L ~E()UFNCE 

(** H'DTCATFS A tH J OR ITEM) 
, rr N, EXTFNq n" 
',>4D 3.flO 
I 2 Id- 27.00 
3 ?4F .Hl.OO 
~ ? I, (, 2. 1 0 
<?~. R. 1 0 
I?~I\ IL 1.0 
32~C ~7./jO 

I~~n 7.20 
3?~F 43.?O 
<:2~F 5.40 
5!'~G 1\.40 
32~ft O.I)() 
<:2~J n . n () 
~.2~t< (l.01) 
'?~I. 1. <I 2 
,?f,/\ 0.0 l) 
, N"l 0.00 
3 2f. r. 2.~2 

32"'0 11?(,8 ** 
'Ut ,5 il. 118 
32f>F 3.60 
32('G 51.1\0 
<: ef, H ~.'i\) 
'If, ,) 14.1\4 
'I?f,K !l.on 
'<(,1. 3?00 
'I (>7 A 0.00 
3 271l 7..24 
3?7 r. '1.,,0 
3271) 0.40 
3271- <1.75 
3271' 3.60 
\ ,> 7 (; , • ') 0 
'27H 1 • '" 8 
'1U,) 3.1\4 
327K 0.50 
3?RA 7.00 
32PH 1 .40 
'I2RC , • RO 
I?ilf) 3.30 
'\?P F 0.40 
32R [- 3.115 
'2 H r; ? • 1 0 
~?RH 4.20 
32ilJ 1 . 'i 0 
-12<1 A , • '10 
3l."1l 1 • 7 5 
,32" C 2.110 
<: 2<1 0 0.00 
3 Z''IE 0.1)0 

208. 



CARPENTER SFCO~O FIX 

r T P' SIN RI' LSE () IJ F NeE 

T lP' 

~2(H 

~2qG 

~?q H 

-1,?<l,J 

~2Qt 

~50A 

~ 10 il 
~5(\C 

350n 
qO~ 

'.)OF 
~,3()r, 

',OH 
~)(\J 

-~-IOK 

-~ I'H 
"OM 
s.s 1 A 

-~51rJ 

-.: .$1 C 

" 51 n 
, S1C 
'< ) 1 • 

'31 G 
,31 H 

'5' J 
') 1 K 

'511. 
, 51 ~1 

,.\? A 
,pg 
,PC 
'I?n 
'.57F 
,I? F 
, )? ,; 

,57H 
,~?J 

-.: 3? K 
, nA 
"5) il 
~j,( 

,5,0 
'nf 
~ .1"<; ~ 
, ni' 
,PH 
\.5 ~ ,) 
'-nK 
'331 

209. 

(** 1"DIeATFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
F.XTHS ION 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
5.78 
4.RO 
7.~{) 

°.1\0 
1 • R () 
3.110 
0.1\4 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
2.16 
O.?O 
0.00 
0.00 
?OO 
1. oS 5 
4. Q 5 
1 • 1\ 5 
1 .3) 
~.70 

O.llO 
0.00 
0.00 
O.O!) 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
n.I)O 
1. (,8 

'1.00 
5.76 
0.00 
0.00 
) • (,0 

1 • <;> 8 
(l.RO 
0.00 
0.00 
1).00 
0.(1) 

o.QO 
1 .40 
1 • 1,0 
0.00 

4R.OO 
14.1.0 

0.0(1 



WOPK rATEGI1PY 1ij SUPEPSTRIJCTURE CARPENTER SFCOND FIX 

1 TH'S T N ~ 11. L SEoUFNrE 
('I)"'T' '~IJ.1 T I O~ (** INDICATFS A MAJOR lTH'l 

TTJ:M EXT~N~ION 

'7.~ /1 ~ 27.20 
, ., /, n 15.40 
3V.(; O. ~ U 
~-)(~n 0.00 
~ _~ I. ~ 3.<'>0 
'.HF 0.00 
~ '< 11 G 0.00 
"ldj 0.,0 
'\4J °."0 
-.; 11f'" 1 • 0 0 
~ '-; l~' 1 .40 
"3 3 Id"! 4.110 
33/,.', 2.00 
." )/.ll 1 .00 
3'SC,A 0.00 
"nSIl 0.00 
355C 0".00 
." \5 [) 4.00 
,S'if: 12.1)0 
<; .. 5 ') F 8.00 
"' .> ') G 9.1\0 
3\')H 3.84 
'55,) 57.,,0 
~:~ '; ~ 14.1,0 
3\ ') L 17.00 
~ )')f·~ 21.<'>0 
3\')N 1).00 
3 If, A 0.90 
~ 3(, 11 3.36 
." Sf, r ?f\.?8 
"\5f>D /.00 
<;.$ f,f I,. ~O 
35(, F 3.110 
360~ n.50 
311 0 F 7.20 
36 0 F 4.110 
~AO G 11 R. RO ** 
3!\QH 0.f\0 
31)0.J 0.>10 
360K 2.40 
3/01 ,n.oo ** 
'117 724.00 ** 
<; l?A 7.20 
." I?B 4.110 
." OC 7.70 
, In ?IlO.OO k* 

"'l~l 165.00 ** 
" / I, D n.50 
3/ t.f; 2').00 
3 II~ F 1 .75 

210. 



CARPENTFR SFCOID FIX 

I TF ~\ S I "I R 11. L ~ E q U F N r E 
r:O""rTNU~TI(1f,J 

~/t.(; 

~ 11, H 

~? /. J 
~ 1(, K 

THF IJOQK CA IFGORY TOTAl IS 

211. 

(** INDtCATFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
OTFNSlOt; 

;:> .10 
7.50 
8.10 
0.00 

2191.78 



ITr;r's IN 11111. ~E()UFNCE 

~I)KC 

~ IH1 [l 
~ I) R F 
~I)R~ 

-~l)RG 

·HJ~H 

TMF '·!IJPK CATFGf1RY TIJT~' IS 

212. 

(** I~DICATFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
EXTFNS ION 

67.50 
4.50 
11.00 

52./ft) 

2.16 
25.50 

1.52.06 



[TEMS IN ~IIL 5EQIJ~NrE 

ITF"" 

'<l"K 
3ilQl 
~OQM 

3dqN 

THE WUR~ CATFGORY TUTAL IS 

(** INDIC~TFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
El(TF~~[(lN 

17.S0 
101.50 ** 

20.70 
16. , 0 

1)5.80 



!..Jh 
'J[JP K r.ATE!;OPY 71 orLF flueT REINFORCEMENT 

J TF"S J 14 flit L SEOUFNCE 
(** H'DICATFS A t~AJOR ITEM) 

TT FM fXHN~II)N 

~ 1)9 0 15. ? 0 
~'l I) F 15.20 
~ ()Q F 9.00 
~il9(i 1 ? • 00 
~()9H 0.00 
~I)QJ 0.00 

T 'I F Vt)P ~ UTFGORY TOTH IS 51. 40 

214. 



~ORK CATi~OPV 22 fA8LF DUCT CONCRFTF 

ITF.'1S IN RII L SEOIJFNCE 

'09 A 
,!l0 B 
<: ,jO C 

THr ~IUP~ CATFr,nRV TOT41. TS 

215. 

(** INUleATFS A MAJOR ITE~) 

EXTFNS ION 

9.00 
'I.f.O 

1 2. no 

30.60 



PURK c.qF,r,npy 

TT F '1, 

TrlF 

1 SIJPSTRUCTUPE: EXC~VftTTON 

I ~.' f) F S rE" D T N r, OP/)FR 

TTFM 

~!)?A 

~ I) 1 ~ 
,0 ?L 
,0;>" 
3i1~4 

,01B 
'1)7C 
,Ols 
:3'l? H 
307A 
30?J 
,OH 
'I) 1 E 
:3 ()?E 
,O?F 
'O?N 
30?K 
3070 
.'O?O 
30?1l 
'0 ?(, 
'.n,' 
"O?D 
"') 7 8 
3f)?P 
,O?P 

POP': CA TF GO~ V TOTAl T S 

216. 

OF FXTENS'O"l 
(** IND1CATFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
EXTFN~ ION 

HZ3.S0 ** 
315.00 ** 
270. no ** 
202.50 ** 
12"'.25 ** 
1011.00 ** 

':19.00 
67.50 
67.50 
61'\.00 
60.75 
41).50 
40.50 
40.50 
40.50 
37.RO 
27.00 
26.40 
20.00 
13.75 
13.50 
12. 50 
6.75 
5.20 
,.00 
3.00 

2533.QO 



2 SIIP,STRIICTURE 

I T Fr~~ I N OFSf'ENDINr. llP{)FR 

T r F M 

~\)"N 

~I)"~~ 
~OfC 

~()t';O 

'0<;0 
11)1, A 
'\1) I, r~ 

,Ol,f 
,I)<;~ 

'\1) '" F 
,OMl 
'\f)f>F 

'Ot';H 
\,)f,1l 
,<I <; I 
'In;,G 
'O(,N 

HIF tt(lPIr' C"TrGORV TOT A I IS 

217. 

OF fXTE~SIO"l 

(** INDICATFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
t'YTFNQON 

RO<'>.OO ** 
6~O.OO ** 
2()K.1l0 ** 
1~R.O!) ** 
121.50 ** 

9Q.OO 
15.00 
1 5. 30 

6.00 
~. 55 
,.06 
3.'i0 
3. ~ 0 
7.20 
7.00 
1 . ') 0 
1. 50 

2017.21 



Irr:'·1S 

• 

• 

, 

Td" 

3 SU8SHIJCTIJ P f. REINFO~CtMENT 

I ~I DFSCEMDTf'iG ORDFQ OF EXTENSION 

1 T r: M 

~()~H 

~O~F 

~()~C 

~O~f 

,O~J 

'()~ll 
,(J~G 

'OSH 

VIJ~K CATFCiflRY Tl)T~L , S 

218. 

(** INDICATES A MAJOR ITEM) 
f'XTFNSI ON 

24,.,5 ** 
1117.50 *. 
180.00 ** 
110.00 ** 

70.00 
2? . 5 0 
~.OO 
2.70 



IP';4S 

THF 

4 ~UP5TRIICTUPE CI)'1CRFTF 

1 N OFSCE'!DJI~G ORDFR OF F X T E 'I S T 0 'I 

I Hr.< 

"1(j'F 

"'>O"K 
30", 
30'f 
I()·~M 

303H 
3031. 
,Of,J 
3!)/,(: 

30leA 
,0 4 8 
30f,K 
,t)f;K 

,Uf,K 

hlOI-l t( CATFr,ORV TOTAL 

219, 

T S 

(** I~DICATES A MAJOR ITEM) 
f.XTFNS ION 

16R.OO ** 
155.00 ** 
11?~O ** 
~O.40 

21.00 
1/l.15 
14.00 
13.70 

"'.30 
"'.00 
2.55 
1. 20 
1 .20 
, .20 

541l.30 



BRICKWOPK 

T r f"~ ~ I " OrSrE~IDnlr, I) R 0 F R OF FX TE~IS! OM 
(** I" DIe A IF S A MAJOfl ITEM) 

ITFM EXTFN~ ION 

\{)7f 3R.50 
~1(lA 7.S0 
'IOQ() ?OO 
'07f 1. 80 

TflF vnpl( CA TFr,nRY TOT,~I T S 40. RO 

220. 



T T F I~ ~ [ M 

TTFM 

~O~O 

,·ne 

THF \..,l(jHK 

FT U 

OFSr,E~'D1Nr; ORUFR ()F 

CATFGf1RY TOT,~ , T S 

221. 

F X T E 'J S TON 
(** I~D'CATFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
t'XTFNS ION 

747.90 ** 
724.45 ** 

47?3S 



Mn~OLIT~IC FLOOR SLAB 

!fFr,S IN DFsrE~n!NG ORDFR OF fXTENSJON 

T T ~ r<1 

lHF ~OP¥ C~TFGORY TOTAl IS 

222. 

(** INOICAT~S A MftJOR ITE~) 

DTFN~ ION 

79<;.;>0 ** 
105.00 ** 

1.00.20 



PORK. rATEC;!)RY EXOVATION 

Jr~"l~ P' DFSr.E~D'Nr, ORDFR OF FXTENS TON 
(** I " 0 leA. T F S A MAJOtl ITEM) 

TT F t' EXTFNSI ON 

~1 n 27.00 
~ 11 n 14.00 
, 11'1 n.20 
~l?li 1\ • 1 0 
" l1C (,.75 
~12(i ~ . 1,0 
-q I'D 3.1,0 
~l'n 3.00 
-~ 1 I' K 1 .60 
~ 11 A 1 • ~ () 
': 1?F 1. 35 
-~ 1 ?J 0.<10 
~ 1?.1 0.<10 
~ 1 ?J O.QO 

T 'i F Ill) P K COTFr,()RY TOT Al T S 8(,.40 

223. 



TTF'4< I ~I DF,rE'!DINr. OPDF~ OF FXTE~SION 

(** H'DICATFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
T 1Ft .. , E)(TEN,ION 

'11 r 50.00 
'1 '.~ 2.7) 
< 1 ? t, 1.7, 
~ 1 ? 1-'1 1 .7' 

T>fF ~'OR K C~TFG(JRY TOTH T S 5/,.00 

224. 



LAY PIPFS 

I rr'~" ( " D"SCE"DINr, OPDFR OF FXTfNSJON 
(** PiDICATES A MAJOR ITEM) 

'Tr-r~ EXTFII, ION 

'1 4 H S.OO 

THF \.fOR. C.6TFGnRV TOTAL T S s.()() 

225. 



r~ANHOI.ES 

, r rr1~ Pi OFsrE~'OlNl; ORDFR OF FXTENSION , (** n'DI cnES A r~ A J 0 R ITEM) 
I r. M EXTENSION 

~ 1 ~ H .56.00 
~nl 12.60 
~l~r 6.50 
>; 1 .\ R 4.50 
'11, F I, • 5 () 
'1'[' 4.40 
~l~G 4.05 
,nF 3 • ~ 0 
:11 >; K ?.20 
'l"\J 1 • il2 
>; 11, D 1 • ~ 5 
~'I >;0 1 .12 
7;. 1'. G (l.OS 

THF I.IOP~ CATFGORV TOT ~ I 1 S 1 02. 59 

226. 



f 
f • 
~ 

• 
• 

WIIPK rATE~ORV 12 SUPfRSTRIJCTURE 

J T F I~ ~ I ~I OF~rf;'JnlNr; ()qDFR 

, T F iVi 

~1\~I.l 

~ 'I (,J 

~""C 
-II)~C 

'''~O 
'Hr 
,1 fd 

THF 1.10 R K C~TF(;()RV HlT~1 , S 

227. 

FORr4iWR I( 

OF FXTENS TON 
(** l~DICATES A MAJOR ITEM) 
EXTFNS ION 

230.00 ** 
?67.50 ** 
1b7.S0 ** 
140.00 ** 

78.00 
34.00 
30.ISO 
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< 

• 
• 

r 
• 
t 
t 
• 
• • r 
~ 
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~ 
( 

r 
• · . , 
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• 

• 

l·iOPK f,PTFr,ORY 13 SUPERSTRIICTiJRE 

IrFi·1S IN O~Srf~f)"~r, ORDFR 

Tr~1' 

,1(, f) 
'I111f 
~11 ,; t 
'6~A 
~!,'IIO 

~t)(, 8 
~1,f,R 

T iJ r: I.fIJPI( C~TFGORV TOT AI T S 

228. 

Of FXTE"ISTOt.! 
(** HIDI CATFS A I~AJOR ITEM) 
EXTFNSION 

29.;>5 
~ 1 .90 
lR.OO 

9 • ~ 0 
~.75 

~.75 

~.75 

84.20 



!r"'!s I h: 

T r F I>' 

~!i~G 

,f, 4f. 
'q f,,~ 
'1)4~ 

>;'''( 
,1,(, A 
,17C 
317A 
,f,4(; 

31AB 
'17p 

T!1 F ','OR K 

OFsrE"OT'~r, OPOFR 

CnFc,nRY TOTA.l r s 

229. 

C(1~C~FH 

OF FXTEMSION 
(** INDICATFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
EYTFNSION 

775.00 ** 
23~~51) ** 
124.()O ** 
'l'?so .* 
1u1.25 

)O.()O 
?O.i\il 
1 R. no 
1il.OO 
14.00 

2.70 

0111..83 



• 
• 

IJO"K CATf:r,npy 15 ~IJPEPSTRIICllJRE 

IrF,'~~ PJ [)FSCEN[lINr, OR0FR 

TTJ:,.., 

~ 1 () D 
'1,>OJ 
'I21F 
'12 n H 
3208 
'I19F 
l2?f 
~21H 

<; 21(, 
,201. 
'11 Q r 
'20~' 
,I,';f 
~zor 

~21F 

3nA 
,6';0 
~UD 

3UH 
32/lf 
'I 1 <l H 
'Inn 
'In r: 
:ll<lJ 
, 1 <l (i 

'121 J 
3611[0 
,:SRC 
3210 
.3']7P 
317F 
367A 
~('7P 

'{>le 
'2? I' 
.)1IG 
,271; 
.321 D 
319 A 
'20n 
319[ 
3,(\(; 
3?OA 
320C 
'·17 f 
'1 <l r 
-qoll 
119 F 
'i.1A 
321C 

230. 

3PICKVORK A~'D BIOCKWORK 

OF FXTE~IS ION 
(** INDICATES A MAJOR ITEM) 
OHN~IIHI 

1920.00 ** 
1501.50 ** 
11<'1'1.1\6 ** 
114/).05 ** 

(-.87.50 ** 
36/).00 ** 
??1.50 ** 
221.76 ** 
169.(1) ** 
153.84 ** 
121.50 ** 
111l.61 ** 
100.00 

'19.15 
';10.40 
HR.OO 
iHl.OO 
10.? 5 
61 • t., 0 
)5.20 
)5.08 
4R.86 
1.5.24 
40.32 
37.50 
27.~1, 
27.00 
27.00 
2? SO 
;:0.64 
1"1.28 
15.00 
1 5.00 
15.00 
1 2. (,9 
1 2.48 
11.60 
11 • 52 

"'.40 
" • 12 
4. 11> 
4.00 
'I. 1 5 
3.10 
2. 16 
? . 1(, 

?no 
1. 45 
0.62 
O. (,(1 



WUDK rATEGURY 1~ 51JPEPSTRUCTURE 8RlrKWORK A~D BlOCKWORK 

ITFM~ IN DFSCE~DI~G ORDF~ OF FXTENSION 
r fl " n 'Ill ,1 T [ () 'i ( * * I N Die A T f S A M A J 0 RITE M) 

TTrM EXTENSION 

., ~?A 

~<Of 

T~F ;'IJRK CQFGflRV TOT41. IS 

231. 

0.29 
(\.28 

9.~1'.2d 

, . 



· 
r 
• • 
• 

I.i()PK C;\TEr.(lPY 17 ~IJPERSTHUCTIJRF. 

I lP·1S 1 "I DFSfr:~'nINr, rlRIJFq 

IT F t~ 

~ 2 /, C 
"'241'. 
·~t.L, A 

TfjF VOPK C~TFG(1RY TOT A I , S 

232. 

CPRPE~TFR FIR~T FIX 

OF FXTF'ISJO'l 
(** INDICATES A MAJOM ITEM) 
EXTl'N~ I'lN 

144.36 ** 
136.32 ** 

15.96 

796.64 
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r · r 
r 
< 

t 
• 
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• 
r 

• 

• 
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CARPENTFR SFCOND FIX 

JrF~~ I~ OFSfENDTNG 0ADFR OF EXTENSIO~ 

7, 10Z 
'!? Z 
311z 
~nl 
,,,Qr, 
,UP 
'2~r. 
'15 ~ ,I 
,>'1J 

'''~[' 
PilE 
3 2" I. 
"32td; 

~2'd' 
'-~4A. 

324F 
,~I\C 

7, (/d

,~'i~' 
)9,R 

'21\.1 
~ I)~ K 

\:5')K 
7, ('cl A 
-~II'D 

~.)r;F, 

<, 5 ~ l 

'?h 
,ne 
7, ,Id 

"OR 
~ S'i(,; 
~ 57 11 
~/4K 

,('ill 
'2~(, 

'~5~ 
7,11,.J 
7,,>nK <,,, ~ 
<'/l,H 
,1.50 
<, 'O.~ 
<'1l9f 
'I 1? A 

,ne 
32RA 
'.\'i~ 
'1,,9J 
,PE 

233. 

(** INDICATES A MAJOH ITEM) 
EXT~N~ ION 

,73.00 ** 
;>80.00 ** 
7.24.00 ** 
165.0Q ** 
111\.1\0 ** 
117.1,8 ** 

51.60 
57.60 
41\.00 
43.20 
3R.1\8 
32.00 
,~1 • Ill) 
.~O.OO 

27.20 
a.oo 
21\.~8 

~5.00 

21.1,0 
15.40 
'14.1\4 
14.i,t) 
14.40 
13.50 
n.50 
12.00 
17.00 

9 .75 
9.60 
<l.I\O 
'I .1,0 
9.60 
'1.00 
9.00 
1\.40 
R.40 
R. 1 0 
H.1 0 
1l.00 
M.OO 
7.50 
7.21) 
7.20 
7.20 
'1.20 
'1.70 
7.00 
6.IlO 
S.7R 
5.76 



CARPENTER SFCONn FIX 

lTFMS IN DFSrENDTN~ OPDER OF FXTENS10N 
CO" T I Ijlj A TJ 0 'J ( * * HI D T C A IFS A f~ A J 0 RITE M) 

!IFM EXTEN~ION 

~.s 1 F 
~U,~ 

~~~F 

~.s 1 C 
~S4'" 
~69F 

~l?'3 
329K 
~S';E 

~?RH 

;;S~I) 

'I N, F 
lS'iH 
~ -)0 n 
'127,1 
;; 2(, F 
P7F 
;;S?H 
<; ~ Id· 

Bf>F 
<;~';R 

12RIl 
<; ,> Id' 
3?G( 
3l/\C 

'69'-
32711 
lSflJ 
~.?l.G 

~2RG 

37 4(; 
".s 1 A. 
,S4 N 

3V,D 
3S?J 
'2Sl 
32HC 
3 2G A 
-';30C 
3298 
37H 
3UH 
"~S ?C 
:~S 1 G 
:S.51 D 
327(, 
32RJ 
'.S Id 
'?R<1 
3 3 <; f· 

234. 

'i.70 
'i.'i0 
5.40 
4.95 
4.RO 
4.RO 
4.RO 
4.RO 
4.80 
4.2u 
4.00 
3.85 
3.R4 
3.RO 
3.64 
3.(,0 
3.60 
3."'0 
3.(,0 
3.60 
3.36 
,.30 
3.00 
2. B 0 
2.52 
~. 40 
:>.24 
7. • 1 6 
i' . 1 0 
7. • 1 0 
7. • 1 t) 
7.00 
:>.00 
;>.00 
1. Cl Il 
1 .92 
1 .80 
1 • R 0 
1 • R 0 
1 .75 
1 .75 
1 • 68 
1 • (, 8 
1. 65 
1 . "5 
1 • 5 0 
1. 50 
1 • 4 0 
1 . 40 
1 • 4 0 



LJOIIK CATEGORY 1b SUPFR5TRI.ICTURE: CARPEMlFR SFCOND ~IY 

'r.~~ IN nF~rEND'NG ORDER OF EXTENSION 
r u ~q , ',I" A T I fl'l 

TTFf' 

~ ~ ~ l' 

:3 ,\ 1 F 
') It ( 

'.S40 
,n~ 

,HA 
,S?K 
HQ,I 

'nor 
'~60H 

327D 
,,>RE' 
,I7K 
'Ill.{ 

" 14 H 
,10r 
" \ 0; 
"or 
,IOK 
'S SO K 

.>; S n r 
'S(lK 
'30K 
?;.30K 
,IOK 
,IOK 
3.1 n K 
"OK 
:1 s n K 
"OK 
'S301( 
, 30 K 
.1:.?)OK 

"Or 
"OK 
,'''OK 
.310K 
,'srn 
<: \(\ K 

';IOK 
, 10" 
"SOK 
'I \ 0 K 

"SO" 
." 30 K 
3S0K 
,IOK 
"OK 
"OK 
3,HIK 

235. 

(** !NOICATFS A M~JOR ITEM) 
EXHNS!flN 

1 • It 0 

1 • "5 
, . 0 0 
1 • 0 <) 

o.QO 
0.90 
O.RO 
0.110 
n.1\4 
O.I\() 
0.40 
0.40 
0.30 
0.30 
0.30 
0.20 
1).21) 

0.20 
0.70 
O.?O 
O.?O 
0.20 
0.70 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.70 
0.20 
0.7.0 
0.20 
0.20 
0.<'0 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
O.ZO 
1l.?O 
0.20 
0.20 
I).?O 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.;>0 
0.;>0 
0.20 
1).20 
0.20 



CARPE~ITFR SECOND FIX 

IrF~~ l~ nFsrENDJNG 0~DFR OF 
1'0" r' '~II'\T [0-; 

1 T F M 

~5(\Y 

,~n K 

,~nK 

'-~()~ 

T,~F !.'ORK CATF(jORY TOT~l IS 

236. 

FXTENSION 
(** INDICATES A MAJOR ITEM) 
EXTFNSION 

o. (' [) 
tl.20 
tl.?O 
0.;>0 

21'11.711 



O'CAVHION 

, T F ,1 ~ [ ~I oFsr~~IDltJr, OP0FR OF FXTE'lS TO"l 
(** INDICAfFS A t~ A J 0 R ITEM) 

TTFf.' EXHN$ [ON 

~nllc 67.50 
~i)PF 57.40 
~()RH 2').50 
~opn 4.50 
~OP,(; 2. , 6 
-~J)P(; " • , 6 

TrlF "HI R I< CATFGORY TOT,\I T S 132.06 

237. 



IT~"1S P! 

lTFi'1 

~ .)0 I 
~ i)O ~ 

~ 0<) ~ 
~OQ N 

T!1 F tJilRK 

OFsrENDTNr. (JROFR 

r,ArFG(lRV TOTA.l I S 

238. 

OF FXTE~SJON 

(** J~DrCATES A MAJOR ITEM) 
EXTFN~ION 

101.50 ** 
20.70 
17. 5 () 
16. , 0 

1';5.:'\0 



• 

,nlflFORCEI"FNT 

ITF>1S IN IHSff.'IOINr, OPI)V~ OF FXTE"'SION 
(** H'OICATFS A MAJOR ITE"') 

1 TF/I, I'XTFNS ION 

~ 09 /) .1S.?O 
~ii9 F 1 5.20 
"3,)9 (; 12.00 
~ 1)9 f 9.00 
~ 1)9 f 9.00 
~ 1)9 F 'l.OO 

T HF \.' il R' CATFGORY TIlT A I. I S ~ 1 .40 

, ' 

239. 



POPK Cf.Tt'r.()Py ?? 

, rF'1~ I ~I 

T r F ~1 

'ilGC 
l't)Q K 

.' OQ A 

THF 1.1 () P K 

rArLF Ol/r.r : C()Nr.~fTE 

D F S r. E ~I f) IN r, IJRI>FR O~ 

CATFGnRY TOTAL , S 

240. 

FXTFiNSJON 
(** I~DICATFS A MAJOR ITEM) 
E: X IF 11 ~ ION 

30.1'>0 



I 

" i 

1 
,,' " 

APPENDIX 7. 

Records ,of achieved performance' collected for the stores Block of 
the Stores and Office project 

Page 

Costs of substructure excavation 242 

11 11 11 concrete 243 

It 11 11 reinforcement 244 

11 11 11 formwork 245 

11 11 11 hardcore 246 

Costs of superstructure - concrete 24'7 

11 11 11 formwork 248 

11 11 11 reinforcement 249 

11 11 11 brickwork and blockwork 250 

2~1 • 



C-IIV If)' 
O~T 

o ::>E 

ES'flMRiED 
AC;TIVI,y 
coyr 

!IT::'h 
XCAVATIO[q£2533· . 

.!HJ1l101\ 1 SE D 
VFlRII\1'"IONS 
+ OR 

. -£106 

.. 

REVISED 
E &1'". p.c.1'". 
cos"-

£2427 .. 

co nJ r act SToRES A ND OFFICE' BT.OCK 

% 
'NOR-K. . 
CoMP. 

100 

. 

VIH.U E 
Ol'- WORI<. 
E\(ECUiEJ) 

.. £2427 

PRS"IOl}S 
. R.EGORDEJ) 
cos'-S 

R~-check . 
on time 
sheets 

cosfs INCURRED 
IN 11\\<; . 
PER-lOt> 

£: 

745- hrs @ 9Op= 671' 
60 • ':' 0 roop:. 60 

machine costs' .. 328 

--_ ... - .-.---- .---- .. ' .. _---.- -._---- -----
._ ... - .--- . -... . 

---_ .. __ . -~'-----.'" ----. - -.. -._- ..• _. -,_.-_._- ._-- - ... __ .-. --~ ... 

N 

" N 
• 

. - - , ... ,.---- .'----- .. -... -. 

-----/----1 --_.- ... --- . -. . ._-- - -.. ------. 

.. 

._. __ ._ ...... _ •• _. "e" .. _...... _ ........ ,. 0...... .. ,,_ ... _ ...... ,,_.~ ........ _. """"'.'.~"".'.""'" ." .... ,., ..... _._ 

- . 

' . 
. . _ .. c .• __ .. ..- ... - .-. . -... ~ '.' 

........ - . 

. . , 
.- ... 

", " 

I 

. sect ion _ . .w;ST,u..Ow.REI:Ii:SL-____ _ 

date 19 10 - t972' 

,OlAL 
COS-iS ,0 DA"-E 

£1059 

REMF\R..KS . . 

Operation carried out 
by'machina. as agalnst 
the estimated value 
calculated on hand 
dig around piles 

Complete remeasure 
carried out by the 
surveyor 

Complete check through 
time sheets to give 
final accurate costs 

Site decision to use 
small machine on 
excavation proved 
valid· 



'; 

, ' ,GO n:t r ac t--,-sr...;O~RES~AND __ OFF~rC-r~ ..... il_LO_CX~--:-_ sec t i on --a,._ST_O_RES _____ _ 

c:flY I'fY 
OST 
ODE 

E. S'1'\ MP.1'ED 
AC:TIVI-ry 
C.05"( 

fH.>1!10RI5ED 
:VRRI~1'ION~ 
+ OR - '. 

ORe RETE £548 .. ·· -£85 . 

-_.- - - .--.-----. !.. __ .- •.••• -.--. -

REVISE.D 
ES-r, 'A.!=.1', 
cos-r •. 

" 
- . ;' . 

£463 ," -

.-.. -_ ..... _ .... 
• ________ .J .. -

% V 1t1.V E 
'NOR. \<. 0'" WOR.'><-
(oMP, E,>(E(.Uie:p 

~oo ' £463" 
. _-. __ .... 

"_, __ ,., ••• __ • ,'-'" __ •• ______ ._ • __ •• ' ._'.. "_ ••• 0" "" _______ ._ • ____ • __ ." ""', 

____ • __ • ___ ,,_, ___ ._ .. _ ---0··· __ . , ___ '_"_'M .. ____ , ___ . " __ '._ .. _._. ___ ••• _.,_ 

. - -,-._-- -.----.---- ._ ........... - .. _------! •.. _-_._ .• ----

-- . 
'" .... 
·w 

---·I-~----·- . 

_._._, ...... ','0'- _ ..• ,_. ___ ••.• ,_'._ '_.'h •... , 

--' --' --- .. ---. --------... -
- , .. _ .... - .. _. - -.~. 

. 

.. ~ 

PR."IOV~ 
RE(.O~El> 
cos-rs 

Re-check OD 
time sheets 

COSi"S INGOgREO 
IN '1\-\\<; 
PERIOP 
. , 

, ,£ 
J50, hra C 90p = 315 
30 " @ 1'001' =--2Q 

\ ' 

.' , 

.. .... , 
..... 

" ....... ~. 

. __ • __ • _____ .• _. _, • _, ". _.0 •.. , _ ••.. 

',' . 

date 1'9 - 10 - 1972 

-rO,IlL 
COSTS 
-ro DA-re: 

£345 
This activity done 
entirely by own 
labour 

Complete remeasure by 
the Surveyor 

Complete check. through 
time sheets to give 
final accurate ccs4,~ . 

.' 
.. 

.. ... " _._ .. --... 

. 

" , 
, '. 

.' I~ 
.. 



.' .C co nt r act ...;;;;;ST;;.:;O.:.;;RES=-:;A;;;;:;ND",-"O;;.:;FF~IC~E;.,.B:;.:LO;.;;..C;..;;;K,--~_ sec t i on ~ . ...;ST;.;;..ORES;.;....;..· ____ _ 

date 19 - 10 -1972 

,c.;\I v 11'>' 
.OST 
.CDE 

tein
'orcement 

ES1"IMP;fED 
A C:f1V I"fY 
COS,. 

£924-

_ .. -..!--'-----_.-

, It U,HOR, I SE: D
. VFlRI)l,i"IONS 
+ 011.-

REVISED 
E Si". R.c". 
Cos" . 

-£80 .£844. '. .... -.~ .... --- ..... ;-- ._- ... - ... 

'. -_._-,-- - ---... ---- _ .. _- -- - .. -•... 

r" v I\LU E 
'NORK. os:. WOR-It 
(oM P. . EXEC.UiEJ) 

PRE\lIOUS 
REGORDE» 
COS,.S 

cos"S INCURRED 
1 N· 1111<; 

. j:lERIOI> 

: 
'. ..£ 

tOO . .£844 R\3-check on Sub-c.ontractor 650 
time sheets 30 hrs!P 90p = 21' 

110 . n 0 l'OOp .. .J.Q. 

.--... -.. .. ....... ---.. -. I· -- .... -

-- .- -------1·--·--·_·_----:-

'-'--"'-" 
--.-.---- ._------ .---.- -----: _!.._. __ . __ .- --

'" --- ~ 

"" 
. '" '- .......... - . -... - .... -... --. ··----1---- -------.. -

• .. .......... '---- -- _._-- .. , .. --_.-...... _. . .............. ,,,., ... ,.' .... '-'.- -.. '-

. . ---~.-- -~'-

-. . -~"-'''' .. - -....... _,.. _ ...... '-. ,,- ... _ ........ __ .-........ --'".-... ~ .. --,--., --' - '-"" .......... __ . 

------------ . 

. .... 

. ," 

... : 

.. .. 

. 

-rOT'I\L 
COSTS 
TO D!>."E: 

£.6f57 

. 

. 

'rhis acti vi ty mainly-' 
done u.r sub-contractol 

Complete remeasure u.r 
the Surveyor 

A:ccurate breakdown of 
sub-contractors' cost 
available in this 
instance . 

• .. ,., . 

• 

.~ . 

.'.'. "" .,""" ... _, ....... -_.,-_ .. _.-._--.... -,. 

I~ 



.. co d;t r cl et _S_TO_RES_A_ND_O_FF_I_CE_'·.,..:BL_O_CK __ '.:-· _ sect i on ---.?_TO_RE5 ____ _ 

=t(.. .. flV rft 
~OST 
:'ODE 

SUES •. 

FOr!ll

work 

E ",1"1 MP:TED 
AC.1"IVI'Y 
eos-r 

£2072 ... 

. AUTHOR I SE: D 
VFlR I ~1"IONS 
+ OR-

-£12(3; .. 

'. 

REVISED 
HiT. ",c:r, 
cos, 

£1946 ,. 

... -- •.. ---.~-

0/" 
'NORI<. . 
(oM p, 

. tOO 

.. -.. - ........ -- .. - ... _-_ ...... --... - .. . 

.-.- - -'._- .. _--_._-- _.-.".- ,--._-_ .. _- ---.. - ... , •... 

.. ............... . .... - ... ··-----f---

V~LUE 
O~ WORR 
E'l<EC,UiED 

.£1'946 

P~IN'O\)S 
REc.oRDEj) 
cos,s 

Re-check on 
time sheets 

date 19 - 10 - 1972 

C051""5 INCURRED 
1 N 11H<; . 
PERIOD 

. £ 
SUb-contractor t905 
119 hrs @ 1oo'~ 119 

,OlI\L 
COSTS 
TO DA-rE: 

.50. ", C 90 '" --l2. £2069 

R:EMftR.KS . . 

This activity done 
partly by own labour 
and remainder by sub
contractor 

Complete remeasure by 
the Surveyor .. 

Complete check throngl 
time sheetm to give 
final accurate costs 

Sub-contractor costs 
inolude for extra worl 
on oaps due to 
inac.curate piling. 
Value of this extra w( 

buil t.;.up on a daywork 
basis . . • 

' __ h' h ••• _, ...... • _ •• __ ........ ,. __ •• ___ ........ _ •• __ 0 ..... ____ ._. _._ ••• ,.._. "'.".", ....... _ •• ,_ •• __ ".". 

---1----.. ·· - ....... - ........................ ' 1 

-----1--··--·····- ... - .. --................ .. 

. 

I~ 
.' 



.; 

Con t r act STORES AND OFFICE BLOCK sec t i on . ____ .S_TO_RES ____ _ 

Pte.-flY rfY 
:'OSi 
:ODE 

I; "''''1 MP:fED 
AC:TIVI,y 
tos\" 

1\-\),11011, I SE: D 
VARlil-rIONS 
+ OR-

REVISE.I) 
ES-r. ·Ft~". 
tos" .. 

9'" . 
'NOR. \<.. 
(OMP. 

SUBS. . --"-.... 

Hl'.rdcore . £472 -.. +.£119 . . £591' . 1'00 
_____ • ___ ._ ........ "._,,_ •••• __ • __ " 'R' ___ •• __ ".; __ •• _ •• _.~._ 

. "_ .. _-_ .. _. -- -.~----.-~'-
.. __ ._--_.-.---- ---... --_. '-'.--'-'-" 

'. .. _-_ ... _- -.--- -.--- .. -----= 
---.. -- ----'--- ._---.... _-- .-- ----_. 

VALU E 
O~ WORI<. 
E\(E(.OiEJ) 

.£591' 

.' .... - -- ". 

-. ----.-- -------.-. '------•. _--_.-.,._-'. -._---- ---,".- ..... -~~ .... ' .. -. 
.--_.- --- .-------- •.•• _-- -_._-_._ • ...!.- _._-- ••.•. 

,". __ ..•. - ."._-".' -~ .. _. --~ .. -- '1"...... .• ............ ._ .. _a._~., __ .. 

'" ---- ~ ..... - ... - ... ,-.~ .. -.. -..•. _._ .......... ~.- - ..... . 

• . -.. '-"'-' -. -.'--~--t---.. ---.-----.-

. ' . 

date __ ~19~-~10~-~1:9~72 ______ __ 

PRIN 101)'> 
RE(.oRDEJ) 
cos"'", 

CO:;1"S INGIJI<REO 
IN "nll'; 
PERIOD 

· . 

, 

· . I; 
Re-check on ~4~ hrs.@ 90p = 669 
time sheets 50·" @ 100p = -2Q 

· . 
\ . 

." .~, .'. . .... ._.-

..' . 
.' :-. 

.' . -_ ... ' .... '" 

. . -.. .. .. 

.-...... " .. - .....•. 
:: .. 

. . __ ............ . 

iorl1.L 
COSiS 
,0 DA1'E 

£719 
Work done by own 
labour 

Different material US! 

from that origionallY 
specified required ~ 
increased labour rate 

Complete reme-asure by 
the SUrveyor 

Complete check througl 
time sheets to give 
final accurate. costs 

• 

.. " .... - .-.. . .... _ ........ _..... . .. -.. -... ~--.--. "'-'" " ..... ,,-'-"'-............ -~.,-,- ' ........ . 
. __ .......... -_ ...... ---" ...... ~ .. . .' . 

.::. ---+-----_ ....... _ ........ . 

., .. ,"::. · . . , 
~.' 

.' . 

I~ 
. ~ .' 



' . 
.. . . 

~': . co nt r act STORFS AND OFFICE. IILOCK sec t i on ---..;.ST.;.;,O;.;;.;;RFS~ ___ ---,-_; . 

f\C;fIYlfY E ';1"1 M~l:rEl) .1'tUTHORISEl) REVISED 0/. YI\LVE PR''''OU!> 
COST AC-1"IVI-rY . V,t1RII\TIONS E51". RC-"f. 'NO"'K 0" WOR-I(. REc-oRl>El) 
c..ODE co~,r .+ 011, - Cos-r CaMP. E'l<ECUTE!) cos-rs 

SUPEHST. 

Concrete '£985' '.+ .£250 £1235 '. 25.8.72 _ .... _._, ..• - . , .......... . -
--"--.. . - _. --- -.'--,. - .. .. ------"-'-.'--' .--'----.-- -- 41 £654 . . NIL . 

.. - .. '-_._-_._ .. ' .. • _ '"_ •• M.", _ .. _,._ .. _ ._--- --_ .. 
.. _""..,,._.,.-- . 

15.9.72 •••••••• ___ 0. __ •• 
0 •••• _ • _ ......... . .- ..• . . 

---'- ---- •.. _-..... -. ,- ----: .... '82""-- £Hl58 ........ "£520-" 
__ . _____ ...... _ .M.· .••• ··• '._. ___ . __ .... ______ •• ' " ___ "'_"" ___ "_ •• ____ "_ ••. _ , .. ,., 

.•••••••.•. ---- --.0;" .• ----........ -- .,., •• -..••. 

- ·. ____ .0_._ ..•... 19.10.7 

... - .... - ..... .. 92"'" :-':11 56'" .. '-£713 . 

. -_ .... ~ 
~ .~~.- .. " .. _ .. __ ..... ~- ._,._., .. "-" _. 

.... __ ._. "._ .2 ~ 1..'.P 
£1185 £1029 

. •• ", • ..... •• __ ..... __ ••. .._ ••••.•• ".. . ___ , '_'W"' • _. _. _ •••.•. ___ •• 

: date 
COS"fS. INCUR.R.ED 
1 N· 11-11<;' 
PEF.IOl) 

.. 

£520. 

£193 

I; 

1032 hre 0 90p E 929 
100 " 0 lOOp D~ 

. 

£. 
200 his 0 gap D 180 

30 • 0 lOOp D -1.Q 
£l.!.Q. 

£520 . 

. £713 

£1029·· 

£1239 

.... '. ' .. '" I· 
. _._-... , .. 

. ( :.-i 

• ___ ......,..._ ....... -===rt ... __ ._==_~ d. ___ --. ...... ~.,.,,' ___ =e~_~.'.'= ___ ~! ___ c_. _" ... _. __ .. $ .. _.-.._ ... ___ , 

High level root noy 
changed to insi tu slab 
resulting in extra cost . 

Complete check through 
time sheets to give 
revised cost 

' . 

Costs incurred oorreot 
to date but not possibl~ 
to york out "es~imated. 
value".at present due 
to large number ot 
variations 

Note· 20%' ot· aotitity . 
cost used for·the· 
execution ot 4% ot the 
york in this period 

I~ 

-



.' 
• conJract STORES ADD OFFICE llLOCX sec t j on _ . .::;ST~ORES:=.' ____ _ 

i\c.-nv iry 
COST 
<:-0 DE: 

SUPERST. 

, Formwork 

E ';1"1 M P;fE I) 
AC:TIVI1'Y 
c.os,-

£1018 

./W,flO"-ISED 
VARI!<-rlOIolS 
+ OR-

" 

REVISED 
E£o"-. RCT_ 
c.OS'-

+£250 ' £1268 

. _. _ '_.'_. ___ '_" ____ ..••. ____ t •. 

9'0 
.....,OR.I<. , 
(OMP. 

VALUE 
0>- WOR.\(. 
E'l(ECNTEl) 

£667 

P"''1110VS 
I1.E(.oI!j)EJ) 
COS,-S 

NIL 

cosTS INCORRED 
IN' 1'1\1<;' , 
PER.IOD 

£920 

date 
,-orl\L 
COSTS 
'-0 DJ\1'£ 

£920, 

, 

Add! tional tormvork 
in high level root 

, 

All vork undertaken 
b,y Sub-contractor 

,-,,--, .... ,' --,- .. ,-.. I--l--~I---l-----:---+---r:-------
---- , , ,----,-,-- :'-~1950-''02f8-.. ' ' 1 ~9.72 

,-, , .. ----, -'82 '''' £2684 

'" --... ~ ----1----, --,--.. ' 
'" -_._ •... 

6.1.72 , 
96 .0089 

--,- ----,-, .. ----- "---'-'" --_ .. , .. " 
I 

1 ' 

£ 
Su~ontraoto~ • 619 
na1"ork'labour - 73~ 
1'7 hrs 0 90p 'a..12. 

£.l12.i, 

" 

.. ,,- , 

£2285 

Additional value tor 
inaccuracies in Bill 
beam measurements 

Da1Vork labour brought 
in from other site 
duriug National Building 
Strike at premium 
payments. 

No louger practical 
proposition to 'colleot' 
accurate costs because 
sub-contractor vill not 
keep them separate trom 
other ,activities .. and,,, 
the office blQc!c 

1 
I 

I 



~ .. ~ ....... ' ..... ...- ~ ~ ~" , ... "--'" -,. ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~. , .............. "' ...... "' '" ...... -4.(, ...... ......-., ,,--.,..., ~ '"-".""'1""-" 'I -" F".-¥ •• ;;:- t._ , T""T~i _4 \. i. q .... ,ay,,», T ......... ""'?,· ___ ... .Io 

.' . 
cont r act_S'l'_O_RES_A_M)_O_P'F_I_C ..... ~.~.BLO_CK_--,-_ 

F\C:\iV IfY 
COST 
C.ODE 

.21!!'1~ 
-Rein
forcemen 

E ~-r, MR-rED 
AC.-rIVI-ry 
to<;.1' 

I\'YfHO",'S"D 
:Vf1R,I\1"IONS 
+ 011.-

REVISE.D 
ES-r, ·fI<:''f, 
tOS1" •. 

+ £60 - . ;.- -£1# 

. ~ .... -_. __ ..•. _- -----_ ..... -

.- •. -~--- ...•........ _ .. -----_ ... 

'1'. 
'.JORK 
tOMP, 

25.8.72' -
"-4"'-' 

VI\LUE 
01' WOR.\\. 
E'I(E(.U"'E9 

. _. __ ._- .-------- -_ .•.... -.-._---_..:... .. ---_._ .•.... 
'" 

--_._ .. _--_ .•. _ .. : .. ... - ...... ~ ... - 6.1.U .- .... --- .. 
._-_. to . _ .... - _., . .l, ..• 

-'-~.-f'--..:9~=6_-' .. ~~,~!~:.:_ 

I .. 

-. 

PR&.\lIOU'So 
RE(.O{1J)Ej) 
cos-rs 

NIL 

£180 .-

cos'fs INC02RED 
'N ·11\1"-
PERIOD 

.' 

£180 ;-

\ ' 

...•... -£1,0 
.... ' ... 

" , 

-. .!.:- .;. 
....... : 

., 

.-.;. "'" 

. .,' 

• . .... 
... .' 

·r. 

sec ti on --.. __ ST_ORES _____ _ 

date 
-rO,IlL 
co:;.,. .. 
TO DII1'£ 

£180 

£310 

',' . 

Additional reillforcement 
in high level root 

All work done by 
Sub-eontraotor 

Extra value Uor 
inaccuracies in Bill 
beam measurements 

No longer practical 
proposition to colleot 
accurate costs because 
sub-contractor will not 
keep them separate trom 
other activities and 
the office blo~ 

I~ 



F\c"'\iV I'rY 
COST 
C.ODE 

lUPERST .. 

Brickwor 
and 

..J>lockwor 

I 

E S1'1 MR1'ED 
AC1'IVI1'Y 
Cos1' 

£9312' 

. AUif\OR.ISEn 
VflRll\1'lONS 
+ 0!1.-

.... " 

• 

REVISED 
E51', RC,-, 
Cos1' 

" 

co n';t r act STORES AND OFFrCPl BLOCK: 
, 

0/0 
\-.JOR-I<. . 
caMP, 

VIILUE 
0<' WOR.II. 
E'\(ECU,-EP 

PR.."IOV," 
IlE(.O<1J>£J) 
COS1'S 

COSTS INCV~RED 
IN -nllc;. 
PER\OP 

sec t i on --.' --=ST.:.;O:::RES~ ___ _ 

date 

. 

. 

"fO'RL 
COS1''; 
TO DJl.1'E 

5.8.72 
"25 . £2328 NIL Suk'ontraetor £1719 £1719 

This includes external' 
and internal york 

. 

A:ll york undertaken 
u.v Sub-contractor 

. 

--.. - -- ----.- ''''~£'3'r''-- "£92~'1'5;9~72 £:. 
Type of bond chrut8Sd 
causing a reduction 
~n Bill ra~ •. 

.. -.--_ ............ - -.•. -----_. __ .' .. '--' ... - .. , .. . .... - _.-."" 
.... " ....... _. __ . __ ." ___ . __ ~1... ... £4730 £1719 

.... -- _. --_. __ . --.- •... _-- -.-,.". 

Sukontraoto.r 872 
35 hrs ~- gap ~ ..2l 

.~ £2622 

'" '" ·0 . 
., 1'9.10.7 

----1---· --.----- .. 
.85 .. · £7884 .£262:1. Su~contractor. £1606 £4228 

. "'-.. -.. ". i----+--:-+--+-----I----t-::-=-~ ___ _::::_.::_:: Difficultie~ experi~nc.d ........ ,,- - 6.1.T60 

98 

-""".,. _ .. ".- . .__ .... 

£9089 £4228 Sub-oontractor £1656 £5884 

~: 

in pursuading Sub- . 
contractor to return 
to site.to complete 
remainder of work 

. . .. , 

Large.saving . .is. due 
to the efficiencr of 
this sub-contractor 

'--____ -' __ • ___ . ..l. __ • ______ .... ______ ....... _ .. _. _____ •• __ 



·~I:.) .. ",. -f ~ 
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